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CHAPTER I 

REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS· WORK:-

The ob.ject ·of ·the prese:t)t· work is to study some of the 

~hysical properties: of .g].ow discharge and arc _p~asma 

and it is proposed· to undertake the fo~~owin,g ~ines 

of investigation. 

(-A)- HEA~ FLOW PROCESS IN THE POSITIVE COLUMN OF 

GLOW DISCHARGE. 

The phenomenon of heat conduction in gaseous 

p~asma was investigated by Go~dstein and Sekiguchi · 

( 1958) in ord·er ·to study the problem of m·utual electron 

interaction. In addition to the technique of interac

tion of pulsed microwaves in decaying p~asmas the 

phenomenon of •After Glow Quenching' is exploited in 

the experiments. The exp-erimental vaJ.ues of the ther

mal conductivity in low- gas pressure neon and xenon 

plasma· having high charge· density was determined by t~ 

different methods. The values have been ·found, to be o.f 

the order of 10-6 to 10-5 '(Joules/ clli. s~c. deg~ee) for 

the electron density range 10 1~ 1013 (em-') at room 

temperature ( -- 300°K). The experimentally obtained 

values of the thermal conductivity are in agreement 

.within less than one or~er of magnitude with those given . . . 

by the theory of Spitzer and Harm.·(! 962.), 
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The most significant result of these experi

meni;s is that the thermal conductivity in plasma of 

low gas pressure but adequately high charge density 

{degree of ionization 10.;..6 ·t_o· 1o-5 ) is determined by 

the· heo..t fl.ow chiefly in the el.ectron gas of the 

plasma~ ·Indeed . the ·ra.te[ci:f) which thermal. energy is 
. ~-.,..:;.:.... . ..-• 

. transferred from a smaJ.l volume of warm electron gas 

to equal_ volumes of cool el ectrone within the same 

plasma is considerably faster (at l.east one order of 

magnitude faster) than the rate ·of heat transfer to· 

any of the two other heavy plasma cons:ti tuente (ions 

and neutral atoms). 

The conclusion, is also borne out by the expe-

rimental. fact that at the same eJ.ectron density 7l_e 
in one gas {here Xenor;t) no gas pressure dependence 

of thermal. conductivity is observed. A further support 

for the above conclusion is provided by the fact that 

again at the same charge densi·ty the mass of the gas 

(here xenon and neon) has little or no influence on 

the ~ thermal conductivity in these plasmas. A rather 

stray dependence of this thermal· conductivity on the 

electron. denstty however is apparent. The most approp

riate comparison of the experimentally obtained coe-· 

fficient of thermal conduction in the above mentioned 

plasmas can· be made with the .result obtained by the 

detailed .cal.qul.ations of 'Spitzer and H~rm.C.-~>, 



These cel:cul.ations are f'or :plasmas in ful.l.y ionized 

gases. The comparison of experimental resUlts with 

this theory is appropriate because in the plasmas 

described in their work the interaction of electrons 

with the charged constituents (electrons arid ions) 

pre-dominates ·over that with the neutral gas consti

tuents of the plasma owing to the long' range of 
I 

Coulomb force• This comparison shows that the expe-

rimentally obtained values of thermal conductivity 

are in agreement within less than one order of magni

tude with the taeoreticaJ. calculation. 

P&rsson ( 1961) had devel.oped a method of mea

suring·the conductivity in a high electron density 

pl.asma. He had shown that the interaction between the 

solenoidal. electric field and circular cyl.indri cal 

plasma column was used as the basis for the design 

of a pulse operated bridge,. suitable for measurement 

of the electrical conductivity in the high electron 

density pl.asma. The upper limit for the measurable 

conductivity is determined by the skin depth of the 

plasma whil.e the lower limit is determined by the noiee 

level and the maximum allowed signal on the bridge. A 

GaussiQP'l.ike pulse with a width of approximately 0.1~ 

sec. is applied to the solenoids which are cri ticaJ.ly 

damped in the corresponding frequency range in a time 

3 
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re'solution of less than 1/1 of· a·)t .. sec. for the con• 

d uctivi ty measurement maxima. ·Krin berg ( 1967) had shown 

.effects· of ionization reacti?ns on the th.ermaJ. conduc

.tivi ty of a plasma. He had shown that the expression K 

(the thermal. conductivity) is of· the same form as for 

transport via dissociation inspite of the some-what· 

different ini ti·aJ. system ·of <equations for the case of 

ionization. Rand ( 1966·) et el.. had worked on plasma 

· thermal.. conductivity taking into consideration some 

collective effects. They had studied electron thermal 

conductivity of a fully· ionized Lorentz gas. The ene~gy 

transfer among ~egions of.the gas at different local 

temperature had been, det-ermined by considering the 

emission and absorption of longitudinal. plasma. waves • 

. The wa.ves are both coll.ision and Landau damped, the 

later type of damping effects the ene_fgy transfer only 

secondarily, since the resulting energy does not.go 

· directly into the heating of the gas. It was found 

that beyond the dependence obtained in· conventional 
. . -

two body collision studies, thE:) therm~ conductivity: 

exhibits an additional weak dependence on the plasma· 

parameter. 

Levin-sky et al ( 1968) had sho'wn the effect of electron 
.. 

:t intera.ction on the pla.sma _thermal.. conductivity. The 

appl.ication of ·l.o.ngi tudinaJ. wave emission. and absorp-
. . 

tion to the determination .of the thermal. conductivity 
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of a ~ul.ly ionised Loren-tz -gas is extended p}lenomeno

,logically in order to incl.ude the effects of electron -

_ electron int·eractions • .A simple modification iields 

good ageeement. with the reslll.ts of previous caJ.cula-
. -

tion whi:ch were found by means of formal expression! 

of the Bol_tzmann ·equation about the collision term. 

Mahn et aJ. (1968) had worked on the measurement of the 

thermal. conductivity in a magnetic field. The thermal. 

Qonductivi'ty of a hydro·gen plasma had been measured in 

a· transverse ·magnetic field in the temperature range 

between 10000 and 50,000°K. 

' . 
J. Raed:er ~·et _ al. ( 1968) ·had· shown increase of pressure 

and tot8l. thermal conductivity in symmetrical. cylinders 

'of hydrogen plasma in an axial magnetic field under 

thermal equilib~ium. The increase of pressure and total 

·thermal. conductivity are calculated for an infinitely 

long hydrogen plasma ·column in an axial magnetic field. 

Th·e cal.culations. which are based on the first and third 

moments- of the ·Bol tzma.nn equation for. atoms ions and 

electrons are carried out under the assumption of local 

tbermal. eqrulibrium. Numerical results. are given for 

magnetic fields upto 150 KG and temperature upto 1060x 
and external. pressure ranging ·frpm 1ol to 105 dyne/cm2. 

5 



Comparison of these resul:ts wi.th previous cal.cula.tions 

which neglect thermal forces .shows that they 'cause an 

increase of pressure aJ. so in the completely ionized 

pl.asma and therefore. modify. the thermal conductivity 

indirectly • 

. Asionsqysnii ( 1970) et aJ. had studied the electrical 

and thermal. conductiv.i ty of air plasma. An experimental 

set up was ·made by a stabilised d.c. arc in air at atmos

pheric pressure• Data relating to the e~ectricaJ. con<luc-
. " 

tivi·ty of air -at 7000°K to 11000°K and thermal ~onducti-

vity of air at 6000°K to 14000°K were presented;. 

Morris _{ 1970) et aJ. had measured el e ctrj, cal and ther-

mal. conductivity of H2' N2 and_Ar at'high temperature 

up to 14000°K for pressures between 0.5 and 2.0 atmos-

phere using a wall stabilised electric arc as a plasma 
' 

source. Generally satisfactory agreement was noted bet-

ween theory and experiment for the electric81 conducti

vity. ,Equal.ly good agreememtm: was found for the thermal. 

conductivity for N2 a~d argon when the energy trans

fer by. vacuum ul:traviolet radiation is incl.uded in the 

energy ·transport calculation. For hydrogen a difference 

between theory and experiment o-f as much as a factor of. 

'2' is observed ·at the lower temperature. The difference 

was-dependent on arc·current and might be the result of 

non equil1ibrium effects.· 



Bauder (1970) had· studied thermal. conductivity of high 

temperature gases from.experiments with electric arc 

discharge. The cascade arc was made for measurement of 

plasma transport properties up to 26000°K ·and math em a-. 

tical evaJ. uation method of :the measured data was desc

ribed. Results were reported for hydrogen and nitrogen 

at-1 atomosphere pressure. The thermal and electrical 

conductiv~ty of optically thin plasma and its radiation 

source a strength was determined as a function of gas 

:temperature·and pressure. Voltage/current che.racteris

ti as of the arc ··col. umn, tGtal. radiation tempera~ure 

distribution across the column with those experimental 

data and numerical. integration of the energy equation of 
~ l ' ' . . . . 

the arc column yield the transport properties of the 

particul.ar plasma under study.[>----- ~---:~--·:~;;~~::-: .. --·~c,-:.:.;~~~:> 
. '"-:-,-----~--· --~----· -- ---·'-.----- . 

.As-6hqysky et al. ( 1970) had determined experimentally 

-thermal. conductivity in low temperature plasma. The 

measurements of-the thermal conductivity of plasmas of 

argon, nitrogen and airwere carried out at atmospheric 

pressure and in temperature range from 6500°K to 16500°K 

~he source of plasma was an electric arc stabilized by 

water cooled copper walls. The d ~pendence of the .elect

ric field intensity and· the radial distribution of tem

perature·on the current of the arc for· different dia

meters ·of the stabilizing channels (for argon plasma 

d =·4,6,8 mm_:. for N2 plasma d = 3 and 5 mm for air 

7 
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·. p~asma ·d =- 5 mm) were studied. It was shown that in such 

arcs mechanism of heat transfer is. riot exclusively ther

mal conduction. The experimental results are compared 

with theoretic& cal cul.ations. ' 

Schreiber et aJ. (1970) had investigated the _plasma trans

port properties. An approach was outlined for the experi

mental determination of pi~sma transpbrt properties such 

-as el e ctri oaJ.. conductivity, -thermal. c?nd ucti vi ty, radia-

tion source strength and viscosity. A plasma source was 
. ' 

designed and constructed- to pro.vide the required stable 

, ·conditions for- investig~tion. The. required diagonostic · 

techniques were ·deveJ.oped and preliminary measurements 

were pre.sented • .Advantages incl. ude the determination of 

eJ.-ectrical. conductivity without making assumptions about 

the analytical form of the transport properties or the 

validity of the non-absorbing energy equation. In addi

tion radiation source strength was measured· over the 

entire waveJ.ength. 

DeJ.pech et a.l ( 1971) ·had studied theoretically and -

exp·erimenta.lJ.y the · thermal. conductivity of a par

tial.J.y ionized gas (ionization coefficient between 

.10-7 and 1o-5 • A technique had been deveJ.oped for 

measuring the- thermal conductivity K~ for a range of 



values of where and are the 

e~ectron neutral, and e~ ectron ion co~lision frequency for 

momentum transfer. In an after glow plasma, theoretic8.1.· 

and experimental results for he~ium were compared. 

Asin~~r,.skii et al (1972 ): ~ad .worked on the· measurement of 

coefficient of eie.ctrical and therm-al conduct;lvi ty of 

air,- Co2 gas ·plasma: by ·me_ans of stabilized e~ectric arc. 

Based on the measurements of the electrical. field inten

sity and the temperature profiles in a wall stabilized 

d. c. arc1 the author d.erived the val. ues of the coeffi

cient of electrical and.thermal conductivity ot air and 

Co2 gas plasma at atmospheric pressure in the 6000° -

15000°K temperature range. 

Nizovskii ( 1973) ·et al had measured th-ermal cond ucti

vi ty of a hydrogen p~asma l.n a stabilized e~ ectric arc. 

An _exp~anation was_ propos~d for the discrepancies bet

ween theoretical and experimental_data on the thermal 

·conductivity of ·a hydrogen p~asma. It was shown that 

there was a temperature range between the disssocia

tion and the ionization peak o! the thermal. conducti

. vi·ty, the discrepancy was due to the breakdown of 
- . 

. chemical equillibrium in_ the region of the arc near 

the waJ.l. At temperature_ beyond the ionization peak 

the concentration of neutral atoms varies by a factor 
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of several. uni:ts when there is even a smal~ departure of 

the degree of ionization from the equ~ibrium value. This 

could lead to a ~arge error in the measurement of the 

temperature and therefore the thermal conductivity. 

Ghosal, Nandi and Sen ( 1979) had worked on heat f~ow 

process in the positive column of a low pressure mercury 

arc. The problem of heat now process within a low pre

ssure mercury arc with water cooled walls had been inves

tigated utilizing the first order.perturbation technique 

to Boltzmann transport equation incorporating the term 

tor the observed high gradient of radial distribution 

of azimuthaJ. electrical cond ucti vi ty of the arc. 

No regular and systematic observation has been 

done regarding the process of heat flow in a confined 

l.ow pressure arc (where the electrons are far from 

being in thermal equilibrium with the heavier consti

tuents). Ghosal, Nandi and Sen ( 1979) studied semi 

emperically the heat. flow process occuring within a 

low pressure me+cury arc plasma. The authors had shown 

previouSly (1978) that when an arc is formed within a 

tube, the current density is not uniform throughout 

the cross section but is maximum at the axis and mini

mum at the periphery~ This phenomenon gives rise to 



I selective se1f heating at the axis- of the arc pl·asma. 

· ·The arc continuously absorbs power from the source and 

gives it away to the surroundings. In a weekly ionised 

plasma both th:e el·ectrmnic and molecular contributi·ons 

to thermal conductivity ·are· to be considered. There 

might be present·another mechanism of heat flow other 

than thermal · cond·uction, radiation and·- convection 

which arises owing to the fact·that el.ectron density 

distri:bution within the arc may cause diffusion and 

energy might be carried away by the ·electrons. In cont

rast to the case of. high_ pressure arc this mechanism of 

heat now might pl.ay a ~ignificant .rol.e in case of l.ow 

pressure· arcs. 

Ghosal, Nandi and Sen (1978) had shown that the 

radial el.ectrical conductivity distribution function 

· can be well. represented by 

(1.1)' 

-+ radial. po si ti.on 

R ~ radius of the ·tube 

--+- the. ~onductivi ty "~i the axis. 

11 
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The exp·erimentaJ.1y determined ·term "Y'L is found to be 

dependent on discharge currents. Based on this deduc~ 

tion the authors had shown that radial distribution of 

electrical conductivity gives rise to a distribution 

of the rate of heating inside the plasma cylinder 

defined by the radii r . and r + dr •. The rate of 

· heating per -unit 1 ength within the 

annular space can be represented as 

• 
d.(i~ 

jc.-J -7 electrical. conductance of the annuaJ.ar 

plasma cylind@.1' 

f (or) 
2 7\ "r d~ Q (.,..) 

<i (~) a'-"~" • c ~ 
fi({o 

where C is a constant 

The rate of heating inside th·e :plasma cylinder of 

radius r is given by 

~ F(rJ 

(1.2) 

12 
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Electronic c t · b t on rl.. u ion of heat flux is obtained by 

using the rel~tion 

+ r:::;:;.eJ 

He= /Jj~~ 

He --· 
.y ? 

"'ll C. 

-C>CJ 

which· is obtained as 

5 'YI o :}cz J k 2. 
-

2 "W) e ':?., e. 

dpcz) Te2 
0/_2-

or 

c)_Te 
- Ke. --o/-2 

Te_ 
J_Te 5" 'Ylo 

kl_ 

d-2 2.. --me l9me. 
-

K Te )Ae De -Tx dj(z) 5 
+ -no 

2- ~~~l· of_Z 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 



-~ 

where 

/(/2_ 

where· J(e is the thermal conductivity of plasma., 

where we have used the relation 

Under ·relevant approximations 

/e. 
;; 

~e >> /Lt" >> ?rli .rrn .(L 

14 

cJ_Te 5 Ylo J< Te DA 
d g(z_) 

}/e_ - J< {L c)_z 2- of2-

( 1. 5) 

where DA = is the approximate ambipolar 

diffusion coefficient. The nux of electrons ;-;-' exe

cuting ambipola.r diffusion is given by 
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y· 
I 

H 

\ 
•,.,)-·. 

-~· '· 
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Heat nux 
of_ jYCZ) 

Cono.J.owd K "Te. no ])A_ d. ~ 

The total heat flux H will contain H(i and e 
for the ion species and th~ neutral particle species 

respectively. 
f- Hn f--j. = He 

5 rJo --

- K_YI 

Assuming · cylindrical symmetry z 

the radial variables r, 

s- 'no J<l p (~) Te_ --z ")'n·€. l9111e 

-~i cJ_ _:) (~J D.e_. 
ol"Y' /Me 

l071B7 

'1 5 SEP 1991 

can be replaced by 

j_re_ s-
- nD J< Te_ 

o(.-y 2. 

k-n 
d-Tn 

_.;.--

v~-~ 

:;;..~]'~!""-'!, :~· '·~.V;!.t~.~~ 

~z:!"~·J:,.~:r..~~.$1'' ~. ~·~:.r~~~ 
·,•,) .f J :!v.ii I> .--"1 fli'i {l if' '!fir;"-~ 



The heat· now across the plasma cylinder of· unit 

length of_radius ' r ' is given by 

J_re_ 
C F(~) of_ -yo' 

16 

d:jc-v) 
1.9.,...,e 

5 . 
- -n o I< Te. 
2 

-

oey 

() assuming· Tr ( e ) == Te i.e. some suitable value 

of electron -temperature within the pl.asma column 

( 1 .6) 

where -the suffixes 0 and w denote the values of the 

relative·quanti·ties at the axis:and_at the wall respe-e

. ti vely .: From equat'ion ( f.2). 

R I • 

j C r <r("') dr C. F (r<) ::: . ~0 

0 
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where {£( o is the total rate of heating inside the 

plasma col.umn of unit length. Thus 

From equation ( 1 ~7) and ( 1 .6) 

, 
- 2A {c/:j(r) Te (Teo- Tew) +j!> {~- Jf,j 

R. 
-/- Kr- ( h,o - h,<.JJ_J 

where j F(r) ci'Y' 
r F(R) 

(1.8) 
0 

and the e~ectrical conductivity at the axis of the 

plasma is given by 

<J;; _ 11 o eLI 'Y7e ..S:e 
(1.9) 

Thus · 

Assuming 

s --2 

s 
2 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

to a first approximation 
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t 

0 

Qo 

~-

II 
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K2. s- /1-l· Kt. 
e ,_ <1(, Te ( Teo - Tew ) + 

11 /4- e e 1-

(1.12) 

was determined by using thermometers. 

If the l.ongitudinal electric field of the 

plasma is assumed to be uniform throughout the cross-

section of the plasma the quantity ( Te - f'l1 ) . 

becomes a constant parameter 

K2. Go 5: 1\ 
2 e_2-

A 

-1- Sif AL· 

+ 21\ l<'r\ 
/l 

Te_ 

1<2.. 

(1.13) 
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-~ 
! 

where 
r-f... =- I. 

·Yo · = 0 according 

to. the Projed
0 

y:r:~:i;n0t:ation d ~ 

0 

0 
~ 

• & 0 

Q~ Qo Ql( f- QD + --
. (1.14) o· 

.5 Kl. <:lo (?;o- ~~) Q~ Te - " where 2 - e-2- ~ 

~. rate· o·f heat· now from plasma per "unit 

1 ength to- th'e waJ.1 due to the electronic thermal. 

cond-uctivity. 

= 

0 

QlJ ---=7' . is-- the h·eat now rate .due to ambipolar 

diffusion of electrons 

19 
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Q 

27\ ( 1;,0 

~ is the heat flow rate due to thermi:u conduc

tion of neutral partiCles. 

The experiment·~ proc.edure wa~ very straight :fo~ard. 

The p~atinum resistance thermometer ·is first cali bra. ted 
. . 

and water is made to flow through the condenser. The 

arc is then drawn along ·the tupe. Som.e time is all.owed 

to pass to· achieve the thermal equilibrium of the p~a

tinum thermometer with the mercury vapour at the axis. 

The temperature of the platinum thermometer 

reads ~o ~ the temperature at the axis. The 

mercury thermometez: reads the temperature . () of 

the flowing water. Owing to ·tne finite conductivity 

of gl.ass· thi~ () is not the actual peripheral. tem

perature of the pl.asma;. knowing the thickness and the 
= 

conductivi t~.(_:: . .,.,_-~,_,=-~f glass of tb.e tube, the actual 
- ~·---- _t • 

peripheral temperature is calculated. The experiment 

was repeated for diff.erent discharge ·currents. In each 
. . 

case . the rate of supply of heat ~o · is calculated 

by knowing the discharge current and the voltage across 

the pl.aema col. umn under study. 



The results obtained by Ghosal et a1 (1979) 

corroborate with the ·result obtained by Margeriau and 

Ad~er ( 1950) who predicted an occurance of maxima in 

the region of lower electron energies from where 

Brode's measurements of co~lision cross section 

21 

begin. The obtained high v~ues of electron atom 

co~lision cross sections at lower electron. energies 

also explains the sudden fall of electron temperature 

at higher discharge currents, since as the current is 
I 

increased>the vapour pressure of . Hg increases. and 

thereby lowers the el.ectron energy to some extent. 

These low energy electrons again suffer greater 

number of col~isions due to a sharp rise of q(e 
at ~ower electron energies, thereby lowering the 

electron,energy a~ain and the process continues 

until the equilibrium is reached. 
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(J3) EVALUATION OF ELECTRON TEMPERATURE IN GLOW 

DISCHARG~ FROM ·MEASUREMENT 'OF DIFFUSION VOLTAGE. 

The Langmuir probe has long been used as a fun

dament~ diagnostic tool for measuring local properties 

of plasma. Th"e experimental arrangements generaJ.ly are 

very simple. 'A small metailic electrode is placed in the 

plasma at the location of interest. External circuit is 

provided to vary ·its. electric potential~ The current 

flowing to the ·probe is measured ~e a function of apP

lied voltage. The current vol. tage die.gram or the probe 

charact·eristic may provide important information about 

local properties of the plasma such as electron and ion 

number densities 7/e and '1'2 .. .- · , electron tempera-

turep Te, the plasma potential v8 and electron diE.t

.ribution function. 

A thin l.ayer·around the probe exists where 

electron and ion number densities differ and the layer 

call. ed as a sheath can sustain large electric fields. 

So the number Qf possibilities for a meaningful use of 

probes is subject to many restrictions otherwise.the' 

·results of probe measurements may be erroneously 

interpreted. 
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To every point in the p~asma there is a corres

ponding potential·. v8 wrth respect to a given reference 

point (for· ~xamp1e a ~arge e~ectrode in contact with the 

p~asma). This is known as spac·e potentiaJ.. If a probe 

(a smaJ.~ cy1indrioal. conductor) is inserted at a point 

.in p~asma due to unequal. moti.ons of electrons and ions, 

the probe quietly attains a potential. negative wi.th 

respect to V 8 th.is potential is known as noating 

potential :Vf and a sheath is formed due to space 

chargeeffect. If the probe potential. is raised to v8 
by external. source, the probe is at the same voltage 

as the p~asma and there is no sheath. If the probe is 

biased ·more negative~y then V 8 an increasing frac

tion of electrons is repelled apd the probe current 

fa~ls. The logarithmic slope of the .characteristic in 

this region is equal. to the ].ocal electron temperature. 

At· Vf , the currents of electro~s and ions drawn to 
' 

the probe are equal and the net current is zero. With 

increasing ·negative bias no electron can reach the 

probe and ion saturation current is drawn. From elect

eon and ion saturation current plasma local. density cari 
' be determined. 
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Langmuir's ( 1924, :1926) pioneering ·work, (the theory 

of pro·bes in the absence of magnetic fields) bas been 

extensively dev,ei·oped. In the absence of magnetic fields 

. the response of a pro~e depends on a number of parame

··ters. These parameters d·etermine the various domain at 
''· 

which· electric probe can operate. In the collisionl.ess 

limit c~ .).> Y',o., jA >> ~D J 
where 

particles, 

is the ·meant ·free path of the charged 

'"'fP is the probe radius and 'f\.D is 

the Debye shielding l.engtb given by 
. t/L 

?'.D - ft.. q ( Te /72e) in C~· 

· the theory is practi ca.lly complete and extensive 

computed re~ul ts are ·available •. 

( <A ,-/ · ~I D <'< .-.rp) The continuum ·case /\ "' 

has been treated by su and Lam ( 1963) and Cohen ( 1963) 

Wasserstrom, Su, Pro batien ( 1965), Chou, · JaJ. bot and 

Willis (1966), Bicukowski an~ Chage (1968) • A sys- · 

· ' tematic account of probe theories is given by Chung, 

Talbot and Touryan (~975). 

Chen et ~ ( 1968) had shown that probe ·theory is 

particUl.'ltl"ly simple when: tP - ·rp j'f\o : 
called as "De bye ratio" i~ large ( >>I O) 
anci the ·sheath is thin so that the particle collection 
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area is- essential.l.y th~ geometric area·of the probe, 

is _;':~::."·smaJ.l: ( <<·t) · and the sheath or when -~p 
very thick so· that probe current· is go·verned by orbital. 

motion th.eory of Langmuir. 

Schott ( 1968) has enumerated condi tiona to be satis

fied for an ideal. probe operating in orbital. motion 

experiments. (a) The pl.asma is -to be homogeneous and 

quasi neutral: in the absen.o'e of- the pro be. (b) El. ectrons 

and ions to· have Max - well ian velocity distribmtions 

·with temperatures Te and . T l respectively with 

Te_ >> 7i (c) The mean free paths of electrons 

.~e ~t· ' 
and ions and to be. large compared· to all 

. ' 

. 'o~her relevant characteristic lengths. (d) Each charged 

. particles hitting the probe is_to be absorbed and not 

to react with the probe material. (e) The sheath x has 

a well defined boundary. outside this boundary the. 

space pot.ential is constant. (f) The sheath thickness 

is small compared to the lateral dimensions of the 

probes so that edge effects can be neglected. 

Fmr comparatively hot plasmas tungsten as. probe 

·material.· is a sui~abie choice. Nevertheless the probe 

which i.s immersed in ~he pl.asma disturbs the plasma 

and the measurements as well~ 

l . 



Chun.g, Talpot and Touryan (1975) have_reviewed the 

present state of know~edge ,about these disturbances. 

Sen- and_ Jana ( 1977). wpi~e inv'estiga.ting the current 
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vo~ t·age characteristic of glow._ discharge~ in an axial 

magnetic fie~d {B .:::;. 800 G) in air (p = 0.5 to 1 torr) 

had observed that radi~ distribution of e~ectron can be 

represented by Bessel function (Schottky' .s theory) in 

the presence of ·longitudinal magnetic field as well. 

Sen and Gupta; ( 1969) . had shown from r.f. conductivity 

measurements in_belium, neon and argon (P = 0.7 torr) x 
in a longitudinal magnetic- field (B ~ 550 G) that 

Schottky's · ambipo~ar diffusion theory ,is valid for these 

discharges in magnetic fie~d and from particle balance 

equation the authors found electron temperature to dec

rease with increasing magnetic.field. 

Sen and Sadhya et al (197~) have measured ele.ctron tem

perature ·and electron density in ~ow temperature plasmas 

in air~- hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen magnetised by 

either a transverse or·a longitudinal magnetic field by· 

probe method. The limitations of the prob~ theory and 

the pr,ecise method in measuring electron _temperature 

and electron.density both·in the absence and in the 

presence of the magnetic field have been discussed and 
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experiment·s ·have been ·performed under ·the conditions in 

which the assumptions of the ·probe theory are strictl.y 

valid. The general. conclusion arrived at is that in m 

case of transver-se magnet~c field, the electron tempe

rature ·in creases whereas the radial electron density 

decreases and in case of 1ongitudina.l field, the _elect

ron temperature decreases and the radial el. ectron 

density· increases. The results are al.so quantitative 

in agreemen~ with· -the theoretical. deductions of 

Beckmann (1948} in case of transverse magnetic fiel.d 

(Sen and Gupta ( 1969 )) and (Sen and J_ana ( 1977 )) in case 

of longitudinal magnetic fiel.d .- Further it was noted 

that in case of mol ecuJ.ar gases the electron energy 

distribution is Maxwel.l.ian in presence or in the 

absence of magnetic fiel'd but in the former case it 
-l 

becomes a function of (H/P) where H is magnetic 

: field and P is the pressure. 

The ideal. experimental. method would be one in 

which the probing mechanism does not disturb unduly the 

processes to be investigated. Consequently a spectros

copic method is pr_eferred to other diagnostic methods. 

Spectroscopy of laboratory plasmas covers a wide area 

o.f work, varying from- atomic structure to plasma physi_cs. 

lt is the presence and interactions between ions, neut

rals, electron~ and photons that l.ead to atomic proce

sses which bo-th affect the -pl.asma and provide informa.

tion on plasma state. 
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For glow di·scha.rge in which electron temperature 

( 1 -- 5 eV) and electron density ( 108 - 109 cm-'3 ) are 

comparatively smaJ.l, electron temperature can be dedu

ced from relative intensities of spectral lines. To 

determine· .Te from relative intensity m~thod, spect

ral lines are selected for which relevant atomic pro-
o.Jso 

cess is understood_and;..the excited state continuity 

equation. Considering· all of the collisional and radia

tive processes that popul:ate and ~depopUlate the_ state 

concerned is written down. The process of solving the 

excited·state continuity equations thus obtained, is 

very complex, simplifications, may be made by weighting 

the relative co.ntributions of separate process and 

- establishing a certain type of equilibrium to prevail 

inside the discharge tube by considering dominating 

·particle gain and loss_ term~. 

· Two types of equilibri-um that are of .interest 

are the locaJ. thermodynamic equilibrium model (LTE) 

and Corona equlibrium model (CE) ~ 

When a pfasma is in LTE, there exists a unique 

temperature which determines ·the velo.ci ty, distribution 

functiQn for species with the domiriati_ng reaction rate 

(usually the electrons). If such -equilibrium exists, 

the analysis of the state of plasma is particularly 

simple since. 1 t is onl.y such iocaJ. plasma parameters 
- -

·as electron de'nsity, electron temperature and composi-

tion 11 that determine the ·relevant populations. 



The number density of electrons necessary to 

obtain complete LTE has been calculated by Griem 

(1964). This electron density is given by 

17 9 XIO 

. ,;2.. 
( £LjXH) 3 

( )( Te //-H) crn-3 
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{1.15) 

with E2 the It 'energy of the first excited l.evel and 

· XH- the ionisation energy o·f hydrogen and K is t 

the Boltzmann constant. E2 , "'- 1-f and K , Te all 

expressed in eV ~ To calculate. this criterion, Griem 

considered that for lowest excited state (reasonance 

level) the .col.lisional excitation rate is ten times 

the radiative rate from that level. Later on this 

criterion was corrected by Hey ( 1976) by considering 

finer-values of Gaunt factor appearing in collisional. 

excitation rate coefficient and incorporating the effect 

of metastable collisions. 

Wilson (1962) provided on equation for LTE. 

to· ·be val. id as 
I 3 ( 1/L .. 

rn e ~ C x /o 7\( K Te) . 
(1.16) 
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'(5,; is the ionisation _energy of atom in eV. From these 

criteria a singl'e criterion for electron density necessary 
L ;;~. 

to maintain complete -~::~--~ in the discharge tube is 

(1.17) 

where C is a constant equal approximately to 1.4 x 10 13 

assuming comp~ete trapping 'of resonance lines and-

1.4 x 1014 assuming no trapping whatsoever. 

_Richter (1968) has shown that the occupation number for 

states over this cri~ica.l level are as in LTE with tem

perature Te but the ground 1 evel is over populated 

·by a factor.- So the states over the critical level is 

considered to be in partial LTE. The electron density 

required for a level. with quantum number p to be in 

partial LTE with higher ievels is after Griem {1964) 

appro xima t el.y 

(1.18) 
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here ( .z ) is the charged state of atom. strictly speak

ing this applies only for h,ydrogen ions. For other atom.s, 

p is· identified as effective quantum number of the level 

. defined as 

(1.19) 

where R = Rydberg·constant, T~· is the ionisation 

J.imit, Tp is the term value of the level p and for 

neutral atoms Z = 1. 

Fuj~moto (1973).treated LTE on the basis of 

a collisional raqiative model for hydrogen ions and 

observed that LTE is. identical. with that annunciated 

by Griem. 

When electron densities are too low for' estab-

lishment of LTE it is possible to obtain equilibrium· 

whereby.the collisional excitation and ionisation is 

bal. anced by radiative decay and recomb~nation respec-
,· 

tively. This type of equilibrium generally prevails in 

solar corona so it is known as Corona equilibrium (CE) 

model. In CE, the population of an excited level. 

which can emit allowed spectral lines is usually gover

ned by collisional excitation from ground l. evel and 
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spontaneous radiative ·decay but .since the decay is the 

faster process the population is mainl.y in the ground 

level. CE can also be applied under restricted condi

tions to the line intensities of spectra from low den

sity plasmas created in the laboratory. K An approximate 

criterion for CE 
. ·1·-
~...,.,L to be valid for all excited levels 

is given by Wilson (1962) as 

(1.20) 

where again is the ionization potential of the . 

atom in eV. Wilson also described a semi Corona (SC) 
. ' 

domain when CE is valid except for levels ciliose to 

ionisation limit. The criterion for SC domain in case 

of ions without metastable level is 

1'5( ) ~ IO rl ?\( . /( Te 
2.... 
C.?n-3 

( 1 .21) 

Mowhirter (1965) proposed another condition for CE 

and Fujimoto (1973) interpreted CE interms of 

collisional radiative model. 
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For spectroscopic diagnostics two assumptions 

are generally made and those assumptions make the problem 

easier to handle. 

(a) The plasma is opticaJ.ly thin. The optica;l thin

ness or thickness of radiation is generally treated 

in terms of optical depth. In case of an optically thin 

plasma the absorption of radiation is negligible. So 

the radiation of each individual atom leaves the plasma 

and contributesto observed intensity. It is generally 

believed that for CE all the light sources and for 

LTE all light sources above 10,000°K are quite trans

parent even in the central parts of the line. 

(b) Addi tionaJ. simplification can be_ achieved if it 

is assumed that electron energy distribution is Maxwellian. 

For probe diagnostics the nature of electron 

energy distribution function is experimentally deter• 

mined whereas for spectroscopic methods a knowledge of 

electron energy distribution function is necessary 

because the distribution function enters directly in 

large collision integrals. Also the presence of a mag

netic field can effectively influence the distribution 

function. Elton (1970) has described at least four 

criteria to be satisfied of the free electrons in plasma 
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to b·ave a ·Maxwellian ve~oci_ty distribution. These are 

) 

where is the: energy ·relaxation time for· 

, colliding electrons. For specific experiment it must 

·be much ·~ess than (a) ,{ff , the energy decay 

. time for ·free-: free pro cess (-b) I:: en the charac-

. teristic- electron heating time (c)~ 1:: p~ · the· 

characteri.stic cont~inment time for particles and 

~astly,(d) 1:.(-nu the(_-r_!(~~~time for elect-

ron impact including atomic .processes wm such as ra 

excitations ·and ionization when the electron number 

density is comparatively hi~h. 

Tonks and .Ulis (1937) ·investigated the- effect of ail 

. external magnetic field on the electron velocity dist

ri,bution function and Bernstein. ( 1962) justified the 

use of a Maxwellian distri bu.tion for strong magnetic 

.field· in. the approach via. Boltzmann equation. It 

was· experimentally obse:rved by •r.f.' probe method 

that at least in longitudin·aJ. magnetic field electron. 

energy.distribution function is nearly Maxwellian. 

34 
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Drawin and Rameth·e ( 1979) had shown 0 an analysis of 

the profiles of certain He spectral lines emitted 

from a low pressure (P = 0.5 *orr) after glow plasma 

submitted to a magnetic field of 105 G. The H authors 

observed that a strong magnetic field :Leads to a pro

found modification of the line profiles and compli

cates the diagonostics. 

expression for electron 

drift in transverse magnetic. field was utilized by 

Beekman (1948) and he had shown that the field def~ 
. . 

lects the COlumn towards the Wall with the result 
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that the total loss of electrons and· ions is increased. 

This causes an increase in electron temperature and 

axial electric field strength. Beckman (1948) observed 

that the axiaJ. electric field E is changed to 

E. ( - /+ ~ 2 I_/) I I L. ~ 1~ 1~ in presence of a transverse 

magnetic field and electron density at a distance 'r' 

from the tci.Y..is·~~ and in field B is given by 
-~-------=--- ..... I 

(1~22) 
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'Ylo is the- ·electron densi;y at the axis, C is a 

constant depending on ion mobility, Da is the ambi-

polar diffusion coefficient, Jo is the Bessel func-

tion of zero order and of first kind and :P is the 

azimuthal coordinate. By measuring the voltage across 

a fixed distance by floating prob~ Beckmann (1948) 

observed that the electric field increases in a trans

verse magnetic field (B ~ 1000 G) in gases like 

hydrogen, nitrogen and helium, neon. 

Effect ·of a transverse magnetic field on low 

pressures glow discharges in different gases like 

hydrogen, helium, oxygen and neon was al.so investigated 

by Sen et al. (1971, 1972). The authors measured the tt· 

discharge current and intensities of certain spec~ral 

lines in presence of field. Both the discharge current 

and spectral(!~:~;:,-;:~~--:-- _-,:._~"'were observed to increase 
---- ~-- -- --- --· -- --- . 

first and after attaining a maximum at a certain mag

netic field gradually decreases. In case of discharge 

current measurements it was observed that the field 

(B max) at which the current becomes maximum is same 
' 

for all gases and independent of pressure for the same 

initial die-charge current. For spectral line intensity 

measurements, ~max differs for different wavelength 

of lines of the same gae. 
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Keneda. ( 1977, 1977·• 1978, 1.979) · had studied in a series 

of papers the effect of transverse magnetic field 

(B ~ 300 G) on neon glow discharges ( p = 0.3 -

10 torr). By measuring axi& electric field strength 

by noating probes, Keneda observed that the axial. field 

increases considerably with transverse magnetic field 

at lower pressures and the author modified Beckman's 

express;ton by taking account o,f electron loss as well. 

Sadhya and sen (1981)' measured the electron tempera

ture in glow discharge in transverse magnetic field by 

spectroscopic ·method. Electron· temperature was deduced 

from relative intensities of spectral .lines. Electron 

~emperature enters into the emission.line intensities 

through excitation rate coefficients which also depend 

on electron number density •. Both Te and 'Y1e. are 

affected by a transverse magnetic field. When the ratio 

of spectral intensities of two lines of the same ele

·ment is considered, it is possible to cal.cul.ate Te. 

Dependence· of Te on transverse magnetic field was 

.determined by this methoO:. 

Wild et al (1983) had measured electron temperature 

using a 12 channel array probe. They hav.e studied 

electron temperature in a pulsed high 

~(~= 2/-??I<T/13 2 ~1) 
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. plasma as a function of time using a miniature array of 

12 ~:br ·planar Langmuir probes. Instead of sweeping the 

bias vol. tage ·on the col.l. e.ctors, _each is set at a diffe

rent vol.~age corresponding to points along the charac

teristic I - V curve. An- arrangement of fast analog 

mUltiplexer together with a computerized data equisi

tion system allowed measurement of T
8 

to within a 

few percent accuracy with a time resolution of 1~sec. 

Sengupta.· et al. ( 1981) had studied direct dispi_a.y of 

electron temperature o_scUlation in plasma. A simple 
' 

differential technique was used using a floating Langmuir 

pro be and a hot pro be was used to 0 btain direct oscillo

graphic display of electron temperature osc~lations in 

plasma. The relabil.ity of the method. had been tested in 

artificially moving stariations in the positive column 

of a cold cathode argon discharge.· 

( Ic/_ ::::: 8-mA) p = o·/ for-r'J 2 ~"' == 5 e-m) 

Watson et al (1980) ~ had measured electron temperature 

. ·in la~er produced plasmas sui table for spectrochemical 

ana:lysis. In· laser spectrochemical. analysis it is desi

rable for the plasma. excitation conditions to be rep

roducible and for_ 'Local. thermodynamic equil.~brium{LTE) 

to exist over all the diagonostic line· tra.nsi tions of 
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interest. Thus emission ~ine ratios can be used to deter-. 
I 

mine the concentration of trace element. To assess the 

vaJ.idi ty of the LTE mode~ and to characterise plasma 

conditions the time integrated electron temperature was 

measured for ~he normal and Q. switched modes of plasma 

production, both with. or without auxiliary spark exci

tation. A steel target was used and the temperature. was 

estimated using emission spectroscopy of Fe I and 

Fe II l.ine s • 

. R. Boes et 81. ( 198,3) applied a glass laser emitting: 

periodic pulse train of -1 mS duration and energy 200 J 
.- . rv I t3 _ 3 

is applied to a HF produced p~asma with 17. e = 0 c m 
' I 

and Te 20 eV. In combination with a 'Si-aalala.nch 

,diode', Te measurements were possible. 

Lamourenx et aJ. '(1984) had revis.ed-the current el.ectron 

tempe rat,ure diagnostics based on the continuous spectuum 
I 

for pl.asmas not in local thermal equil.ibrium. The authors 

fi: study as an exa.mpl e a_ Nd Laser produced aluminium 

plaa.ma at the critical. density of 1 o21 Icc considering 

the equil.ibrium (el.ectron distribution function) of the 

form -{ v/Vu) 5 
e. . 

.when inverse Bremsstrahlung is the dominant heating 

-process. The choice of 'the atomic physics approximation 
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used tq .determine th·e radiative power losses P ( h~ ) 

either·for Bremsstrahlung or for radiative recombination 

has l.i ttle influence on the temperature · T e given by 

the current·diagnostic 

(1.23) 

On the contrary substi tu:ting ·the non LTE dist

ribution to the Maxwellian leads to a strong modifica

tion of the above slope. Therefore, when the discussed

diagono~tic is uncarefully applied to the non LTE plasma, 

it lead.s to large systematic x errors in. the evaluation 

of the temperature. 

had made optogalvanic 

determination of electron temperature in a hollow 

cathode glow discharge. The determination of electron 

energies in a hollow cathode glow discharge has always 

been a difficult pro.blem. This is mainl_y .due to complex 

nature of the discharge in which a Non-Maxwellian elect

ron energy distribution is present. Electrons origina

ting from the cathode are accelerated in the cathode 

dark space and specially when the· discharge is·running 

at a higher cathode·current densities enter the g].ow 
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with energi:es corresponding to .'the full cathode faJ.l. 

·The major part ·ot; this energy is lost in inelastic 

eollisions with n_eutr~ atoms. When the electron energy 

gets below the excitation threshold, elastic· collisions 

take·over but a·etrong exchange results in a quasi

Maxwellian low energy part of the distribution. The 

· authors have util..ised the opto galvanic effect to 
/ 

measure the am bipolar .transport of plasma within th~ 

glow. From the ambipola.r diffusion coeffi'cient it is 

·possible to derive an average electron energy. 

Eddy (1985) 
< J. •• 

had determined Blectron temperature·in 

L TE and non LTE plasmas. A method was presented br the 

author for cal. cul.ating el. ectron temp.erature ( Te~ in 

dense plasmas, which does not assume equivaJ.ance with 
' ' 

the exei ted 1 evel distribution temperattii•e. The method 

involves the.upper-l.evel Saba ionization equation at 

the ionization limit, the limiting weighted population 

density (N1/g1-) obtained from measured populatio~ den

sities and experimentally obtained electron density. 
~ 

Electron temperatures calculated for 0.1 oar hydrogen 

c~::-~~5~;J (~~-::~~~~helium and argon arcs are found to b~ upto 

twice as large as excited level.· distribution temperatures. 



For sub atmospheric argon arcs~ the calculated Te 

is equivalent to the excitation temperature of the 

middle levels, but are two to three times smaller 

than the quoted Te for the highest 1eve1s. Reasons 

are discussed for the apparent invisibility of true 

electron temperatures and for differences between 

them and the excitation temp~ratures. 

This review thus provides the different 

plasma diagonistic methods for the measurement 

of electron temperature and also the limitations 

from which they suffer(~ In the present work an 

alternative method will be presented for the measure

ment of electron temperature. 
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(C) MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA PARAMETERS IN GLOW 

/ 

·_surdin in· 1962 first studied the propaga

tion of ultrasonic waves in plasma. The investigation 

of the interaction of ultrasound waves with a plasma 

· had provided information on plasma properties that 

lead to a ·better unders.tanding of re-entry problems 
. . 

and in certain cases lead to the development of a 

plasma diagnostic method. 

Surdin·had made an experimental arrangement 
. . 

where an .ultrasonic wave' of variable frequency was 

launched ·in a plasma by a transmitter. The ultra 

sound signal. was received by a receiver. The analysis 

was made by the following approxima.tions:-

(a) 

. (b) 

The charge neutrality is preserved within 

the pl.asma to a very high degree. Deviations 

from electrical neutrality are considered 

only in_poisson's equation • 

m/M is neglected as compared to 1 (m and M 

are the eJ.ec~ron and the ion masses respec

tively). 

(c) The electricaJ. resistivity of the pl.asma is 

taken to be zero. 

43 
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(d) The pl.asma considered is %at: isothermal i.e. 

T = e 
T. = 

i T and the ion and el. ectron gases 

have the same number of degrees of freedom 

i.e. I fe' = i~ = t{ 
To derive· the disperson equation col.l.isions between 

pl.e.sma constituents wer·e neg1ected. Under these· con-

' di tions the .equ~tion of propagati'on of the total "~. 
pressure p (the sum of the partial pressures·of the 

ion and el.ectron gases) is 

l I '1''2-
?J2. f 

+-
.;:T v'-f/~ - 2)£2 . ..yn !VI 

i k.T 
'7n 

.{,.) p 2-
o'l.. f> 2c,o?2-v2.F 0 

+ ({J<.T vt.~ fV1 

·~ 
(1.24) 

where . C...U F z. . == . 4 A 'Y1 e. 1../,Yn · · 

Let us consider a l.ongi tudinal pl.ane wave solution <>f·,:: 

. the form 

( 1 • 25) 
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Combining tb.e above equation, .the dispersion equation 

.is obtained 

'1 . . ~ ' ( 2 1.0 fo 'L. 

- ' ( W 2_ Wp ,_) V . -t- IV/ -
:"C"lK T . · 
r;~~' . J . 

oJ<T o 
-!- rrtJ fVJ 

from ·the above equati:on:t it can be seen that 

increases .from 0 to Wp the velocity ·of 

·;ion decreases from {2Vo fo V'o vo -
J 

(1.26) 

when C0 

propaga- / 
{. I 2-

( /(T /M) 
is the vel.o city of propagation of sound in the un-

ionized gas. 

For 60 )Wp. 
' the uJ. trasonic wave is propaga-

ted with- a velocity Ve 

2... ~I<T I 
Ve .- 1 - c.:;p 2. I c.v J-"YY1. 

('1 .• 27) 

The plasma Wlder consideration contains posi

tive ions, electrons and neutral atoms. For relati.vel.y 

1ow plasma densities considered (108 - 10 12 per cm'3) 
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the prevailing energy - loss mechanism_ is considered 

to be momentum transfer during electron neutral- atom·. 

elastic collisions. The power attenuation~ per unit 

length of plasma, , in the x-direction is 

4.) 2... 

3 · 'YJ_ 1v1 v3 

( 1.28) 

where· -! is the electron gas viscosity due to 

moment·um transfer during electron-neutral atom colli-
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sions, ·. 1/'C is the frequency of these collisions. 
'?\ . 

L-et '/ be the mean free path of el.ectrons, then 

I. -2 

3-n ?'n u ·rc . 
~ 'n ~ ( 8/7\) 1< r 

For low frequency or "ion. ULtrasonic waves" there are 

two cases of interest · 

cu T<t ·+-- 6.) k 'C-J..-.. 

rc lb cv~ 

. o(,' 
("... . 

·~v 97\ (1.29) 
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However, a number of workers (Champion, 1962, 

Bhatnagar, 1964, Saxena and ·Gour, 1969, Gour and 

Saxena, 1970 and S@,xena and Saxena 1974) developed a 

new sonic probe plasma diagno~tic technique in which 

characteristics of ion-sound waves in plasma played 

a most important role. Related theories were also deve

loped·. These diagnostic studies involve transmission 

of sonic and ultrasound waves (externally. excited by 

transducers) through a plasma slab .sandwitched by the 
' . 

l.mionized medium. Due to '-:~:·reflections at the plasma 

neutral gas interfaces the sonic waves get attenuated 

and from the knowledge of this attenuation much infor

mation on plasma parameters was obtained. This new 

diagonistic technique is somewhat similar to the mic

rowave technique (Heald and Wharton, 1965), but ins

tead of microwaves, sonic signals are employed to 

explore the ionized medium. Propagation of sonic sig

naJ.s through plasma- was first studied by ·Champion( 1962). 

He used an arrangementl~eJ7e.)an u1 trasonic wave of varia-
.~-----..---

ble frequency was launched by an. ultrasonic transducer 

in one end of a r.f. excited pl~sma. The signal was 

received by a receiver at the other -end. 
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The theoretical analysis of- this experiment 

was available when Surdi_n ( 1962) who studied the sonic 

propagation at frequencies both below and above ion 

plasma frequency proPounded hi-s theory which we had 

already discussed. The principal drawback of. this 

analysis is that ail the cionsti tuent particl. es of the 

plasma were assumed 't-o be- in therm~ equilibrium 

(Te = Ti = T) which cannot be conceived at least in 

the case of ordinary discharge pla.s~a. While the_ 

detailed report of the unpublished work of Champion 

is not available to the ~resent author, the experi

men-t of other authors in this line may be discussed. 

As mentioned earlier, the main principle underlying 

these experimental techniques-is that the transmi

-ssion of a plane acoustic wave from air into loss less 

plasma and into air again is studied. Due to reflec

tions which occur due to change of acoustic impedance 

(product of the gas density and the sonic speed) the 

wave encounters at_the plasma-neutral gas interfaces. 

the transmitted waves'are found to·get attenuated. For 

a ful.l.y ionized plasma. clearl.y, the attenuation depends 

on the phase velocity of ordinary sonic wave and that 

of ion acoustic wave; this means, the amount of atte

nuation contains informatio~s on plasma parameters. 
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. Following this guideline, Bhatnagar ( 1964) presented a 

method ( theoreticaJ.ly) in detail in determining elect

ron and ion temperatures (Te and Ti) of a plasma. The 

temperatures Te and T1 were evaluated from measured 

values of rel~ction coefficients of the sonic waves 

at the plasma - neutral. gas interfaces for two fre

quency :regions; one a low frequency and the other a 

high frequency compared to the electron - plasma fre

quency. The formula relating Te and Ti with the ref-

1 ection coefficients were derived from the single fl. uid 

model of a plasma with certain simplifying assumptions. 

Later the formula was modified in the case· of pl.asma 

·slabs. Saxena and Gour ( 1969) on the other hand. obtained 

the ratio of the pressure amplitude of the incident 

wav~ (A1) to that of the transmitted wave (A') for the . 

. propagation of sonics through plasma s1a.b from some 

what si~pler considerations (Kinsler and Fray). The 

formula. was given by 
q'Y" 

where 'r' 

is the ratio of the characteristic impedance of the 
"" 

plasma and air.· To compute the characteristic impedance 

the knowledge of the sonic speed ·through these two me

diums was necessary. Sonic speed in the plasma medium 

was tak~n to be equal to 

[-fk (Tt + Z Te)/m,3~ 



s.o 

where Z is the ionic charge. This is the speed o£ the 

ion waves (Venkatarangan, 1964) for a non isothermal plasma 

medium. ·The above equation involving ratio ( r ) of the 

characteristic impedances of the medium was indicated to 

yield e1ectron temperature. In their experiments sonics 

( 1 - 40 KHz) were transmitted ·through a particularly 

ionized glow discharge plasma in a vacullm chamber. The 

sonics were produced by an audio-oscilla·tor, feedingx. 

a small loudspeaker kept in the_vacuum chamber at right 

·angles to the discharge column. The transmitted· signal. 

was detected by a small microphone. The output was 

measured by a galvanometer/VTVM/CRO after due amplifi

cation' of the signal. The propagation of sonics through 

plasma resembl.ed in many resp.ects that of microwave pro-
, .• 

pagation. A preliminary report of the estimated electron 

~/ · temperature was al.so given. Fol.lowing the same experi-

--~ · .. 

mental procedure and with minor·modifications, an expe

rime~tal study (Gour and Saxena,1970) of the variations 

of attenuati.on of acoustic signal. through a discharge 

pl.asma with the applied potential showed a minimum at 

the. state of the plasma when w = W Fe.~ where Cupl-· 
is the ion plasma frequency ( W Pi changes with 

appJ.ied potentiaL through a change in electron or ion 

·density ) ~ Beyond this frequency the .atte-

nuation increased asymp.totically .indicating the transi

tion of the pl.asma from the ·state of transparency to 
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to opacity~ The variation of the percentage of attenua

.tion with the acoustic frequency was found· to be an osci- -

.lla.tory function and the ampli tud.e of this function 

showed a regul_ar decrease with the increase in the 

applied vol ta.ge of the plasma. The experiment thus 
I 

suggestss·a method for determining ion density.of a 

plasma. Later Saxena arid Saxena (1974) made a compa

rative study of the·sonic probe and the Thomson-

Mal. ter ( 1950) double probe technique under the same 

experimental: conditions by determining the electrone 

temperature in a weekly ioni~ed plasma produced in a 

vacuum_ chamber {Rivin 1962). A fa:~~'- agreement in .. the 

results obtained'by these two methods was observed. It 

·.·was also indicated that· the sonic probe. technique proved 

·,to be a very sensitive device for exploring weekly ioni

zed plasma as compared to double probe. The above 

authors had considered theoretically the case of a 

fully ionised plasma. But if the ionization is weak as 

in the case of ordinary laboratory plasma the theory 

should be modified .by two major factors ~ 

(a) ·Due to. the presence. of iarge neutral. background the 

expression of the phase velocity ·of ion wave obtained 

earlier should be modified.and 

(b) since the e~asticity of the ion fluid greatly 

differs from that of the neutral. particle species, the 

wave in a weekly ionised plasma should not be described 
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by waves ·having a single propagation constant. secondly 

.·a number of papers both theoretical and experimental 

'Ingard 1966, SchUltz and Ingard 1969, Ishida and 

Idehara 1973, Sakunta1a and Jain 1978) are now avai

lable which proclaim(;, the change of phase velocity of 

the pure acoustic mode through the neutral particles 

in a pl.asma, due. to ene~gy transfer from the charged 

particles to the neutrals .• When sonics are generated 

by transducers, this pure acoustic mode cannot» be 

ignored in the case of partially ionized pl.a.sma. 

Inga.rd et aJ. ( 1966) have derived the dispersion rel.a

tion for this wave theoretically taking the modifica

tion due to charged particles into account andm have 

shown that thiswx wave may be driven unstable under 

certain conditions if the el.ectrons are mainta~ned 

at a higher temperature than the neutraJ.s. Experiment~.; 

evidence to support this fact is aJ.so available (Fitare 

and Mantei 1972). However, Kaw (1969) pointed out that 

the increase of equil.ibrium temperature due to the 

energy transfer from electrons to neutrals must not 

be neglected. The verification of Kaws theory i.e., 

the effect of increased equilibrium temperature of the 

neutrals on the propagation of sonic wave through plasma 

is avail.able after Ishida and Ide~ara (1973) and due to 

Sakuntala and Jain (1978). Ghosal- and Sen (1976) had 
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derived the .general wave equation and 'the dispersion 

relation using the macroscopic variables.of plasma 
·~ ~. 

'U · J · · f P ·. ·etc)· and made an unified treatment 
. ~ J .I 

of the subject:as a whole for a non-isothermal plasma 

taking the effect of. c·o~lisions of the charged species 

.with the neutral. particles and then obtained from the 

general. dispersion. relation the. phase velocity and 

attenuation constant of-ion acoustic waves at frequen-

.. cies much below·~)\e;; ion plasma frequencies. From these 
" ' ~ 'f"'_!,.-.,;.....-. 

equations of moti~n the wave ~quation .in 'p' · (the . 

macroscopic pressure perturbatiop.) and the cor.respon

ding dispersion relation had been obtained by GhosaJ. 

and Sen· ( 1976). The. dispersion relation. shows that the 

propagation constant has four roots of which t:wo·corres-
' 

p_ond to two distinct modes of propagation in the posi-

tive direction and the other two corresponding to t'wo 

. modes of propagation in the negative. direction. ·con

sidering the1fl!! frequency region muc~ below the ion . 

. plasma frequency it has been observed that one of the 

roots which is ·a.·l!! sol utiori ·of. the particular mode of 

the general. equation corresponds to a sonic. speed which 

·Closely simuiates. the Ton~s - Langt1lilir speed for ion 

acousticx wave and shows a considerabl·e dispersion and 

. damping. The. soJ.ution fndicat.e·a·,·however .that both the 

dispersion and .. the damping can·be reduc.ed either by . 
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increasing the percentage of ionization or by lowering 

the background pressure. The phase velocity Vp and 
--~ II 

attenuation X derived by Ghosal and Sen ( 1976) 

are 

'2.. 
Vp == 

?f_" 

where 

c..:;l. 

x'l-

2[1< (Ti+Te.) 

rrflL' 

-
I -1- jJ + v Po.. 2- I c.u 

( }J +- Vp~'- /tv 2
- I ) 

2 "'(J< ( Ti + Te_) 
'l"YJ e_ 

2-
{1.31) 

( 1 • 32) 

T e and Ti are electron temperature and ion 

temperature respectively and U) is the plasma 

~/ . frequency. 
I 

The above equation for phase velocity of ion 

acoustic wave can be compared to that obtained by 

Bhatnagar and Shrivastava (1971) who considered fUlly 

ionized plasma and obtained the expression for phase 

velocity as 

(1.33) 
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From the abov~ relations.it is easily seen that 

when 

frequency ) 

Vp 

(affective plasma neutral collision 

--~> 0 

~ K (Tt: +Te) 
_ryn i and ?(_II = (1.34) 

Cf..S obtained by Bhatnagar and Sri vasta.va. ( 1971 ) • Further it 

can be noted tnat keeping the .percentage of ionization 

·co-nstant if the· pressure is reduced, the assumption made 

by Ghosal and Sen ( 1976) 

euL· (where is ion 

plasma frequency) becomes more valid and if the value 

-of CV which usuaJ.ly lies in the sonic range be such 

.that Spo... 2. < < tAJ 2-- , the phase velocity is 

found to be gi v_en 

v ·'-p 

by 

-[I< (Te_ + T,:) 

-th·e wave shows no attenuation. Thus it is evident that 

both dispersion and damping of ion acoustic waves can 

be reduced in two ways: · ei§her by increasing the per-
" 

.r~) centage of ionization or by lowering the gas ·pressure. 
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It is further pointed out by Ghosal and Sen (1976) 

that in discharge plasma Te· > '> T1 and neg1ecting, 

_ T1 it is possible that both electron temperature and 

the plasma neutral. collision frequency can be caJ.cuJ.ated 

by measuring phase velocity and attenuation constant. 

The usef-ulness of the analysis for a sonic probe to_ 
., 

obtain the-plasma parameters had been discussed by 

Ghosal and Sen ( 1976). · 

Ghosal and ·sen ( 1977) had treated theoretically 

the problem of transmission of sonic waves through a 
- - . 

weakly ionized plasma bounded in each side by a neutral 

gas medium by assuming the plasma to be a mixture of two 

. ,intermingled fluids i.e. neutral. particle fluid and ·ion 

--fluid in equilibrium •. From a hydrodynamic analysis the 

wave equation for 'p', . the macroscopic pressure per-

t~rbation has been obtained; it is shown that two inde-
- -

pendent wave motions one due to neutral particles and 

the other due to ions are propagated through the plasma 

with _two different phase velocities. Assuming the usual 

boundary conditions at the int.erface, the amplitude of. 

·the transmitted wave has been calculated in case of 

.weakly ionised plasma. The theory _can be utilized for 

the determination _of electron temperature from the 
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measured value of attenuation if the percentage of ioni

zation and collision cross sectmon can be obtained inde-

pendently. Ghosal and Sen (1977) had shown that if the 

fluid 'a' represents the background neutral particle 

fluid and the fluid 'b• represents the charge particle 

fluid or simply ion fluids, it can be written fh = f:: 
= o<f where o( x 100 is the percentage of 

ionization and 

~ = (1 r7<)f, 
( 1 • 35) 

·C: Va._ J ~kT I "1"Y1 ( 1 • 36) 

J cb V[· vb 
--{)(7(_ 

'1-n ( 1 • 37) 

Z;a I ~o.._b 
(1- (?(] ff, 

-
I - .cA.-

) 
r?( . 7j I ( 1 • 38 ) 

J(_b 
cu 

and = d(_L· 
VL' and X a.. = cujv~ 

Thus for a rarefield gas the process of measurement of 

the electron temperature seems to be straighforward but 

in general we have to take into account the effect of 

-~~~Cl which is given by (Ghosal and Sen 1976) 
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~ . ...L ·s:. i~: = '\.)e. a. -, ._.. where 

are the ef'.fecti ve electron neutral 'and ion neutral 

collision frequencies. In terms of m~an ,f~ee path Spo_ 
is given by 

~~ 
·3 k Te. 

(- I ) 0'ne ;:>. e ~ . 
. I 
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+) 3K! ( r;. {; 0... ) (1.:39) 
. "Yn . 

If the collision cross sections are assumed independent 

of partiCle energies and are known before hand, the mean 

free paths ca.n be caJ. cul a ted in 

terms of. gas pressure and· collision cross sections. Thus 

from the ·knowledge of Ti • Te' the electron tempera-

ture can be determined. In any. case however, it is nece-

ssary to know the percentage of ionization ( ~ x100%). . . 
Ghosh and. sen (1984) had. arranged an experimental. set 

up to determine the plasma parameter by sonic wave 

through an ionised ga·s. By measuring the attenuation 

eonstant of a propagatory sonic wave through ionised 

air at different discharge currents varying from 1 mA 

to 8 mA and taking the values of the electron tempera

ture ·for different (E/P) vaJ. ues from literature, the ion 

atom collision frequency, drift velocity, mobility and 
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. ion atom col.lision· cr~~s s~ction have been obtained utili-

-_'sing the disp~rsion r_elation "of ion acoustic waves at 

-_ frequencies much belo.w .the- ion pl.asma frequency as earlier 

deduced by GhosaJ. and _Sen (1976). The va.lues_:are ·consi':~';j~;-: 
I ' • , 

stent with l.i terature ,v8J.ues- and the drift vel'oci ty had 

. been fo~d- to be proportional. _to ( E/P) 11 2 as- calculated 

·;t>y Sena ·(1946).•-

Gho sal . and Sen ( 19'76) have deriv_ed- the g~neral. 

wave equation and dispersion relation using macroscopic 

_variab].es of the pl.asma' fin:d- hav.e provided- a uniform 

treatment of the ~ubject. for a non-isothermal pl.asma 

taking 1ihe effect of col.lision,of·charged-species with 

the neutral particles. -~·urther it has be_en possib].e to 
. . 

. obtain from the general.·_ dispersion rel.ation the_ attenua-
1 
~r: _ tion constant of_ the plasma when a sonic w9;ve propagates 

through it. The attenuation constant is given by 

'LJ'~ . lJ- - . . . 
:::: .· .. · .. -l 

•. ·, 
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where { i:s tire adiabatic gas constant, K Boltzmann 

constant, T. 
l. 

the ion temperature, Te the electron tem-

perature, mi the mass of the ion, cJ;a_ the effective 

ion atom collision frequency and cv the frequency of 

incident sound wave. 

It has been suggested by several authors that 

the study of acoustic wave propagation may lead to a 

diagonistic -method for measuring plasma parameters. 

Ghosh and sen (1984) have measured the attenua

tion. constant of a propagating sound wave. through an 

ionised gas laWlched from an ext·ernaJ. source of ,sound. 

From the equation derived by Ghosal and Sen (197'6) it 

is evident that if Te the eiectron temperature is 

obtained from an independent measurement and if it is 
~ 

assumed,<.. Ti to be equal to gas temperature which is ~~~ 

valid in case of a gas discharge carrying small currents 

of the order of few milliamperes. (von Engel, 1965) then • 

the collision frequency ~t:L can -be obtained from 
' 

the measured val. ue of C?Cp 
Ghosh and & Sen ( 1984) -·had used an experimental 

·set up which consists of a disch~rge tube with hollow 

cylindrical brass electrodes. These electrodes are used 

to excite the discharge. 

/, 



The discharge tube is fitted at one K end with a loud

speaker which is energised with- a audio' frequency gene

rator. The loudspeaker acts as a source of sonic waves. 

At.the other end a microphone is fitted to receive the 

audio signal.. Both the lo~dspeaker and the microphone 

are fixed to the wal.l of the discharge tube tbro~gh a 

sponge like material in. the form of fo·am which effec-

tively ctl~.mfi!:_71_S:_:) the propagation of sound; so that no 

propagation of sound is possible through the body of 
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··the discharge tube. This was further tested by evacua

ting the discharge tube to a high degree of vacuum when 

it was observed that even for high input audio frequency 

vol;. tage, the output at the receiver was too low to be 

detected. The output of microphone has been detected by 

an a.c. microvoltmeter and then connected to an oscillos-

cope which indicates whether any distortion in the wave 

shape has occurred during propagation. The discharge was 

excited by a transformer. Pure and dry air was passed 

through phosphorous pentoxide and calcium hydroxide to 

remove traces of water vapour •. The pressure inside the 

tube was measured by a vacouscope. Initially the dis

charge tube was evacuated to a pressure of 0.2 torr and 

·without exci-ting the discharge the attenuation for air 

at that pressure was measured. Similar observations 

have been taken for_disCh.arge currents varying from 
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1 mA to 8 mA. The exp_eriment has been performed for two 

audio frequencies namely )60 cyCles/sec and 460 cycles/ 

sec. 

From the resul t_s obtained by Ghosh and Sen ( 1984) 

it can be observed that the values of ·~a_ the ion 

atom co~lision frequency obtained by measurement of 

attenuation of sonic waves ·through the ionised gas, 

it is possible to obtain drift velocity, mobility and 

collision x cross section of ,ions with neutral mole

cules. The values thus obtained by Ghosh and Sen(1984) 

and their variation with (E/P) are co~sistent with 

literature values. It is· thus observed that sonic probe 

method is a useful diagonistic tool in determining ion 
' atom collision frequency from which it is possible to 

obtain ~% drift velocity, mobility and ion atom colli

sion· cross section. Since it is extremely difficult to 

measure experimentally the drift velocity of ions at 

low ( E/P) values, the technique is particularly useful 

to obtain drift ve~ocity and mobility specially for low 

values of (E/P). The method is particularly applicable 

where the collision·of plasma partiCles with neutral 

atoms and gas molecules has to be taken into conside-

ration. 



Saxena and Sqryanarayana (1982) have measured the 

el.ectron temperature in high frequency. (HF) discharges 

. by using sonic probe technique. The res·ul ts are compared 

with those obtained by· the double pro be technique. 

The sonic probe method has been utilized mostly 

in case of d. c. discharge·s. In high frequency plasmas 

the. electrons move in long trajectories_ through a posi

. tive space charge. The 'retarding forces are small with 

11 ttle disturbance of the electron. energy distribution. 

Determ~nS:tion of the discharge parameters is of impor-

. tance.and specially for a comparison with the results 

obtained with a ·sonic probe and a double probe. 

·The ·experimental arrangement made by Saxena and 

S~ryanarayana (1983) consists of a discharge tube of 

pyrex glass tube ( 40 mm dia. and 250 mm. long) . and the 

discharge was produced by applying the output from a 

25 W, 20 MHz oscillator. to two aluminium strips 35 mm. 

apart. Two copper wire probes 0.1 mm. Sll ti in diameter 

separated by 10. mm and· with an exposed length ·of 2 mm 

. ·were inserted in the centre of the discharge. 

A low pass filter was used in the probe circuit. 

A pair of identical. loudspeakers, 50 mm in diameter were 

·placed at both ends of the tube to act as the source and 

detector. The tube was e\Yacuated wi.th a ~otary pump via a 

trap; a Macl. ead gauge was· used to measure the pressure. 

6.3 
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A signal from an audio oscillator· which had a 

frequency range from 3 to 15KHz was amplified and .fed· 

on to one o·f the loudspeakers. The sound wave tra.ve-
-

11 ed .first through air then through the plasma, then 

again through air before. reaching the detector loud

speaker. The amplified ·o·utput .from the detector was 

measured with an a.c. microammeter. A measure of the 

average electron. temperature can be calculated from 

the ampl~tude of the detector signal without the plasma 

(A1 ) and the amplitude (A3 ) with the plasma. The atte

nuation (A3/A 1) is plotted against the signal frequency 

for air pressures of 0.1 and 1 ·.2 torr. 

The attenuation and the reflection at the plasma 

boundaries depend upon the path. length and the frequency 

of the waves. These parameters determine whether the 

wave tra.nsmi tted across the air-plasma interface rein

forces or reduces the wave amplitude reflected into the 

plasma from the plasma-air interface. Hence the atte

nuation (A3/A 1 ) of the signal by the plasma will be an 

oscillatory function of .the transmitted· signal and will 

depend upon the gas pressure. 

The values of · Te calculated from the I - V 

characteristics of the_double probe are about 10%· 

higher than the average·va.1ue of Te obtained from the 

measured val. ue of the attenuation. 

64 
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The constancy of Te for different E/P was 

exp~ained by Saxena and Suryanarayana. Electrons gain 

energy through an e~ectric fie~d and lose it by colli

ding with neutraJ. molecules or atoms. From the assump

tion that the ratio of the drift velocity of the elect

rons to ills the random velocity is proportionaJ. to the 

square root of the energy loss factor it can be shown 

that (von Engel 1955) 
~ 

Te = E/P _/ 
v 2k 

where Te is the electron energy in V, E the electric 

field in V cm- 1 , p the pressure of the gas in· torr, 

r the mean free path at 1 torr and K is the 

average fraction of electron energy lost in one colli

sion. This equation is applicable in a limited range 

of E/P values. The constancy of Te with increase in 

E/P indicates that K also increases with increasing 

E/P which is so because the number of ionising ~ colli-

sion increases. 

The increase in electron (ion) density with 

increase in E/P (or decrease in p _as in the 

present case) is shown graphical~y by Saxena. 
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The relation between . . and , the 

random and drift velocities aJ.ong with the field direc

tion· is· given by the following relation .(Nasser, 1971·) 

, Constancy of_ Te as explained by Saxena indicates 

·that if ·the distribution is taken as Maxwellian, 

· the distribution of 'l)l"'t" is not ·.affected by a 

change in E/P.. Increasing E/P increases only 

the average energy loss·factor. The inceease in K 

leads to an increase in and n_ e. 

Since the electrons are lost mainly by 

1X->~· diffusion in the discharge under study,; the expre-

ssions mentioned above are applicable to a certain 

range of pressure and frequencies only._ 
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(ri) EFFECT OF CAPACITOR BANK DISCHARGE ON 

LOW TEMPERATURE PLASMA 

Electrical. and optical technique have been 

extensively utilized in analysing the complex phenomeBa 

asso·ciated with the vario·us phases of wire explosion. 

Medved and Turnbull ( 1962) :~:_}had introduced a diagnos

tic technique for moni torin~ ·the dynamics of an explo

ding wire. The metho'd_consists of measuring the· micro

wave prgpagation characteristics of the . T-E10 mode in . 

a wave. guide in which the wire to be exploded is per

pendicula.r to the ~--:rn 10 mode electric field vector. 

Medved et a1 observed th~t in the course of these mea

surements there- occurs an appreciable amount of micro

wave attenuation approximately of. the order of 1 .o dB 

during the dwell time.The experimental arrangement made 

by Medved et al consists of a wave guide containing the 

wire as part of a microwave·circuit in which the ref

lected and transmitted wave amplitudes are monitored.· 

The entire wire expl.oding device consisting of spark 

-gap trigger wire and wave guide holder is mounted on 

the top of a 0.1 (kF capacitor directly. A coaxial 

current path to minimise parasitic· inductance is -

obtained-by mounting the spark g~p trigger-directly 

over the negative terminBJ. _of the capacitor. The wire 
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ho~ding ·device is direct~y above the gap and provision 

is made for feeding the wire through the narrow face of 
. . 

a K band wave guide by means of a plexigla.ss insula-. 

_ting bushing. The three inch diameter .aluminium coaxial. 

cy~inder enclosing the apparatus serves to support the 

wave guide as weJ.l as provide the current return. · 

Current and voltage measurements simul. taneous~y with 

·the micro wave renection and transmission are.obtained 

by uti~izing an inductive probe and capacitive vo~tage 

divider respective~y. The results were obtained with a 
_,.../-~--.:....-=-----.; -. 

~\- _?wire 2.5 em. ~ong into which approximate~y 5 J 
"--'~---

are dumped in 0.2 jk s~c. 
Aycoberry et a1. ( 1962) had studied pinch effect 

of Metal p~asma obtained by exp~oding wires. A 1~F, 
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100 KV capacitor was discharged through a thin metal~ic 

wire. The ringing frequency was 200 KC/Sec. observation· 

of 1~) the exp~oded ·wire showed a pinch e~fect during the 

first micro seconds. Oscii~oscope was us~d to record 

current and vo~ tage. The approximate temperature reached 

at the time of the first maximum pinch is estimated. 

Iguchi and Kawamada ( 1-967) had x deve~oped tech

niques of streak photography for observing temporari~y 

produced p~a.sma. The beams of light emitted from a 

plasma in two directions. and those from other luminous 
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bodies are ob.served simuJ. taneously with a streak camera 

. by reflecting beams with some mirrors. The intense beam 

of light from the explod-ing_ wire is utilized as a time 

marker for high speed photography. In the study of exp-· 

loding wire phenomenon an electrolytic capacitor of 

large· capa.ci tance 400 to· 500 ;ti-F is charged- upto seve

ral hundreds of· volts was used as the source of energy. 

w. Erb (1969) observed by X-ray flash and streak 

camera pictures the expansion velocity of the dis

charge plasma. Within a. short time after the explosive. 

vaporization (burst) the expansion velocity obtained 
~- .~ 

by measurement of X-ray flashes and high- speed photo

graphs differ by a factor of 2. The deviation. b~comes 

greater when_diameter of the wire increases and stret

ches over a wider. time range. 

Chekalin et a.l ( 1969) had investigated the optical and 

spectral properties of the dense plasma formed by explo~ 

ding Cu and · 'Al '· wires in vacuum. High speed film 

of the process was taken and the time dependence and 

the. electrical proper-ties of the plasma were studied; 

69 
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Niemeyer ( 1969) had made. an experimental. arrangem·ent 

of exploding wire discha:i:-ges in high vacuum (P < 1o-5torr) 

Explosion of 0.03 - 0.25 mm• diameter wires of Cd, Al, 

Cu and W in high vacuum have been investigated. The 

time development of the discharge column is shown to 

be determined by two main-processes (a) In the time 

·precedi~g the explosion particles are emitted from the 

surface of the heated wire and initiate a peripheral 

d:ischarge. The mechanism of particle emission is found 

to be evaporation of neutral atoms and/or thermE()onic 

emission of charged particl.es. The latter process is 

infl uenc.ed by the strong radial electric field which 

is caused by the coaxial discharge geometry at the wire 

surface • 

. (b) The wire material vaporizes explosively forming 

an expanding cloud of non conducting vapour which is 

subsequently converted to a plasma by the peripheral 

discharge penetrating into it from outside. The dis

charge column exhibits instabilities which are shown 

to be of MHD origin. They are significantly reduced by 

~pplying an axial magnetic field to the discharge 

column. A quantitative spectroscopic investigation 

is performed during th~ magnetic contraction pha~e of 

stabilized 0.05 mm. 'Al' wire explosions. The plasma 
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, temperature' is found to be .about 50, 000°K on the axis 

of the column and higher than 80,000°K at its peri

phery. The mean electron density is estimated to be 

of the order of some 1o19 cm~3. 
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Erab et al had (1971) used wires of Ni, Mo, W 

instead of Cu in exploding wire experiments, results 

have been obtained on time d,ependence of current, vol

tage and resistance and the results have been explained 

by assuming that additional heat. energy is produced by 

the com.bustion of these materials. By thermal heating 

evaporation ~f metal and· electron ·emission, a conducting 

layer around the wire is built up. 

An experiment was developed by Me nermott ( 1970) 

which makes possible the, simultaneous measurement of 

the edge on intensity distribution and optical depth 

of. a cylindrically symmetric ·plasma. The mathematical 

inversion procedure· required to extract the distribu

tion of the absorption and emission coeff.icients as a 

function of the radial position within the plasma was 

explained by. Me Dermott. The method is capable of 

obtaining these quantities as a function of wavelength 

over a wide spectral range and provides for resolution 

of the~e c~~t{~~}~->.a:s. a function of time. 
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The generation of soft X-ray radiationf from 

wires exp~oded.in a vacuum_was.fix-st reported by Vitovitsky 

and Coworkers in 1962 •. Later Handel Stenerhag and coworkers 
- -

{ 1971) found that .the hard X-rays were emitted from exp

loding -tungsten wires in vacuum. They found that the X-ray 

pulse emitted was extremely short with a half width of 

. about ~0 -n sec. and that the emission appeared a-:t the 

pronounced dip of the c.urrent derivative which was obser

ved at the begi~ng of the discharge on the osollloscopes. 

~heir calculations have shown that the X-ray emission 

happend near the point where the wire had reached its 

melting point. The emission of ·x-ray was explained by 

- Vi tkovi tsky and Coworkers ( 1962) as the resuJ. t of dece-

1 era ted electrons initially. emanated from the early onset 

of ionization. On the other hand Handel, stenerhag and 

eo-workers (1971) suggested that in the case of tungsten 

wires the emission of ha~d X-ray~ could-be qualitatively 

explained by using a model based on thermoioni c electron 

emission from the wire, a suggestion which is a possible 

explanation of the phenomenon. However, the above men-

- tioned works are mainly based on studies on the osci~ 

lloscope recordings of the current derivative and the 
• , • I • \ ' 

X-ray output converted to current pulses, using a 

scintillation crystal. and a photomultiplier. Bennett 

(1968) in a review artiCle has pointed out that the 
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photographic methods are of great importance in perform- . 

ing exploding wire experiments. One of th.e reasons is 

. that the phenomenologic~ description of the different 

phases of expl_oding. wires seems as yet to be incomplete. 

Vlastos (() l't 1~)0) agrees with Bennett and therefore in 
. rr--· -

previous works. done on exploding l.i thiuin, copper and 

constantan wires a rotating mirror streak camera and 

'two Kerr-cell shutter cameras with short exposures were 

used to record the shape and. development· of the explod

. ing wires. Working along the same lines,· Vlastos ( ttt13 ) 

has investigated the duration times and the initiation 

mechanism of the restrikes of thin tUngsten wires ex

ploded in air and came to the conclusion that the rest

rikes of the tungsten wires are al.ways initiated at the 

exterrior wire, a fact which explains the .short dwell r(~l 

times of these wires at high voltages. 

The experimental arrangement of Vlastos consisted 

of a capacitor bank with a capacity of 9.6 ;(A,F, an induc

tance of about 26 nH and a resistance of about 13 m .52-

The exploding wire gap bad. coaxial symmetry; a height 

of 150 mm, an outer diameter of. 530 m'D; an inrier dia-
-

meter of 500 mm and four symmetri cal.ly pl-aced circular 

quartz windows with a diameter of 70 mm. The wiOre could 

be mounted in the gap under vacuum by using a specially 
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c--,. constructed manipulator,. a procedure which reduced 

_the interval between two ·successive shots to less than 

5 min. The gap was evacuated by·means of a two stage. 

gas ~allast rotary high vacuum pump with a displacement 

.at· normaJ. speed of 9TD.3.ia a oil diffusion}' pump with a 

capacity of 150 liter/sec. The ultimate vacuum of the 

gap was measured by means of.im ionization gauge and 

was fotind to be about 5 x 1 o-5 torr. The voltage measu~ 

ring circuit including the voltage divider, the cable 

· connections.and the oscilloscope had an aperiodic 

response to unit voltage step, .a total rise time of 

about 20 n sec. and a.voltage reading accuracy better 

than . 5%. The condenser bank charging voltage was mea

sured by ,~~a.n ammeter connected in series with a resis

tance of '300 MJ2_! 2%. The current measuring circuit 

.consisting of a Rogowsky coil and a passive RC integrator, 

had a total rise time including the· o.scUlo scope of 15 n 

sec. and a current reading accuracy better than 5%. For 

the current derivative, a probe with a rise tim_e of 

about 2.n sec• was used. The rotating mirror.streak 

camera which was synchronized with the voliage and R 

current recordings had a maximum resolution of 2.6 mm/ 

. A sec.- Tlte Kerr-CeJ.l shutter. cameras had constant 

exposure time of 30 and 50 n sec •. respect_ively. The 

times at ·which the exposures were taken were deter-

mined by means of·" simul·taneou~~,:';;QS~~-~~~~~~~-=; 
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recording~ of the current and the signals from :the 

monitors of the ·cameras and by taking into account 

the time dellays introduced. 

Vlastos had observed one important fact that 

thin tungsten wires due to their mechanical or-elect

rical properti$s produce wl.th comparatively slow con

denser banks at already iow voltages X-ray radiation 

of short duration. 

Baker (1980) had studied simUlation of the 

burst pha..;?,e of exploding wires. Baker had used burst

ing of a. 1.5 m1~ dia. aluminium wire in both air and 

vacuum. An external circuit with R·= 77.0 x 10-3~ 

L = 292.0 x 1o-19 henry and c = 2.3 x 1o-6Fc-·-.-~~ -........._ ___ _...,.-

with the capacitor bank is charged to 13 KV. Baker had 

shown a good ag~eement between the observed and com

puted current and voltage traces,. upto the time of 
. . 

and diameters. After burst there are deviations which 

are attributed to two mechanisms. First the assump

tion that the plasma independent of the axial coordi

nate breakso down at this time and a two dimensional 

simUlation might. be necessary t.o ·proceed further. The 

model of resistivity may breakdown and a carrier

lim! ted conduction regime might set in. 

75 
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(E) · HALL EFFECT IN_AN ARC PLASMA 

When a magnetic fieldr is applied perpendicUlar 

to a conductor carrying current, .a voJ. tage is developed 

·across the spec~men in the direction perpendicular to 

both the current and the magnetic field. This phenome

non is caJ.l ed the Ha.ll ef·fect. 

In an external electric field ''~":.'' aJ.ong_ the 

axis of a specimen electrons will drift in the opposite 

direction. If we apply a magnetic field "H" perpendicUlar 

to thea axis of the .specimen, the carrier will experience 

Lorentz force and tend. to be deflected to one side. The 

surface charge then will give rise to transverse m elect

. ric field "E " · caJ.l ed the· Hall field which· causes a com. H 
, pensatillg drift such that the carriers remain within the 

specimen and in equilibrium. The force due to HaJ.l field 

"EA" ·on the electrons exactly balances the Lorentz force. 

Let us consider an infinite specimen with total 

electric fieJ.d .,.E~t". For a uniform steady state the 

Bol tzm.ann equation in the relaxation time approximation 

can be written as 

F 
f-fo 

( 1 .40) 
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' I because the derivative of distribution function f with 

respect to position and with respect to time vanishes. 

The force "F" now includes a magnetic a.s well as an 

electric force and is given by 

F .=- e Eo 
e 

- (vxH) 
c 

(1.41) 

The distribution function can be written to a first 

approximation 

f ( 1 • 42) 

where is the equilibrium distrib~tion 

function based on the average electron density (it i~ 

not function of position) and j is the deviation 

from this equilibrium. Substituting (1.42) and (1.41) 

in (1.40) we have, 

O}o v {- e Eo -· 
aE 

+ 

The first term in 

is w zero and the 

e 
c.. 

magnetic 

0 

field ·v. (vxH) 

term in electric field e£o 

is second order term hence may be dropped. 

(1.4'3) 

oJ', 
oP 



The equation (1.43) becomes 

olo v£ -e- o oE 
+ 

e 
c 

:It 
c 

'iB 

. ?J/, ( V X H) 
oP · 

0 
(1.44) 

We cannot simply solve for the first order distribution 

function. One way to solve is to note that the effect 

of the magnetic ·field roughly speaking is to rotate 

the distribution.We therefore, try to form in analogy 

with that obtained in conductivity calculations but 

with electric field replaced by a general vector G 

which. will be determined, i.e., we assume· 

(1.45) 

Derivating J with respect to P assuming P = mV 

ec a!o -oE 
f- 0'-:fo {v. GZ) L9} 

o E 1.. 

( 1. 46) 
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Substituting (1.46) in (1.44) we have 

0 do err G;_ oJo aVo 
( v. £o) + (l9·Ct)w - oE -e c. 1r> 0£2-

oE 
c~ xH) 

Since 

factor 

v. fo 

or 

V· 

olo 
-+ e aE 

V. ( v X 1-f) 

(- olo) 
e_ 'QE 

(v. Q) 0 

is zero and cancelling the 

we have 

e.L 
+- rrn c 

Gz_ . ( v ~H) - \1. lt :::- (j 

(f-1 )( 6i) -.· G_ - d 

A£ G;.. (vxH) = v. (H x Cc) 
We note that this will be a sol uti on for al.l values 
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of v if and onJ..y if · 

£ . 0 

( 1. 47) 

In absence of magnetic field the current density 

I= <1 Eo where is the electrical conduo-

tivity of the spec~men. Thus w~ have 

Eo ~ .J.jcr 
Thus we may write the electric field interms of the 

current in ·the form 

I e r-

( 1 .47/11) 

The second term is a component of the electric field 

which is transverse both· to the applied magnetic field 

and to the current which is Hall field "E~~·. Thus 

(Hx 1) 
(1.48) 

I . 
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The proportional.i ty constant is ca.ll.ed the Hall cons

tant and· i te magnitude is given by 

c- e_) c l 
.?'n c Q 7)(- e) c 

The study of.Hatl Effect was extended.t6 positive 

column of glow d1scha.rge. 

81 

The effect o·f a transverse magnetic field on the 
' ' 

positive column of a glow·discharge has been studied 

by Beckmann (1948)~ It was shown that the magnetic 

field deflects the column towards the wall with the 

result that the total loss of electrons and ions inc

reased. This causes an increase of electron temperature 

and in· the axial. field strength. .Formulae relating the , 

axial electric field, the magnetic field and the elec~-

ron temperature was derived as well as equations desc

ri bing the electron density distribution 

N = No exp. (-Cr Cos <P /2 ·na .) J; (-n"Y' j"fb) 
The above equation describes ·the electron density 

distribution. 

The positive column was uniformly deflected 

towards the wall along th~ whole ·length of the tube •. 

The anode glow was· .aJ.so ·influen·ced by the magnetic 

' field and. 1 t is possible that the observed change 
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in axiai field was partly due to variations in the 

anode fall. The genera.l·effects of the transverse 

magnetic field have been investi_gated by Me Bee and 

B2 

·""--- D L-~) OW (1953) in an unconfined glow discharge in air, 

within the pressure range 0.3 ~ 10 torr discharge 

current 0.05 - 2.5 A with the magnetic field varying 

from zero to 7000 G. They found· with probe measurements 

that the anode and· cathode fall . first decrease and :t 

then increase and the positive column and the anode 

region become more luminous. 
,. 

Sen & Gupta (1971) had studied variation of 

discharge current in a transverse magnetic fi~ld in a 

glow discharge. The variation of discharge current in 

a transverse magnetic field ( 0 - 300 G ) has been 

studied. in the positive column of a glow discharge in 

air, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, helium ~nd neon within 

the pressure range of 80 to 2.00 m· torr.· The current 

gradually rises wi1th the· increase of the magnetic field, 

then attains a maximum value at a particular val. ue of 

the m~gnetic field which is same for all the gases and 

independent of pressure Ill for the same ini tiaJ. C>(dis

charge current then gradually decreases. The value of 

the magnetic f-ield at which the discharge current is 

·maximum is found to be proportionaL to the square root 

of the ini tiaJ. di_scharge current and the maximum value 

of the current i~ inversely proportional to pressure 

in al.l' the gases; utilizing Beckman's expression for 

' ' 
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the axial e1ectric fi:eld and the radial electron den

sity distribution in a transverse magnetic field, a 

mathematical expression for the discharge current and 

its variation with magnetic field was deduced by Sen 

and Gupta (1970). The theoretical results are in quaB

li tative agr-eement with experimental observations and 

the causes of discrepancy have been attributed to' 

(a) li~i tations of Beckman's expression for electron 

density distribution and axial. electric field 

(b) absence of data for fraction of energy loss in 

. collision and that of the electron temperature at E/P 

values at which observations are made by sen and Gupta 

(1971·). ()Effect of transverse magnetic field on an 
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arc discharge was first observed by Allen in the case 

of heavy current pUlsed arc-discharge in hydrogen and 

the voltage current characteristic showed a slight 

negative gradient over the range of 25 to 80 amperes 

with no magnetic field but became increasingly negative 

with increase of magnetic field. 

Forrest and Franklin ( 1966) had developed a theore- · 

tical model for the behaviour of the positive column 

of a low pressure arc discharge in a magnetic field. 

The model is applicable to free fall condi tio~s in 

which ions are_assumed to fall freely from their 

point of generation under the influence of a radial 

electrostatic potentia.l gradient. 
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For the case of a cy~indriclll p~e.sma co~ umn 

-predic·tions are made for the variation wi·th magnetic 

fie~d of ·radial e~ectron nuQ;ber density profUe, ·radial. 

potential. profi~e, number density, .electron tempera.ture 

and radial light emission profile. The constriction of 

a plasma column in a magnetic field is considered and 

predictions from the above model. are compared with ' 

measured radie~ light emissions profile from ~ mercury 

discharge. 

The Hall effect in gaseous plasmas has received 

little experimental.· attention upto 1962. 

Klein ( 1962) has first measured Hal.l electromagnetic 

force in air. An experiment was reported in which an 

·induced Hall electromagnetic force in air was measured 

in a shock tube. Agreement was found with theory for 

values of the product of the electron cyclotron fre

quency and the mean collision time for electrons over 

a gas temperature of 3000° to s~;~;; 4200°K. The theory I is 
' ......... 

based upon a mean collision time fox: electrons that 

is determined sol.eiy by elect:ron neutt:al particle 

c_ollisions and an ohm's Law that is valid for slightly 

ionized gases.· The -induced Hal.l e~ectromagnetic 1."":::']\i 

force is theoreti cal.ly· independent of the electron 

concentration of the- s~ock heated air. The experiments 

thus provide a technique for determining the col:Lisi'on 

ti·me that does not depend upon the establishment of 

equilibrium. 
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Klein (1962) had considered a shock tube geometry 

and had applied both an" externally applied radial m~g-
/ 

netic field and externally applied axial magnetic 

field since the gas velocity V is perpendicular to 

the radial magnetic field, there will be a current 

induced in the V X B.on azimuthal direction. This . 
current was referred as a 

0 
Hall electromagnetic 

force is theoretically a function of ~ ~~ i.e. 

the product of electron cyClotron frequency and the 

" el e ctron in ean collision time. 

is non zero, a potential known 

as the HaJ.l potential is- induced in the j X /3 
direction. The following current equation was arrived 

aJ is.the cyClotron frequency of.tbe electrons 

based on the ''Z" component of magnetic field and Ze_ 
is the mean collisi'on times for electrons wi tb neut

rals. The gas conductivity ~. is given by 

<["' -: 11 e 'L Ce /me_ 
where n is the electron density 

e is the electronic charge 

1Y1e.. is the electron mass. 
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Due to the experimental geometry the only current that 

can flow is /e. . There is no way for currents to 

cl.ose in the n·ow direct'ion, except in the boundar_y 

layer and such currents were n·eg].ected by Kl.ien. Consi

dering _the radial. and azimuthal compoBents 

RadiaJ. 

'le { t/ BC )d(} 132 <r" E-r 
0 

·Azimuthal . _<1'{- /~r de 
C"e. v2 ~"('. 

Er c..J 

The above· equation says that the potential induced in 
. . 

the· 1 X /3 direction the Hall potential per unit 

radial magnetic field wili be directly proportional 

·to -the gas velocity and to · C-0 (e_ • There-

fore, by measuring and the gas velocity for-

·given magnetic fields one has a direct measure ofW (e. 
Since· CU == e 132 /1'Yle__. depends upon the constant. 

e/"'me. and the magnetic fi_eld /3 2 the Hal.l 

potential measurement is a direct measurement of Ce... 
the free time between collisions of the electron in 

the Slightly ionized gas mixture. 

86: 
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The above equation of Hall potential £ pre-

diets independent electron concentration, i.e., one ~x 

can measure ~~ directly without waiting for thermo

dynamic equilibrium to be established in the gas. 

':__ ... -· 

Anderson (1964) had observed Hall effect in the plasma 

of the positive column established in the rare gases 

and nitrogen at gas pressures ~ 1 torr. Anderson 

ignored magnetic resistance effect which is second 

order in B and also alternation of the mean electron 

te~perature with increasing magnetic field was consi

dered negligible. Redistribution· of electron and ion 

density in the transverse cross section of the discharge 

column upon application of the magnetic field may not be 

disregarded however since this contributes markably to 

the net Hall potential which develope across the column. 

Starting with the general Boltzmann equation 

for a gas of charged particles in much denser gas of 

neutral partiCles many simplifying assumptions were made 

which are consistant with the experimental conditions. 

Electron - electron and ion-ion collisions are ignored, 

the pressure tensor is determined for an isotropic velo

city distribution in a frame of reference drifting with 

the charged particles, drift velocity is assumed small 

compared to random velocity and the gravi tatifin_qJ·- poten

tial is neglected. Charged particles are /cr"f"med.. ·by gas 
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ionization with 'their momentum randomly oriented and 

thus maKe no contribution to the Boltzmann collision 

integral in the momentum balanced equation. Finally in 

the stationary state, the time derivative of the drift 

velocity is assumed zero. The· 'i' component of elect

ron partiCle flow is found to be 

88 

) < Fl) - {t/IY?n ) V" 

(-n<-i-[9.,~>) 

where +c::>C 

r < Vt') - j vt· I ot lJ-
"YY 

-~ 

~ 

and ,f-oQ aJ _jd~) (_[~ LOL' at-
\J1fl c. 

../--C>Z:J -/ ( L'm (jl·d ~ J 
where t9Tn is the momentum transfer collision fre-

quency, ~v is the random electron velocity, . 'f' is 

the distribution function~md and ( oJja~:)c 
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pertains to alteration of 'f' by collisions. Also 

the fo~ce term 

+o0 +oO 
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+ e jcvx 13),· f c/!9. 

yields 

e E(_· + e_ 

Since B and E are independent velocity. The flow 

equation for one species of charged partiCle is then 

~ r::: -D V 'Yl + Yl/'- ( £ + (v) X 1.3) 

D T diffusion coefficient = 

and the mobHi ty /"- == e/-m ~"' 
as independent of position in. the plasma. The subsc

ripts e and p will be used to designate quantities 

describing electrons or ions respectively. 
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The immediate interest is a formulation of par

t~cle flow transverse to axis of the plasma column. For 

this case the transverse n ows le_' and ~ 
must be equal if the discharge container walls are not 

conducting and 

v.r;: 

where is the rate of ionizing collisions. 

Eliminating E for life and r; and a:ppl i ca.-

tions of divergence operator gives 

The subscripts "e" and 'p' are not considered for 

"n" since quasi-neutrality, 

assumed. AJ.so ~ -e_ >> ~p 
is negJ.ected. 

'Y1e_ 

and thus 

90 
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The drift velo oi ty (. Ve / and B are appro-

ximately independent of position in this experiment 

which allows 

v. [: <v~) x 8] = {i~--)> x 13]. v~ 
A general differential. equation for _charge density 

·then becomes 

[np + D--()AP /;Me Jj v\, + /-P 
. (<ve > x P.,) . vh + 11 1.9c 0 

Proceeding to cylindri-cal coordi_nates ·_ ( ': · ¢~ "2-) 
-and applying 'B' in the 'Y' 1 = 9 o 

0 

direction 

The discharge maintainance current density is ~ .e <( 1J2/. 
The solution of above equation was found by Be_ckmann, 



where 

and 

A 

- Jo[cc
JUe_ lfiL' (JAL 

S2 

Previous experiment had 'verified _that the equation does 

very nearly describe the variation of electron density 

in a cross section of plasma column. 

Various forces. on electrons namely Lorentz mag

netic force·, the electron :pressure gradient and the 

. space charge fields to be in· equilibrium, for directions 

transverse to the column axis, since no net electron 

current flows in the external. circuit. This balan·ce of 

forces may be integrated to give potenti_als· 

2 
3 

where -· I 
1-



after integrating to + "f. 
- 0 

, the co~ umn walls of the 

expression for Hall potential is found. It is valid 

only in that portion of the column where D and~ 
are essentially constant and does not strictly speaking 

apply in the wall sheath. However, Thompson invokes the 

Bohm criterion for sheath formation (wall directed ion 

energy at sheath edge is approximately one half the 

mean electron energy) to show that a nearly constant 

ratio exists between electron density at sheath edge 

and at the wall. Thus equal drops in potential across 

the sheath at each wall ( !:, ~ ) cancel, · and the 

Hall voltage to be measured with wall probes is found 

from equation, 

2 Y'o Co.s. j [c + <vz.) t3 

; ~;e-) j A 

If the thickness of the wall sheath is neglected then 

-
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~ (LJ. (e) 

VP (z De-i} 
where 

])p (jtP/;4€) 



strictly there are small contribution by the 

magnetic field to the sheath potential. The above equa

tion may oe further simplified for the plasma of the 

positive column because • It 

is usual to relate to diffusion coefficient to the 

mobility by 

]) 
for both the electron and ion gases 

+ 

~ 

and finally equation of ~H becomes 

< L9 2 ) fJ:J 2 ~0 Cos p 

(2 Ia :::: d) 

This simple result indi,cates that exactly one half of 

the Hall potential expected on the basis of the mag

netic term of the Loren·¥-i· force is actually measured. 

The discrepancy is in fact due to an alternation of 

charge density of the column when the magnetic field 

is applied. 
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Thompson cal. culates the excepted Hall potential. for the 

low pressure case where ion falls freely to the wall 

(planar discharge walls at + ~0 ) and obtains 

Ecker and Kanne a.l so cal cu1ated .the low pressure case 

and found for the planar discharge 

and for circular-cylindrical. column 

Ecker and Kanne claimed that discrepancy between two 

/ VH J . is due to numeri-cal errors in the determination. 

They include a contribution by the magnetic ·field in 

the weLl sheath which is not negl~gible in the low 

pressure case. 

In the above the partiCle flow was .obtained 

from the mo·mentum balance equation. Another r{/approach 

for solution of the Boltzmann equation is dependent 

upon the assumption that the ordered'perturbation to \ 
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the distri butio·n fun ctiori is destroyed in each particle 

collision and' the net motion in the pl·asma is described. 

according to diffusion coefficients and mobilities which 

apply to flow perpendicular, transverse or parallel to 

the applied magnetic field. The transverse flow becomes 

A similar expression is applicable for ·positive ions 

except that the magnetic field is neglected • 

. ·We follow the procedure previouslY· outlined 

for determining the transverse distribution of charge 

density, finaJ.ly the Hall voltage is obtained 

from ~the plane paraJ.lel case. The factor· 

is needed for the circular _column~· 

At low charge densities, the_ axial column 

vol. tage gradient may increase appreciably due to 

failure of the quansinentrali ty · condi tio:ri. A constant 

ratio .between ion and electron densities may be assumed· 



and an approximate solution found in terms of an altered 

ambipolar diffusion coefficient. 

In the experimental set. up doae up by Anderson, 

the axial. voltage is a function· of discharge current, 

decreasing for increasing current. This suggests failure 

of quasineutrality and possibly the Hall voltage may not 

be obtained from the deduced·equation. However, an 

· analysis of this case indicates that the principal 

influence ·of charge imbalance may be expressed in 

equation 

by redefining the rate of ionizing collisions 

so long as the condition, 

is yet realised ( ,Y.,p = 

Hence changes in the·Hall voltage are not ex

pected because R( r) remains symmetrical wi_th respect 

·to radius and during integration of the equation 

2 
3 ~j 

its contribution ·can cell. s. 



Anderson has observed Hall potential for posi

tive columns established at pressures near 1 torr in 

He, neon, argon and nitrogen. Simultaneous measurement 

of the density of electrons in the column by the mic

rowave cavity technique has given an independent 

determination of the electron drift velocity. The pro~ 

portionali ty factor oC between the Hall field mea

sured and the product of the drift velocity and applied 

magnetic field has been determined by Anderson. The 

factor oG for the case of helium was 0.50 ~ 0.07 

which is in agreement with theory. For neon cfv ~0.60 

a1 so in agreement with theory. The column established 

in argon or nitrogen was generally noisy bpt o(_ ~ 0 · 5 

and showed a tendency to decrease with decreasing 

gas pressure as is also expected from the theory. 

Electron collision frequency for momentum transfer 

was determined by microwave methods and also from 

d. c. mobility. 

Sanduloviciu and Toma in 1970 had worked on Hall 

voltage, measurement in a d.c. glow discharge. The 

superficial processes produced by the fagt electrons 

in d.c. glow discharge might influence the values of 

the potential difference measured with the Hall probes. 
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In order to obtain a good agreement between calcu

lated and measured Hall .voltages it is necessary 

to exclude these superficial processes, specially 

the secondary electron emission at the surface of 

_99 

the Hall probes. In this'paper the influence and the 

optimum work conditions for Hall probes measurements 

in a d.c. glow discharge were studied by the authors. 

Zhilinsky ( 1980) had done an experimental investi-

gation of the Hall effect in a toroidal discharge. 

The purpose of the work was to investigate Hall 

effect in a direct current toroidal discharge 

application. 



SCOPE AND OBJECT OF THE PRESENT WORK 

It is p~oposed to carry out the investigation on the 

physical properties of glow discharge and arc plasma 

along the following lines:-

A) Heat flow processes.: in the positive column 

of glow discharge. 

100 

There have been a large amount of theoretical 

'work regarding the kinetic properties of partially and 

fully ionised gases and from these generalised theories 

it has been possible to deduce expressions for the ther

mal cond ucti vi ty of an:./' ionised gas. The direct experi

mental determination of thermal conductivity of an 

ionised gas has been little reported so far. A detailed 

experimental investigation for determining the different 

processes of heat flow in the positive column of a low 

pressure mercury arc has been performed by Ghosal, Nand~ 
I 

and Sen (1979) and it has been observed that the major 

part of them heat loss is due to diffusion and the loss 

due to conduction by electrons, ions and neutraJ. atoms 

is comparatively small. To see whether similar processes 

of heat flow are maintained when we cross over from arc 

to glow transition it will be of interest to find the 

contribution of electrons to the total heat conductivi~ 

·of a low pressure glow discharge. To study the mechanism 
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of heat loss in a plasma it is assumed that Ellen baas 

Heller heat baJ;ance equation [Elenbaas ( 1951 )J holds 

good with the inclusion of a radiati.on term. Hence uti

lizing this equation experimental results will be ana

lysed and the dominant processes responsible for heat 

flow can be identified. In the proposed section an 

indirect method of meas:!lring the the.rmaJ.. conductivity 

of an ionised gas is .presented and. from the anaJ.ysie. 

of the results it is expected to find the processes 

responsible for the propagation of heat in a: plasma 

of low electron density. 

B) Evaluation of electron temperature in a glow 

discharge from measurement of ·diffusion 

voltage. 

The standard method for the measurement 

of electron temperature in a plasma is the Langmuir 

single probe method. The radiation of microwave energy 

from a hot plasma has also been utilized for the evalua

tion of electron temperature by assuming that the plasma 

radiates like an ideal black body. A reliable method 

for the measurement of electron temperature is by spe

ctroscopic method which also stipulates that the plasma 

must be in local thermal equilibrium. Each of these 

methods suffers from some limitations. The process of 
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of dif·fusion of electrons and ions in a glow discharge 

is well known. It is proposed in this section to analyse 

the diffusion equations and device·a method for the 

measurement of electron temperature T in an ionised e 
gas from the measurement of diffusion voltage. The varia-

tion of Tewitn (E/P) where (E/P) is the reduced field 

will also be· investigated. 
' 

.Further from a detailed mathematical analysis 

.of the physical process~s occuring in a magnetised 

plasma. it has been deduced by Sen and Gupta ( 19.71 ) that 

the electron temperature TeH in a transverse magnetic 

field is given by 

[+ 

(~ L)L . 
where · C = ,. · t9"" ·· where L is the m_ean free 1 
path of the electron in the gas at 1 torr and lJ ..... 
the random velocity of. the electron. Though the above 

deduction has been utilized to explain satisfactorily 

the variation of discharge current and intensity of 

.emission of spectral lines (Sen and Gupta,. 1971; Sen, 

Das.and Gupta (1972) in glow di~charge in presence of 

transverse magnetic field field, it is desirable to 

verify the above deduction experimentally. It is there

fore proposed to measure the electron temperature in an 
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. ionised gas to study its variation in. a variable trans-

verse magnetic field by ·the diffusion method introduced 
.;, 

here. 

C) Determination of plasma parameters by propaga-. 

tion of sonic waves through an' ionised gas. 

It has been suggested .. by several. authors· that 

the study of acoustic wave propagation may lead to a 

diagonistic method for m·easurement of plasma parame-. 

ters. In all the investfgations carried out theore

ticaJ.ly so far to find the interaction of sonic waves 

with an ionised gas it has been assumed that the medium 

is fully ionised ~nd collision of electrons and ions 

·with neutraJ. gas mol.ecules has be.en assumed to be absent. 

· .GhosaJ. and Sen ( 1976) have derived the generaJ. wave equa-

tion and dispersion relation using macroscopic variables 

of the plasma and haye provided a uniform trea.tme:Q.t of 

the subject for a non-isothermaJ. pl.asma taking into con-

sideration the collision of charged species with the 

neutraJ. partiCLes. Further it has been possible to 

obtain from gener8J. dispersion rel.ation the attenua;.. 

tion constant of the pl.asma when a sonic wave propagates 

through it. 

c/_p 2. 

The attenuation constant 

L-, + . ~P.a.. '2.) !~ 
G.Ul- -/ 

2 -f" K ( I € + l, · ) 

"1-n ' . L 

is given_by 
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where Y" is the adiabatic constant, K the Bol tzman 

constant the ion temperature, the .electron 

temperature, the mass of the ion ~tL .the 

effective -ion atom collision frequency and C0 ·the 

frequency of the incident sound wave. It is proposed 

in this section to measure the attenuation constant 

of a propagating sound wave through an ionised gas 

launched from an external source of 

tion i\m~T\f-iO>\ii)~i t is evident that if -· ',:;) 

.~e.. 
sound. FromAequa-

Te the electron 

temperature is obtained from an independent measure-

ment and we assume Ti r;:::. · Tg the gas temperature 

which is valid for discharge,cur~ents of the order of a 

few milliamperes (von Engle, 1965) then the collision 

frequency ~ . fo... can be obtained from the measured 
' 

r;(..p -
be reported value of • The resuJ. ts will here 

for air and hydrogen. Electron temperature for a number 

of molecular gases has been measured in this laboratory 

for various (E/P) values by Sadhya et al (1979) by the 

Langmuir probe method. Consequently the collisi,on cross 

section can be obtained for a range of (E/P) .values. 

Theda ta for ion atom collision cross section has been 

little reported so far speciaJ.l.y for low values of 

·(E/P). It is suggested that sonic probe can be an alter

native method for measurement of collision cro,ss section 

and the object is to test the validity and limitation 

of the method for determination of p~asma parameters. 
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D) Investigation of glow discharge.plasma ~ subjec

ted to the discharge of a bank of condensers. 

I 

Discharge .of a series. of condensers charged to 
I 

high voltages has been utilized to create a high den-

sity plasma in· a£~~~ The phenomena has been 

ascribed to the pro cess of thermal. ionization. Little 

work has however been reported (}when a bank of con

densers discharges take place through a steady state 

discharge. The object :t is to study how the physical 

processes are affected and how the plasma parameters 

change when the glow plasma receives a transient burst 

of energy. A. spectroscopic method will be utilised for 

the measurement of intensity o~ the spectral line~ in 

a. glow discharge when a bank of condensers discharges 

through it~ A quantitative. measurement of electron den

sity and electron temperature will be made in air and 

hydrogen glow raised to highly conducting condition by 

the discharge of a bank of condensers. As the charged 

particles are in an excited state in a glow discharge, 

, it will be instructive to see how the particles will 

react when they receive the additional burst of energy 

due to discharge of the bank of condensers through the 

glow discharge. The results may have ,some relevance 

for the heating of the plasma. 

' 
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. E) Hall effect in an arc plasma. 

The Hall effect is a standard diagonistic method for 

determining the charge particle mobility and·<:: density 

in a semiconductor and it has also been used for mea-

surement of plasma parameters in a glow discharge. The 

effect of a transverse magnetic field on the positive 

column of a glow discharge has been investigated by 

Beckman (1948) and the variation of current in a variable 

transverse magnetic field has been studied by Sen and 

Gupta ( 1971) who provided a detailed mathematical ana-

lysis consistent wtth observed experimental dataa 

Anderson (1964) investigated the Hall effect in the 

positive column in glow discharge in some rare gases 

and obtained the drift velocities of electrons for a 

range of (E/P) values. The voltage current characte-

ristics and the power relation has been investigated 

in a mercury arc carrying current from 1.2 to 2 amp. 

in presence of a transverse magn~tic field [Sen and 

Das, (197).il • In contrast to semiconductors or metals 

it is to be noted that when an arc or glow plasma is 

placed in an external magnetic field the radial elect

ron density distribution and discharge current are 

significantly altered and this effect has to be taken 

into consideration in calculating Hall coefficient in 

an arc plasma. It is proposed to measure the Hall 
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coefficient in a mercury arc plasma and calculate the 

electron density and mobility taking into consideration 

the variation of main arc current in presence of the 

transverse magnetic field. The results will also indi

cate the limitation of the magnetic field upto which 

· the expressions for current as deduced by Sen and 

Gupta ( 1971) are valid. 

F) Outlines of a generalised theory of arc plasma 

'For the last few years electrical, optical and thermal 

properties of arc plasma have been investigated expe

rimentally by Sen and his coworkers in this laboratory 

and theoretical ~nalysis c.onsistent with observed expe

rimental results have been provided. In this section of 

the present work an attempt will be made to correlate 

the observed experimental results and present the out

lines of a generalised theory regarding the occurance 

of an arc plasma. Two theories namely the thermionic 

emission and field emission of electrons from the 

electrodes of an arc have been advanced .to explain 

some observed experimental results regarding cathode 

and anode fall in arcs. An attempt will be made here 

to present the outlines of a theory which can explain 

the recently observed experimental data in arcs. 
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CHAPTER II -
EY~ERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

2.1. .ABEaratus Utilised 

1. Discharge Tubes of various dimensions 

2. Arc tube of various dimensions 

). High vo~tage transformer 

4. Variac 

5. Milliammeter, Microammeter. 

6. High current Rheostats 

7. V. T. V .M. 

8. D.c. Power supply (Stabilized). 

9. D.c. Generator 

10. A double stage Rotary vacuum pump. 

11. Pirani Gauge 

12. 

13. 

Needle vaJ.ve 

Gauss meter 

14. Audio frequency generator 

15. A.C.Microvoltmeter 

16. Oscilloscope 

17. High voltage power supply 

18 • Spectrograph 

19. Audio frequency generator 

20. Loudspeaker and Microphone. 

11.4 



2.2. Discharge tubes 

All the discharge tubes in which measurements 

were carried out were constructed of pyrex glass. For 

glow discharge measurements the tubes were fitted with 

brass ( Bo% Cu 20% Zn) and stainJ. ess steel electrodes 

and for low pressure mercury arcs, the arcs were struck 

in between mercury pools. The arc tubes are fitted to 

simple traps through standard joints. In this way the 

mercury vapour going out of the discharge tube could 

condense smoothly and could return to the tube. Other

wise it was observed that mercury would condense in the 

joining rubber tubes and a mercury plug would be formed 

in the passage and hereby would disturb the vacuum 

system. 

The discharge tubes were th~To~hly cleaned by 

chromic acid, petroleum ether and distilled water and 

dried on the pump. Then the tubes were heat baked in 

115 

an electric oven in. the usual way. Finally the tubes 

were heated ~~ .~?f-?jOI~ p U.~f~-0-j{--liJ~r_~f!b:~:;_:~:;:;, for seve

ral days (and for several hours before each set of 

observations) to degas .. :\ them. For removing the occl u

ded gases from the electrodest both the electrodes were 

used as cathodes alternatively by reversing the currents 

through the discharge. The tubes were then flushed with 
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.the desired gas for two or· three days and then the gas 

was introduced. through a micro~eak of a needle vaJ.ve to 

a desired preefsure.(Re.J Fl'h ~.!<.(').l 2· 2 (.2.)) 

2.3. E£eparation of gases 

For measurements in dry air, the air was passed 

.through two U- tubes containing phosphorous pentoxide 

(~ae:::-~~z caustic potash pellets to remove traces of 
~------'"""_,...-~,,, _ __..- _. . 

water vapour, then it was introduced to the disch~rge 

tube through a needle valve. 

Hydrogen and oxygen gases were prepared from 

·electrolysis of a warm solution of pure barium hydro

xides in between platinum electrodes in a U-tube. 

For hydrogen, the gas evolved from the cathode 

was passed through a hard glass tube containing copper 

spiral heated electrically. The gas was next passed 

through series of U-tubes containing phosphorous pen

toxide powder and caustic potash pellets. 

The 9xygen gas evolved in the anode of the 

electrolysis tube was passed through a flask containing 

. suJ.phu~ic acid.· 

·The nitrogen gas was supplied by Indian Oxygen 

Ltd. and was passed through concentrated sulphuric acid 
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After purifi~~tion has been done in the stated 

manners the gases were stored in a round bottom glass 

flask which is connected to the discharge tube. 

For mercury arcs, triple distilled mercury was 

used. In -course -of experiments, occassionaJ.ly the mer

cury in the tubes was rep~aced by fresh· supply and the 

discharge tubes were Cleaned and degassed. 

2.4. Measurement of pressure 
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Pressure of the gas in the discharge tube was 

measured by a MQleod gauge fitted with triple distilled 

mercury •. 

In some of the ·experiments th'e pressure in the 

discharge tubes coUld not be measured directly because 

the tube was placed in between the pole pieces of elect~ 

romagnet, but a parallel line was used. At the junction 

between these two vacuum lines the pressure is the same 

and if the conductance of the two lines are identical., 

the pressure in the discharge tube would b,e equaJ. to 

that at the Maleod gauge'. Dushman and· Lafterty · ( 1962) 

have discussed that effective pumping .speed, Sejf. -

is given 
I 

{ I '-1-' c... s 
Self 
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where S is the speed o·f the pump (50 1.1 tree/min) 

and C is the total conductance of the line. For 

viscous fl.ow, conduciance of a l.ine is given by 

c 

11.8 

where 'a' and '1' are the.radius and length of the 

.tubes and p2- the upstream pressure.So the parallel 

tubes were identicaL as far as possible. The lines 

were made of rubber and ~olythene pressure tubes. For 

the same reason, the needl.e valve was pl.aced in bet

ween the junction of identical lines and the pump. A 

pirani gauge was used in the discharge tube l.ine and 

through it the pressure of air could be compared. 

The pressure of mercury vapour was determined 

from standard tables (Hodgman 1956) after noting the. 

inside wall temperat~re ( T:~) of the discharge ·tube 

which is equaJ. to the outside wall. temperature inc

reased by the temperature drop over the tube wall. resul

ting from the energy which is dissipated in·the tube 

and carried away via the tube wall (Verweij,1960). The 

outsid$ wall. temperature was measured by a mercury 

· in g].ass thermometer when the arc was in steady state. 

·Generally the arcs were cool.ed by el.ectric fans. So a 

steady state of an arc corresponded to a steady outer 

wa.l!l. temperature. The temp·erature drop as· cal cuJ.ated 

:\ 

'· 
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by Verweij -·~-~ can be estimated by assuming that the total 

energy dissipated W = E i per em of tube 1 ength ( E is 

the intensity of electric field, measured 'by noting the 

voltage across the arc minus standard cathode fall of 

10 volts as determined by Lamar and Cromptor (1931), 
\ • I 

then divided by arc length and /f... is the arc current. 

This energy is carried away by thermal conduction thro

ugh the surface area of 1 em. of tube length, thus 

through 2 1T R cm2 (R is the internal radius of the 

discharge tube), since the amount of energy which esca

pes as radiation through the tube wall. is relatively 

small~ the ultraviolet resonance radiation bemng absor-

bed within a very small penetration depth in pyrex glass 

wall. The temperature drop 

by 

2 7\ R I< 
<ITtv 
cL 

is given 

where d is the thickness of glass wall (0.14 em) 

and K is the thermal conductivity of the glass 

(K pyrex= 11 x 10-3 Joule/cm/sec/°C). For a typical 

operation of arc at a current of 2.5 amp., t1 ~ 
amounted to 7 - 8°C. since number density of ground 

state mercury atoms 'r>f is directly related with !j; 
1 by the relation 

I 6 
3· .3 )(10 27j 
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In al.l the arc measurement, dry air was admixed with 

mercury, vapour. The pressure of dry air V.:as measured 
' 

by Mel eod gauge o 

2 .. ~.~ 'MAGr.i/Efand power supplies 

In some of the experiments electromagnets were 

used. Depending upon the diameter and length of the 

discharge tube, the diameter of the pole pieces (10 em 

x 8 em square and 5 em diameter) and length between 

them were adjusted. For a specific experiment, the 

pole pieces were so chosen that the magnetic field '

was uniform and without any radial component at the 

location of discharge tube. For measurements in axial 

magnetic field, the total discharge tube was placed in 

between the poJ~e pieces. 1-ra.'Y\/:>v~ M~ J;u;;) ~"=' oM"k~ oJ ~. 
CGSJo..iy.. j:>o"!""J..·~ ~+ ~ cL.'-':. ~ ~.e-[F,cn. .2·5 CJJ] 

The magnetic fields were measured by a calib-

rated differential gauss meter. The electromagnets 

were powered by a stabilized d.c. supply. 

The power supply for generating glo.., discharges 

was a stabilized electronic d.c. supply ( 0- 1200 volts 

in steps of 105 volts). The supply was connected to dis-

charge tubes via a high wattage baJ. ast resistor. 

For a.c. glow discharges 50 Hz common supply 

was used through a step up transformer whose input 

was connected to~~.~~. an auto transformero 



The mercury arcs were struck by a d.c. gene

rator ( 200 - 24ov·. ·) whose vol ta.ge output could be 

adjusted to a. co~stant value by a:~ varia.ble external 

resistor. For glow discharges, the discharge current 

was varied between 8 to )0 mA and arc current was 

varied between 1 • 5 to 5 Amp. [ Re.f F I Crz. ';;). · S c~J_J 

2.6. Diagnostics by spectroscQPiC method 

Spectroscopic method was utilized to determine 

electron temperature. The radiation of the axial re

gions of the discharge tube after passing through a 

vertical slit was focussed by a double convex lens 

on the vertical slit of the collimator of the spect

rograph. In the spectrograph there was a Fellin -

Broca pri~m for 90 degree deflection of the spectrum. 

Such a mounting was a.ppropriate as a monochromator 

with fixed slit. The exit slit was in a direction of 

90 degree with the plasma source. The wavelength is 

changed by ro~ating the prisms with a mechanical 

arrangement fitted with an accurately calibrated drum. 

The wavelengths of the radiations were further checked 

from standard values given in International Critical 

Tables ( 1926). The slit width which could be varied 

with a micrometer arrangement was varied from 0.2 mm 

to 1 mm depending on the response of lines chosen to 

the photomultiplier. For a set of observation however 

the slit width was fixed·. 
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The collimator was focussed by rack and pinion 

arrangements, the selected line was focussed on the 

cathode of the photomultiplier RCA 931 operated at 

1425 V. The surface open type photomultiplier which 

has low mean radiation equivalence of dark current was 

placed in a darkened chamber behind the exit slit. The 
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power source of photomultiplier was made in two sec

tions; the first'was 1200 V stabilised pack to supply 

the dynode voltage while the second was used to fur

nish some 225 V, between the final dynode and the anode. 

The last voltage source was also used to operate the 

vacuum tube voltmeter, which consisted of two 6J7 tubes 

operating with about 32 V, on the plates and about 1.3 V 

negative grid bias. The grids were connected to the two 

ends of the resistor R1 ( 600' 'K JL ) which was in 

series with the plate of the photomUltiplier tube. When 

current flowed through this resistor, a voltage drop 

occured and one of the 6J7 tubes drew less current 

producing an imbalance in the plate circuit. A 0 ~ 200 

~A meter between the plates measured this imbalance. 

When the signal approximated 3 V, the 6J7 reached 

cutoff and beyond this point there was no increase in 

the meter deflection. With no light on photomultiplier 

tube and a rough balance obtained with R4 , the meter 

was set to zero with R2 (Fig.J.,ru ). In this way the 
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ef-fect. orB photomultiplier dark current was eliminated 

completely. Then, with 3 V or more applied to resis

tor R1 , the meter was set to full scaJ.e deflection 

by means of control R3 • The micrometer at·the output 

recorded the intensity of.the spectral line. The Slit 

was adjusted so that meter deflection corresponding to 

the line with strongest response to the photomultiplier 

was well within the range of full scale deflection. 

The sensitivity of a photomultiplier depends on 

wavelength of incident radiation and on quantum e-f-fi

ciency of the cathode ·ma.teriaJ. (including the ef-fect 

of photomultiplier's window material). Percentage 

Quantum efficiency was taken from Car1'Zeiss brochure 

(reproduced in fig ~;l. ~·W). 

From this · plot the cathode radiant sensitivity 

. S in amperes per watt corresponding to a radiation of 
'· 
wall' e1-ength /'-- · A 0 

· is cal cul at ed as 

s 
/239SXIOO. 

here Q is the percentage quantiun efficiency. From S 

the relative spectral. sensitivity for two lines .. was 

·calculated and the micro ammeter reading for total 

intensities of lines was corrected for relative spec-
' . 

tral response of the· photomul. tiplier. Moreover emission 

coefficient corresponding to a radiation with frequency 
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which is directl.y proportional to obPerved total. 

intensity can be separated into a continuous and dis

·crete.part 

E.vL contains the de Aired spontaneously emitted. energy 

within the. line, was eliminated by baLancing 

'the V.T.V.M. to the null of meter reading with resis

tors in the circuit when the continuum radiati.on at 

the near vicinity of the line was focussed on the 

photomUltiplier tube cathode and the contribution for 

(eSc was found to be negligible., 

2,.7. ExPER!/'vJEN TAL A R. R.ANGtE!VlENT 

:;..7.1. Heat Flow Process in the Positive Column of e. Glow Discharge 

Apparatus required: ·Discharge tube, High voltage 

·transformer, Variac, Sta'bilised D.C •. Power supply, Pirani 

gauge, Needle vaJ.vep Microammeter,S~parate arrangement 

for prep of H2 , o2 , N2 ~ Milliammeter, Oil Rotary pump. 

Arrangement:- The discharge tube provided with four 

electrodes (A,B, C, D) (Fit• .:z. ?./.(1)) of which the e1ect

rodes A and B connected to a source of' high voltage 

are used to ex:ilite the discharge~ The discharge tube 

was cleaned as per procedure mentioned in 2.2. 
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The pressure of the gas under investigation is 

measured with an accurately caJ.i bra ted pi rani gauge 

(Ref. 2.4). 
An external variable voltage from a stabilized 

power supply is applied to the electfodes C & D. The 

plasma within the electrodes C & D acts as a conduo

ti·ng medium and with the plasma on, the current is 

measured in the microammeter (Fig. ~.7. 1 (g,) ) for diffe

rent values of applied voltage. 

The investigations were carried out first in 
~e ..... e. 

air, For measurements in dry air the procedures~followed 

which is explained in 2. '3. 

After air, hydrogen and.oxygen is introduced in 

the discharge tube separately. Preparation of hydrogen 

and oxygen is expla.ineJin 2.'3. 

Then nitrogen was introduced in the discharge 

tube and similar procedure of applying external variable 

voltage from a power supply is applied to C and D. 

A representative curve is shown in Fig. ( 3· 4 ) 
for hydrogen Fig. ( 3· 5 )~i trogen, Fig. ( .9· 3 ) • . . 

" for oxygen, From the linear portion of the curve the 

resistance and hence the conductivity of the plasma 

ha.s been cal cul a. ted. 



2.7. '-· Evaluation of EJ. ectron Temperature in Glow Discharge 

from Measurement of Diffusion Voltage: 

Apparatus required -

1 • Discharge tube 

2. High VOltage Transfo-.emer 

3. Variac 

4. Milliammeter 

5. Oil Rotary pump 

6. Pi rani Gauge 

7. Needle valve 

8. Magnet with power supply 

9. v.T.v.M. 

Arrangement:-
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The discharge tube of length 10 em in which 

the ionized gas under investiga~ion was produced by a 

high voltage source. The pressure under investigation 

is measured by an accurately calibrated Pirani gauge 

The discharge tube was Cleaned as per procedure men

tioned in 2.2. 

Two cylindrical probes of length 1 em and 

diamter 0.01 em. ar'e placed parallel to one another, 

one along the axis r = 0 and other at a distance 

r = 0.9 em. from the axis (Fig. ~.7.:(.(•)). The radius 

of the discharge -tube is 1. 6 em. 
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The output voltage at the two prob~s is measured 

by a V.T.V.M. having an internal impedance of 100 MJ2__ 

A filter circuit (Low pass filter) was designed 

and·is connected at the output of the probes to prevent 

oscillations generated in the plasma from reaching the 

V.T.V.M. 

The output voltage has been measured for diffe

rent (E/P) values in air, where E is the axial. field 

i.e., the voltage per cme length of the positive column 

and P is the pressure in torr. The axial field E is 

determined by measuring the voltage between the two 

extra probes at a distance 5 em. placed in the positive 

column. 

The variation of Te with (E/P) ·has been 

plotted in (Fig. 4.1. ). 
After that a transverse magnetic field was applied 

to the discharge tube. The details of the electromagnet 

and power supply,_~~;~ already discussed in 2.5. The mag

netic field was varied from 0 to 100 gauss for a cons-

tant discharge current of 2.8mA. 

~: 7·3_. Hall Effect in an Arc Plasma:-

Arrangements:- ~he· arc'has been produced in 

an arc tube made of pyrex glass. Besides the two tungs

ten probes (immersed upto the axis of the tube) stuck 

in the positive column region with a separation of 
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26.4 ems., between them. Two horizontal metallic plates 

(2.5 em x 1 em) at a. distance of 0.8 em. are introduced 

within the arc tube for measuring the Hall voltage. 

Analytical quality of triple distilled mercury 

has been used here to produce the mercury arc. A double 

stage rotary vacuum pump has been utilized to maintain 

the system at a desired vacuum mark and a needle valve 

has been used in the line to control the degtee of 

vacuum. In case :. ~ any quantity of mercury cernes up 

and contaminat•s the pump fluid, precautions have been 

tak.en by using severaJ. glass traps in the vacuum line .. 

A pirani gauge was kept always fitted with the system 

to relay the vacuum situation. The arc has been opera

ted by a high current D.C. voltage generator .. 

To control the arc current several high current 

rheostats have been used in series with a D.C. ameter 

( range 0 - 5A) • 

~ircuits constants:-

Radius of the tube = 1. 32 em. 

Distanc~ between mercury pool= 26.4 em. 

Horizontal metallic plates ~ 2.5 em x 1 em 

Distance between two plates = 0.8 cr..n .. 
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Experi!ental procedures:-

As a preparation to produce the mercury arc in the 

glass tube, the tube has been thoroughly washed with 

dilute chro~c acid and then with NaOH solution. After 

these chemical baths the tube has been washed several 

times with distilled water and after that with dehyd

rated pure benzene and then dried throughly. After com

pleting these operations, triple distilled mercury has 

been poured into the tube to the desired level. The 

tube is then connected to a double stage rotary vacuum 

pump. Time was allbwed to pass till the system reaches 

a vacuum of the order of 0.2 torr.[Rej FIGt_ 2:1. '3 (•)J 

Arc is then produced inside the tube by following 

the tilting process. A number of fans have been used 

for cooling the arc and maintain a steady temperature. 

Two horizontal metallic plates (2.5 em x 1 em) 

at a distance of .8 em are introduced within the arc 

tube for measuring the Hall vol tage .. [f=tGt 2 · 7. 3.(2)] 
2. 7. 3 (3) 

The magnetic field which is at right angles to 

both to the direction of ·the flow of current and mea

suring electrodes has been provided by an el-ectromag

net. The power to run the electromagnet has been 

supplied by a stabilised power supply. The magnetic 

field which has been varied from zero to 550 gauss 

has been measured by an accurately calibrated gauss 

meter (Model EC GH 867). The gauss meter operates on 
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the principle of the Hall effect. The Hall probe is made 

of a highly pure indium arse~de crystal and is encap

sulated in a non magnetic sheath of approximately 5oc-·. mm 

x 5 mm x 2 mm and is connected to a three feet cable. 

A transparent cap is provided for the protection of 

the probe. The accuracy of the readi~s is : 2.5 percent 

upto 10 kilogauss. 

The Hall voltage developed in the arc plasma has 

been measured by a V.T.V.M. (Simpson Model N )21- 1). 

The vaJ. ve 'tube voltmeter is a versatile instrument 

designed for accurate measurement of voltage (both a.c. 

and d. c .. ). The d. c .. voltage upto 1500 volts can be 

measured in seven stages, input impedance is 35 mega

ohms in all the ranges anoc and the accuracy of reading 

is + ) percent. 

~~ / :Z. 1. 4. Determination of plasma parameters b,y sonic wave 

through an ionised gas:-

Apparatus required:-

1 • Discharge tube 

2. High voltage transformer 

3. Variac 

4. Milliammeter 

5 •. Loudspeaker 

6. Microphone 

1. Audio frequency generator 
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8. Rotary pump 

9. Pirani gauge and NiddJ.e valve 

10. Oscilloscope. 

Experimental arrangement: 

The discharge tube is made of pyrex glass of 

length 90 em and 5.4 em~ in diamter. The discharge 

tube was cleaned as per procedure mentioned in 2.2. 

The .~ ectrodes of outer diameter 1 .5 em. and made 

of hollow cylindrical brass tubes (E, E) (Fig.2.7.4.c•J 

are connected to high voltage transformer. 

The discharge tube is fitted at one end with a 

loudspeaker (L) which is energised with a Philips 

Audio ·frequency generator ( GM 2:308) and the loudspea-

ker acts as a source of sonic waves. 
Ill.-

·At the other end~Microphone is fitted to receive 

the audio signal. Both the loudspeaker and the Micro

phone are fixed to the wall of the discharge tube 

through a sponge like material in the form of foam 

which effectively dampens the propagation of sound, so 

that no propagation of sound is possible through the 

body of the discharge tube. 

This has been further tested by evacuating the 

discharge tube to a high degree of vacuum when it was 

observed that even for high input audio voltage, the 

output at the ·receiver was too low to be detected. 



The output fro!ll the· microphone has been detec

ted by an a. c. microvol tmeter and then connected to 

an oscilloscope. 

Pur~ and dry air was passed through the dis

charge tube using the procedure mentioned in 2.3. 

The pressure inside the tube measured by a 

vacuoscope and was kept constant by a regulating 

needl. e vaJ. ve. 

2. 7. 5. Enb~cement of electron temperature by Bank condenser 

discharge: "'7 

Apparatus req~ired:-

1. Discharge tube 

2. Pi rani gauge 

3. Mill:iameter 

4. Needle val. ve 

5. Rotary vacuum pump 

6 •. High volt-age transformer 

7. D.C. high voltage stabilised power supply 

8 •. Spectrograph 

9. Power supply for photomultiplier tube· 

10. D.C.Microammeter. 
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-Arrangement: 

The discharge tube was provided with four elect

rodes A, A,~ B)B (Fig. :J..7. 15".(•)) of which the electrodes A 

and A are connected to a source of high voltage which 

is used to excite the discharge. The discharge tube was 

cleaned throughly as per procedures mentioned in 2.2. 

The discharge tube was evacuated by a double 

stage rotary vacuum pump and pressure was maintained 

to desired level by a fine needle val. ve and,-· _:, moni-

to red by Pi rani gauge. Dry air was P~1eA through the 

discharge tube as per procedure mentioned in 2.3. 

The glow discharge was maintained between the 

electrode's A and A. 
The spectrograph Slit was set accurately at the 

level of the discharge tube and dark current was adjus

ted before the observations (as per procedures mentioned 

in 2.6). 

Ttvo 5~<JJ·different lines were selected and at same 

~i~-eA.~~YJ;J. ~ disCharge current, photomultiplier 

current for each specific line was noted (pressure was 

kept constant at 0.2 torr). 

A high voltage d. c. power supply was designed 

at this laboratory. A bank of condensers (Each conden

ser having capacitance 24 ~ F and 2500 V and Total '8' 

condensers were connected in parallel) were charged at 
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different voltages 2250 V, 2000V, 1750V, 1500 V .·-- from 

the high voltage power supply (Fig.;;.7.S.(,) ). 

A special type of switch was also designed in 

our laboratory which connects the bank of condensers 

to power supply·.:- first (Fig .,<·1·5(1)). 

After the charging of condensers (Keeping the 

glow .. ~between A and A) the switch now connects the 

bank of condensers across the electrodes B & B). 

Immediately the condenser bank was discharged 

between the electrodes B and Bin presence of glow 

when the condenser bank discharges immediately dis

charge current and photomultiplier tube current inc

reases. The discharge current and photomultiplier 

currents were recorded with great accuracy and the 

each set of experiment was repeated several times. 

1!1 or a specific line, bank current("; discharge 

was varied from 2.25 KV to 1.50 KV. 

:Tw;o · sets of lines were choosen and similar 

procedure was repeated for each set. . d... 
.)' /.. Q e ~ /2...,.,· 'T1"'I e. w- v...J- cv.. --r e.f~ r-n· h-.. A-; Y 

t_, ~ ~ ~. FO ...- 8-d-cu'/ S ?J ~')(. J e.--n'rn-e.~ 
J (! 0 .p.-£ 9, ~k37 VI 
~ v---(o' fo!~ ~-/ ~, 
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CHAPTER III 

HEAT FLOW PROCESS IN THE POSITIVE COL Ul\IIN OF A GLOW DISCHARGE 

INTRODUCTION 

There have been a 1 arge amount of theoretical work 

regarding the kinetic properties of partially and fully 

ionised gases and from these generalised theories it has 

been possible to deduce expressions for the thermal con

ductivity of an ionised gas. The direct experimental 

determination of thermal conductivity of ionised gas 

has been little reported so far. The standard method of 

determining the thermal conductivity of a gas is not 

applicable in case of an ionised gas as the presence of 

central conducting wire perturbs the state of plasma and 

vitiates the results to a large extent • 

An elegent experiment has however been done by 

Goldstein and Sekiguchi ( 1958) 'in which a microwave 

technique has been utilised to determine the thermal 

conductivity of a decaying glow discharge where the 

plasma constituents were also in thermal equilibrium. 

A detailed experimental investigation for determining 

the different process of heat flow in the positive 

column of a low pressure mercury arc has been recently 

performed by Ghosal et a1 (1979); it has been observed 

that the major part of the heat 1oss is due to diffusion 
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and the loss due to conduction by electrons, ions and 

neutral parti.cl es is comparatively small. To see whether 

similar process of heat flow is maintained when we cross 

o~er from arc to glow transitions ·it wUl be of inte-

rest to find the contribution of electrons to total 

heat conductivity of a low pressure glow discharge. 

To study the ·mechanism of heat loss in a plasma 

it is assumed that Elenbaas-He~ler heat balance equa

tion {Elenbaas, 1951) holds good with inclusion of a 

radiation terms. Hence analysing the experimental results 

the dominant process reponsible for heat flow can be 

identified. In the following section an indirect method 

of measuring the thermal conductivity of~r an ionised 

gas is presented and from the analysis of the resUlts 

it is expected to find the process responsible for the 

propagation of heat in a plasma. 

Theorl of Measurement 

In case of a partially ionised gas, it can readily be 

shown that the d.c. conductivity is given by 

(j = ""ne2... 

rm <=De. 
where 'n' is the electron density, 'm.' is the mass 

of the electron and J;;__ is the collision frequency 

>-- of the electrons with neutra~ atoms and molecules, as 

~ =L9-r /?le where \.9-"'Y" is the random velocity and , 
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'f.e is the mean free path of the electrons 

(:3.1) 

Further for a partially ionised gas it can be shown 

that if !<.e. is the thermal conductivity of the 

ionised gas taking the contribution of electrons 

-r only 
I 

(:3.2) 

where is the random velocity and the 

mean. free path of the electron in the gas, K is the 

Bol tzmanri constant. Hence from eqn. ( :3. 1 ) and {:3.2) 

we get 

I< e. 'Ill l9-r 'L k 
.J( e:z_ 

<J 2-
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a relation identical with Weidamann and Franz law which 

is known to be valid in case of metals. The principle 

of determination of K~ thus consists in measuring 

G and then its value can be evaluated from (3.3). 

Experimental Arrangement:- (The same has been given inCh. II). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The method that has been adopted here for the measure

ment of d.c. conductivity 'of the plasma is the stan

dard method of measurement used in magnetohydrodynamics 

of plotting the current against the applied voltage. 

It is observed in all cases that except for a small 

region of applied voltage the curve is a straight 

line indicating the validity of Ohm's Law. The expe-

riments have been carried out in air, hyqrogen, oxygen 

and nitrogen for discharge current varying from 2 mA 

to 8 mA in case of air and from 2 mA to 6 mA in case 

of other gases. The measured value of the d.c. conduc

tivity is shown in the fourth column in Table {3.1). 

Measurement of electron temperature in case of mole

cular gases such as air, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen 

has been carried ottt in this la.boratory by a number of 

standard diagonistic methods such as radiofrequency 

probe method {Sen and Ghosh, 1966), single probe method 

{Sadhya, et al, 1979) and spectroscopic method {S~dhya 

& Sen, 1980a, 1980b). The values of electron temperature 
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Table ( 3.1) 

, 
Discharge, Specific Conductivity cr ke. 
current 

in mA 

---
2 

4 

6 

8 

Current 

in mA 

t • 

' Cal .. cm- 1 sec-1 , ResJ.stance ' mhos/em , f ohm/em -1 
OK 

- ,_--- -. --- ---- --- -----
0.971 X 106 1.029 X 10-6 1.0603 X 10-4 

0.693 X 106 1.443 X 1o-6 1 .4869 X 10-4 

0.647 X 106 1 .545 1 -6 X 0 ... ·1.5921 X 1o- 4 

0.597 X 1o6 1.675 X 10-6 1.7260 X. 10-4 

- 5 4 -5 -1 -1 0 -1 Kn- • x 10 cal. em sec K where is the 

thermal conductivity of air. 

' 'fohm-cm 
' 

Table { 3.2) 

Nitrogen P = 0.3 torr, T =1548°K e 

------·-
'<J mho/ em 

: ke , 
' C aJ. • em - 1 s e c - 1 ' Kn · 

1 ' c -1 d eg •- o al • em 
C deg1 oc 

--·----- ------ ----- --- ---- --- ----
2 0.81 37x1 0 +~6 1.229x1o-6 5.0656x1o-5 

4 0. 5577x1 0 +(DG 1.7931x1o-6 7.3908x1o-5 5.6x1o-5 

6 o. 4382x1 o +e6 :;.2821x1o-6 9 .4o64:x1o-5 
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Table <:3. 3) 

Oxygen P = 0.3 torr, T = 1560 °K_ e 
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-- -.---- -·-- ..... -- -.------------
-Current ' 
in mA 

. I 

ohms-em 

' . 
<(' 

mho/em 

.1. 

. . 

;. Ke ' Kn 

' Cal.. cm-1 ~ec- 1 ' -1 v , Cal.cm 
deg.-1 °C- sec- 1 

' deg. - 1 

oc 
7 . ----------------------------------

2 

4 

6. 

0.8137 X 10+6 

0.5726 X 10+ 6 

· 0.5663 X 10+6 

. 6 
1 .229 X 10- 4.9086 X 10-4 

1.7464 X 10-6 6.9750 X 10-4 

1.7658 X 1n-6 7.0526 X 10-4 

·Table (3.4) 

- Hydrogen P = 0.3 torr, Te = 1000 °K · 

----r-7----~---~----~~-~---~-----
Current' · · 1 . , ohm/em ·' mho/em ' K.cal.cm-:-- ' K 
i A ' 1 ' n 1 

n m ' sec-1 deg-1 ; CaJ. • em- , 
a0 -1~ deg- 1 . 
C!l sec 

oc 
---------------------~-------·-----

2 0.8924 X 
+6 10 1.1206x1o-6 2.983 X 1o-5 

4 0.4674 X 10+ 6 2.1395x1o-6 5.6968. X 1o-5 39.6x1o-5 

6 0.3926 X 10+ 6 2.5741 X 1o-6 2.7821 X 1o-5 

~ - - - - - .- - - - - - - ---- ------- -----
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for air, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen have been obtained 

from these measurements for the particular value of (E/P) 

after taking into account cathode and anode fall. Further 

in a recent communication it has been shown by Sen and 

Ghosh (1984) that electron temperature practically remains 

constant for a wide range of discharge current. The re

sults are quite consistent with the value given by 

von Engel (1964). 

The results for nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen 

have been entered in Table (3.2) ,( 3· 3 )_,(.3·Lj). 

In case of an ionised gas if we make the general 

assumption that heat is conducted by electrons, ions, 

neutral atoms and molecules then leaving aside the cont-

ribution made by neutral atoms and molecules we note 

that if l<e_ and KL' are the contribution of 

electrons and ions then 

ke. ~ e L9-re. ~e 1</2 

kl 'YLc lJ.Yi ~L' I< I 2-

so that 

Ke 'l1e l9,e ~f?_ 

- ~t Y) ~.-' L9-'Y'l-' 

Ki 
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assuming 

1.9--re )\e_ 

Since 

t9"Yl' f\i 
I 0e. and - e.. e_ a.. 

where rJe TI-e_ 

and 11i are the electron ·and .ion density and Qe(A_ 
and 0._i()_ are the respective collision cross sections 

and as "ne.. = YJC: and collision cross sections 

are of the same order of magnitude it can be assumed 

that ~e ·= ~L· or in te.rms of electron and ion 

temperatures 

ke. ~J Te 'YY?i 

kl 7-; "lYYe.. 

Hence >> I 

and hence the contribution of electrons will be much 

greater than that of ions and the ionic contribution 

to heat conductivity can be neglected. Since the gas 

is partially ionised degree of ionization is low and 

density of neutral molecules will be large compared to 

electron and ion density.Hence neutral molecules cont

ribute to heat conductivity.The ions due to their low 

density will contribute much less than that by neutrals, 

but electrons due to their high temperature will make 
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significant con tri but ion. Thus in general it can be 

concluded that in a partially ionised plasma the loss 

of heat by conduction can be attributed to electrons 

and neutral atoms only. It is however, well known that 

radial charge particle distribution in a gaseous dis

charge is not uniform which causes the phenomenon of 

ambipola.r diffusion. Hence heat can be lost from the 

plasma by the process of diffusion as well. 

Now considering one dimensional ( Z) case and 

assuming that _charged partiCles are undergoing ambipo

lar diffusion in the Z-direction of the plasma the 

steady state perturbed distribution function !e., may 

be given by the relation 

where 

(j-feo (z) LO~, LOh l_Q2) + 
?J-z: 

and S:e... are the equilibrium dist-

ribliltion function and electro.n atom collision frequency 

respectively and Ez is the field produced in the radial 

direction due to diffusion of charged particles. For the 

present case, equilibrium distribution function (Maxwe-

llian) is given by 

j (z, {j~ l9y L9;z) 
eo 2 I< Te_ 



Assuming Bessalian radial diRtribution in a glow dis

charge after Schottky model 

The field Ez which arrests the tendency of having 

unequal diffusion speeds for electrons and ions can 

be obtained as 

/ ~e -7JL· 
<{:I (z) ;tfe +)1-t· 
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assu'lling ('he_= n) and ;tlt'. 
· are the diffusion coefficients and mobilities of 

electrons and ions respectively. 

· · The total. distribution function. ( = I + _/ :fe 7eo Je 1 

for e1ect~.ons undergoing diffusion may thus be obtained 
--- --·-

from eqns ... ·_ 
+oO 

He= jj j 'no ( 1 7ne_ t92) lJr :£ d !9x cJ_ ~;if d W-z 

-oO 

f dLP-tei~d~~ 
Jeo 

-J c/ (9 v' d fJ-,&~ d lQ-_2 
me_ {j- 1 ) 'lJ- z Je 1 Ol ~-- V L. 
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which is obtained as 

J-le 5 "no ¢{:c) k 2. 
Te. 

rJ_re_ 
- ---- 2 rrne cS?ne.. dr 

+-~ 5 'llv !<'- -re_2. d¢(2) 
j - d?: 2 me.. ~e 

5 
:De -:Dt.· d cp(_z) 

+ 'YJ 0 I< Te:. /'£e_ /le 7Uc' .2- d2-
or 

/-le_ ke 
dTe 5 d cp (2.J K Tt 

- De- ?1o e 
d-2 2 d2 

+2. JJe - DL' d¢(z) 
.)< rno I< Te_ /L e_ 

L ~-e +/A-~_- d2-

where 

/{e_ = 5 

If we assume that cp (2) .= I i.e. there is no varia-

)-· tion of radial electron density or the plasma is radily 
/' 

uniform 

5 
--..,.. 

2 
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~e 

1._9,., 

and - - 1.9-"f" where n = no~ /'I.e.- where is 

the random velocity and /\e... the mean free path of 

the electron and as 

I 2- 3 !e. Ul'Y' -· k 
<----- '?YJ 2. z. 

I< /1· 2 
3·4 

7) l9 -yo ~e_ 
Ke_ 

which differs from the value of eqn.( 3·4 ) 
-only in a numerical factor and hence k~ can be 

identified as the electronic thermal conductivity 

Further 

5 d cp (?) ?1 o K Te + 5 rn o· I< Te_/A e. 
De. L --2 olr- ne- DL. cJ ¢(2-) 

;1A .e -1-JUl . dz-· 

-~ 13"-- /AR_ 
De- Dt· ] d ¢Cz) 

5 ·rn o I< Te -- )Ae +~L· d-e 2:"" 

D d ¢ ( 2-_) -_ .f 71 o I< Te 4 d ~ 
where DA is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient as 

1'-. -:= .D~ ~ VA c.- /fAe.. and the contribution of elect-

rons to heat propagation by conductivity and diffusion 

is A-L· d_cp(c) >- d le s D-e. no J< Je --/ l<tZ- /A/d_ He -- 2- d~· of_Z 
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The total heat flux will contain other terms such as 

that due to ions and neutral particles but as has been 

shown here the-contribution of ions can be negl.ected. 

Hence the total heat flux can be written as sum-

ing cylindrical sym~etry where Z can be replaced by 
I 

the radial variable as 

;,_.-- dT _5 no K T.e 
)At" 

D-e_ 
d ¢(~) 

H ke_ ~~ 
a'Y'-

d-r 2-
d-7; 

--I<~ ----c:;(_Y' 

At this stage let us assume the Ellenbaas Heller heat 

balance equation as the model which can be written as 

an equation expressing the'> balance of the three terms, 

namely 

1 • heat transfer by Joule effect 

2. heat transfer by thermal conduction and other 

process if any 

3. heat transfer by radiation 

It is however, known that radiation effect specially in 

case of gaseous discharge plasma is .. small and it is a 

few percent of the total loss and we shall neglect· this 

heat los~ for the present9 

Hence we can write in the case of present 

investigation if 'J' is the discharge current density 



, I 

'-·-....;..--~' 

+J-' 

/~ 

and f the specific resistance 

ciT-n JTe K(J +Ho Il( Ke cp (~J + d--r dY' --

where Hn is the loss of heat due to ambipolar diffu-

sion and 

At· d ¢(~) 
5 :De. 

(-/ D flo /C Te_ dey>. 2 /A.-JL 

and cj (r) ~ {2·i;D S ;) 
·If Tno -and r6) 

denote the temperature at the 

axis and at the Wall and Teo and y;cJ the corres-

ponding electron temperature and if the longitudinal 

electric field of the plasma is assumed to be uniform 

throughout the cross section of the plasma the quantity 

Te becomes a constant parameter within it. This is true 

since the electron temperature T
9 

in the constant 

collision approximation is related to neutral particles 

temperature - ~ and the applied electric field as 

shown by Persson (1961) 

+ !VJ 
3K 
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where M and m are the mass of neutral gas particle 

and electron respectively and K is the Boltzmann cons

tant. Thus it can be assumed that 

and we get 

or 

H e + fin + /-/ D 

The value of ( 7:r,o - 7;w) has been cal. cul.ated from 

an analytical expression given by Mewe (1970) 

where I is the discharge current in amperes J < Ue_/ 
the mean energy of the electrons expressed in electron 

volts, E/P is in volt meter~ 1 torr- 1 and P is~ in 

torr. For the gases considered here ( 7:;... 0 - h,cv ) 

varies between 5° to 3.5°Ke 



/ 

Assuming cj {-,) ~ Jo (2 · 4o5 f) we can :find /--f. e_ and Hn 

and hence TID and the results for air,hydrogen,oxygen and nitrogen 

are entered in rrable belo1v. 

Table ( 3. 3) 

J E J2 p He Hn 
' current VOlt/ 1 caJ.ories ~ 

' t caJ.ories, calories' d ensi tj.f em 
X 103 v 1 

+--- 2.4978 7 6.0583· .000382 
' 

4.9956 13.5 17.2953 .000535 

7.4934 20 36.3313 .000572 

9.9913 22 59.5976 .000621 

3.9609 57e5 12.B954 .000182 

~~ 7.9618 112.5 35.3534 .000265 

11.9427 160.0 61.6307 .000378 

\ 

>~ 

Air -
.000270 

.000270 

.000270 

.000270 

Nitrogen 

.000284 

.000284 

.000284 

Hn 

calories 

6.0576 
' r,; \ 

17-.2945 

36.3305 

59.5967 

12.8949 

35.35.29 

61.6300 

I 
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Q(a_ 

cm 2x10+ 16 

15.2 

5.32 

2.53 

1.55 

1 .17 

0.43 

0.25 

Table con td •••••• 
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Table 3.3 (Contd •••• ) 

! ' 

3.9809 - 75 12.8954 

7.9618 105 36.2979 

11.9427 155 80.7718 

3.9809. 65.0 14.1426 

7.9618 102.5 29.6292 

11.9427 160.0 55.9968 

165, 

.000176 .000285 12.8949 1.04 

.000250 .000285 36.2974 0.37 
' 

.00025) .000285 80.7713 0.17 

Hydrogen 

.000107 .00198 14.1405 1.69 

.000204 .00198 29.6207 Oe81 

.000244 .00198 55.9946 0 .. 4) 
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From the results it is evident that in case of all the 

gases the heat lost by conduction by electrons and neu

tral· atoms is insignificant in comparison to that 

carried on by diffusion. 

Major portion of heat loss is thus due to 

ambipolar diffusion which was also previously observed 

in case of mercury arc by Ghosal et al {1979). 

Further 

s- A~-, 
De 

d !J(y-) 
Hn no k Te. 

2 /'-{e d~· 

j/Ae e 
as 

De K.Te 

5 'Ylo I< 2 
Te_"). ;U~- d cp(y) 

Hn 2 -€_ d y>· 

5 'flo 
I< 2 Te_ L d ~(r] 

= L !VI cS7o... d -r· 

5" }( 2 Te_ J_ IJL' cJ_ :tt~) = 71() 
2. 

IV/ rSi a._ dry' 
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as Cfio.. the collision cross section for ions 
' 

<fv~ 
I eun_J ~· ( 3 :rc)'k 

"ho ~L· 

where Ti is the ion temperature 

5 _K.3/2- Te_ L dis(~) 

2 .f; 1(
4 

( IVJ7j f'- o{-,o 

from which expression the collision cross seo-

tion_ for ions can: be calculated~ It is known from mea

surements of ion and electron temperature (Brown 1959) 

that in case of glow discharge in molecular gases the 

ion temperature is of the same order as the gas tempe

rature and hence Ti has been taken to be equal to gas 

temperature in the calculation of from the 

above expression. 

From T a bl e ( 3 • 3 ) - - / it is evident that 

the contribution to the heat propagation in the positive 

column of glow discharge due to heat conductivity of 

electrons and neutral atoms is extremely small and the 

major portion of heat is propagated due to diffusion 

of electrons. Similar results have been obtained pre-

viously in the positive column of a mercury arc Ghosal 

et aJ. ( 1979). 
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The present investigation further provided us 

with a method for calcUlating the ion atom collision 

cross section. The results are plotted in Figs. (3.t, 

168 

3.3'~ 3/~, and 3.5':) for air, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen. 

The results are consistent with the data reported ear

lier by Muschilitz_and Simons (1952) and Muschlitz 

et al (1956). The ion atom collision cross section 

is a function of the mean free path of ions and as in 

·the case of electrons the mean~ free path is a function 

of the energy of ions which is dependent upon the vol

tage of discharge. 

Appenctix - 1 

Evaluation of the integrals 

Formula used 
t?C 

---- 2(K-tj j~-7\-
13 2K-t-! 

2 I<+ I 

( i) Since is even function of 

is the odd function of velocity 

The integral 

+~ 

( (, (_j_ Tn L9 2) 
} "'Ylo 2 

vanishes 
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written as 

\ 

)---~ 



~--

= const 

= const 

{3 

5 

1 

3/L. 
7\ I + -

13 7/2- 4 

1 io 

1\ 3j~_ 
3 71 3/:~-J + -!.; B 7/1-/3:; 7 /J--

Similarly the second part of equation can be obtained 

5 
2-
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and the third part- of tb . . . · e equat~on 

can be obtained from 

+oO 

-c::>O 

e :De_ -- Dt-~ I d cp (z) 

$7n£_ 7ne ;u~ +;AL' cp (2-) c/_r-

-I- c:;>tD 

~ jjf~o ( _j_ tal u ~) a fe 0 d \J->t d "3 dlflJ 
2 - ()l9 2-

- o2:> 

-+cO 

Co"'s~ JJJ tJ L tJ-2 2 e- B v ~ L9 "-- of_~ dl9 ~ ' 

>---
/ 
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Fig. (3 ... 1 ) Variation of current in Hydrogen 
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HEAT FLOW PROCESSES IN THE POSITIVE COLUMN OF 
A· GLOW DISCHARGE 
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The electronic thermal conductivity of ionised gases such as air, hydrogen, 
nitrogen and oxygen has been measured for discharge currents varying from 2 
rnA to 8 rnA. The problem of heat flow processes in the positive column of 
the glow discharge has been investigated utilizing the first order perturbation 
technique to Boltzmann Transport equation incorporting the radial distribution 
of charged particles which js assumed to be Bessalian. The loss is due to 
heat conductivity of electrons, ions and neutral particles and also due to 
ambipolar diffusion of electrons. The experimental results enable us to 
calculate separately the contribution by different processes and it is observed 
that the major part of the heat loss is due to diffusion. Further from the 
experimental results it has been possible to calculate a1a , the ion atom colli
sion cross section. 

Keywords : Glow Discharge; Thermal Conductivity; Ambipolar Diffusion 

INTRODUCTION 

THERE have been a large amount of theoretical work regarding the kinetic properties 
of partially and fully ionised gases and from these generalised theories it has been 
possible to deduce expressions for 'the thermal conductivity of an ionised gas. The 
direct experimental determination of thermal conductivity of an ionised gas has beerr 
little reported so far. The standard method of determining the thermal conductivity 
of a gas is not applicable in case of an ionised gas as the presence of the central 
conducting wire perturbs the state of the plasma and vitiates the results to a large 
extent. A": elegant experiment has however, been done by Goldstein and Sekiguchi 
(1958) i~:~hich a microwave technique has been utilized to determine the thermal 
conductivity of a decaying glow discharge where the plasma constituents were also . \ 

in thermal equilibrium. A detailed experimental investigation for ·determining the 
different processes of heat flow in the positive column of a low pressure mercury arc 
.bas been recently performed by Ghosal, et a!. (1979) and it has been observed that 

· the major part of the heat loss is due to diffusion and the loss due to conduction by 
electrons, ions and neutral particles is compartively small. To see whether similar 
proces~es of heat flow are maintained when we cross over from arc to glow transi
tion, it will be of interest to find the contribution of electrons to total heat 
conductivity of a low pressure glow discharge. To study the mechanism of heat 
loss in a plasma it is assumed that Elenbaas-Heller heat balance equation (Elenbaas, 
1951) holds good with the inclusion of a radiation term. Hence utilizing this 
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equation experimental results will be analysed and the dominant process responsible 
for heat flow can be identified. In the following section an indirect method of 
measuring the thermal conductivity of an ionised gas is presented and from the 
analysis of the results it is expected to find the processes responsible for the propaga
tion of heat in· a plasma. 

THEORY OF MEASUREMENT 

In case of a partially ionised gas, it can readily be shown that the d.c. conductivity 
is given by 

a= 

where n is the electron density, m the mass of the electron and "• is the collision 
· Vr frequency of the electrons with neutral atoms and molecules; as vc = .\e where Vr 

is the random velocity and .\. the mean free path of the electron 

a= ... (1) 

Further also for a partially ionised gas it can be shown that if K.. is the thermal 
conductivity of the ionised gas taking the contribution of electrons only 

K.. = nvr.\ek 
2 

... (2) 

where vr is the random velocity and .\. the mean free path of the electron in the gas 
· K is the Boltzman constant. Hence from eqns. (1) and (2) we get 

2 
Ke mvr K 
-a---=2·~ 

If T~ is the electron temperature 

l mv; =! KT. 

then 

K. = t(K)2 
aTe e 

'· 

a relation identical with Weidamann and Franz law which is known to be valid in 

case of metals. The principle of determination of .K. thus consists in measuring .a 

and then its value can be evaluated from eqn. (3). 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

The block diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The 
discharge tub~ is provided with four electrodes A, B, C and D of which the elec~rodes 

· ...... ,. 
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FIG. 2. Variation of current in hydrogen plasma against applied external voltage. 
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/'A and B connected to a' source of high voltage are used to excite the discharge, the 
' pressure of the gas under investiga!ion is measured with an accurately calibrated 

pirani gauge. An external variable voltage from a stabilized power supply is applied 
to the electrodes C and D. The plasma within the electrodes C and D acts as a 
conducting medium and with the plasma on, the current is measured in the microam
meter -:M for different values of the applied voltages; a representative curve is shown 
in Fig. 2 for hydrogen and the nature of the curve is the same for all the gases inves
tigated. From the linear portion of the curve the resistance and hence the con
ductivity of the plasma bas been calculated. The electron temperature of the gases 
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has been measured previously by Sadhya eta/. (1979) for all the gases under identical 
conditions, using Langmuir probe method. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The method that has been adopted here for the measurement of d.c. conductivity of 
the plasma is the standard method of measurement used in Magnetohydrodynamics . 
of plotting the current against the applied voltage. It is observed in all cases that 
except for a small region of applied voltage the curve is a straight line indicating the 
validity of ohm's law. A single representative curve is shown in Fig. 2. The 
experiment bas been carried out in air, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen for discharge 
current ·varying from 2 rnA to 8 rnA in case of air and from 2 rnA to 6 rnA in 
case of other gases. The measured values of the d. c. conductivity is shown in the 
fourth column in Table I. 

Discharge 
current rnA 

2 
4 
6 
8 

Specific 
resistance p 

Ohms. em. 

0.971 X 106 

0.693 X 106 

0.647 X 106 

0.597 X 106 

TABLE I 

Air P=0.6 torr, Te = 3870 ox 

Conductivity cr 
mhos/em 

1.029 X lQ-G 

1.443 x w-• 
1.545 X 10-6 

1.675 x lo-• 

x. 
Cal. cm-1 sec-1 oK-1 

1.0603 x w-• 
1.4869 X 10-4 

1.5921 x w-• 
1. 7260 X 10-4 . 

Kn = 5.4 x 10 5 Cal. cm-1 sec-1 oK-1 where Kn'is'the thermal condutivity of air. 

Measurement of electron temperature in case of molecular gases such as air, 
hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen has been carried out in this laboratory by a number 
of standard diagonistic methods such as radio frequency probe m~thod (Sen & 
Ghosh, 1966), single probe method (Sadhya, eta!., 1979) and spectroscop~(: method 
(Sadhya & Sen, 1980a; 1980b ). The values of electron temperature for air, hydrogen, 
nitrogen and oxygen have been obtained from these measurements for the parti6ular 
value of (E/ P) after taking into account the cathode and anode fall. Further, in a 
recent communication it has been shown by Sen and Ghosh (1981) that electron., 
temperature practically remains constant for a wide range of discharge current. · 
The results are quite consistent with the value given by von-Engel (1964). 

The results for nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen have beeh entered in Table II. 

In case of an ionised gas if we make the general assumption that heat is con
ducted by electrons, ions, neutral atoms and molecules then leaving aside the 

contribution made by the neutral atoms and molecules we note that if K. and Ki are 
the contributions of electrons and ions then 
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. TABLE II 

Nitrogen P ~ 0.3 torr, T 8 = 1548°K 

') 
Current p a K. Kn 
inmA ohms. em mho/em Cal. cm-1 sec-• Cal. cm-1 sec-1 

degree-1 oc degree-1 oc 

2 o.8137 x to+• 1.229 X 10-6 5.0656 x to-s 
4 o.s577 x to+• 1.7931 X IQ-6 7.3908 x to-• 5.6 X lQ-5 

6 0.4382 x to+• 3.2821 x to-• 9.4064 x to-s 

Oxygen P = 0.3 torr, T 8 = 1560°K 

Current p a 'K. Kn 
inmA ohms. em mho(cm Cal. cm-1 sec-1 Cal. cm-1 sec-1 

degree-1 oc degree-1 oc 

2 o.8137 x to+• 1.229 x to-• 4:9086 X I0-4 

4 o.5726 x to+• 1.7464 X JQ-• 6.9750 X 10-4 5.7 X 10-s 
6 0.5663 x to+• 1.7658 X 10-s 7.0526 X 10-4 

Hydrogen P = 0.3 torr T 8 = 1000°K 

Current p ·a K.. Kn 
inmA ohms/em mho/em K Cal. cm-1 sec-1 Cal. cm-1 sec-1 

degree-1 oc degree-1 oc 

2 o.8924 x to+• 1.1206 X 10-6 2.983 X 10-5 

4 0.4674 x to+• 2.1395 x to-· 5.6968. x to-s 39.6 X 10-,-5 

6 0.3926 x .to+• 2.5741 X 10-6 2.782t X 10-5 

K. = n.v •• >..k/2. 

fG = n;VriAtk/2. 

So that 

.. - assuming 

n. = n;, 

Since >.; = - 1
- and >.. = where ne and n;, are th~ electron and ion 

. · n;Q;a n.Q.a . 
· density and Qea and Q•a are the respective collision cross sections and as ne = no 
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and collision cross sections are of the same order of magnitude it can be assumed 
that >., =:::::! "-• or in terms of electron and ion temperatures 

Hence 

K.. )) 1. 
](, 

and hence the contribution of electrons will be much greater than that of ions and 
the ionic contribution to heat conductivity can be neglected. Since the gas is 
partially ionised degree of ionization is low and density of neutral molecules will be 
large compared to electron and ion density. Hence neutral molecules contribute to 
heat conductivity. The ions due to their low density will contribute much less than 
that by neutrals, but electrons due to their high temperature will make significant 
contribution. Thus in general it can be concluded that in a partially ionised plasma 
the loss of heat by conduction can be attributed, to electrons and neutral atoms 
only. It is however, well known that radial charge particle distribution in a gaseous 
discharge is not uniform which causes the phenomena of ambipolar diffusion. 
Hence heat can be lost from the plasma by the process of diffusion as well. 

Now considering one dimensional (Z) case and assuming that charged particles 
are undergoing ambipolar diffusion in the Z-direction of the plasma, the steady state 
perturbed distribution function /.1 may be given by the relation 

v. (Jj.o (Z, l'O!VI/Vz) + eE • . of•o = - Vm•f.t· 
oZ m, ov. . · ... (4) 

where /.0 and Vm• are the equilibrium distribution function and electron atom collision 
frequency respectively and E~ is the field produced in the radial direction, due to diffu
sion of charged particles. For the present case, equilibrium distribution function 
(Maxwellian) is given by 

( 
m. )3/2 ( m.2 ) 

f.o(Z, Vo:VI/Vz) = q>(z) z,.KT. exp - 2KT. · .... (5) 

Assuming Bessalian radial distribution in a glow discharge after Schottky model 

The field Ec which arrests the tendency of having unequal diffusion speeds for 
electrons and ions can be obtained as 

E.= __ 1_ D.- D, dq>(z) 
q>(z) f'e + f'i dz 

... (7) 

assuming (n. = n;) where D. , J-J• , D, and f'i are the diffusion coefficients and 
mobilities of electrons and ions respectively. 

' ' 
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The total distribution function j. = /eo + /e1 for electrons undergoing diffusion 
may thus be obtained from eqns. (4), (5) and (7). Thus one finds the electronic 
contribution to heat flux by using the relation 

co 
H.= Iff n0 (l m.v2

) vzf.dv .. dv11dv •. 
-co 

which is obtained as 

or 

. where 

+ _~;_ K'T' D. - D, drp(z) 
z no .1. •f'• + . dZ • 

f'• fh 

K
- _ _~;_ n0rp(z)K2 

'7' 

e- 2 • .1. ~· 
meVme 

If we assume that rp(z) = 1 i.e. there is no variation of radial electron density or the 
plasma is redially uniform 

K. =f. nk2>. •. 
meVr . 

where n = n0 and vm. = ~: where Vr is the random velocity and >.. the mean free 

path of the electron and as 

t mv; =! KT. 

/~' Ke = nvr>.eK/1.2. 

which differs from the value of K. eqn. (2) only in a numerical factor and hence K. 
d.n be identified as the electronic thermal conductivity. 

Further 

5 
drp(z) 5 De - Dt dcp(z) 

- 2 . D. dZ n0KT. + 2 n0KT•f'• f'• + fi.• dZ 

5 [ D. - Dt] dcp(z) 
- 2 n0 KTe De - f'• fL• + fLi -cfZ' 

5 
drp(z) 

=- 2 n0KT,DA (Jz· 
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where DA is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient 

as 

the contribution of electrons to heat propagation by conductivity and diffusion is 

H _ K dT. Ji KT. p.i D dcp(z) e - - e- - 2 no e - e --
dz p.e dZ 

The total heat flux will contain ·other terms such as that due to ions and neutral 
particles but as has been shown here the contribution of ions can be neglected. 

Hence the total heat flux can be written assuming cylindrical symmetry where Z 
can be replaced by the radial variable r as 

H =- Ke dT - f n
0
KT. p.; D. dcp(r) - Kn dT,.. 

dr p.s dr dr 

As this stage let us assume the Ellen baas Heller heat balance equation and the model 
· as it has been treated rests upon as an equation expressing the balance of the three 

terms; namely, 

(1) heat generation by Joule effect, 
(2) heat transfer by thermal conduction and other processes if any, 
(3) heat transfer by radiation. 

It is however, known that radiation effect specially in case of gaseous discharge 
plasma is small and it is a few percent of the total loss and we shall neglect this heat 
loss for the present. 

Hence we can write in .the case of present investigation if J is the discharge 
current density and p the specific resistance 

J 2 - ( ) dTe . dTn 
p = Keep r -d + Kn -d + HD r r 

where HD is the loss of heat due to ambipolar diffusion and 

5 p.; dcp(r) 
HD = 2·11oKTe -D. -d • 

p.e r '· 
and 

cp(r) = 10 ( 2.405 ; ). 

Jf Tno and Tnw denote the temperature at the axis and at the wall and T •• and Tew 
the corresponding electron temperature and if the longitudinal electric field of the 
plasma is assumed to be uniform throughout the cross section of the plasma the 
quantity T. becomes a constant parameter within it. This is true since the electron 
temperature Te in the constant collision approximation is related to neutral particles 
temperature Tn and the applied electric field as shown by Persson (1961) 

t 

-·+-. 

\ 
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Te = Tn + fi(:mr 
where M and m are the masses of neutral gas particle and electron respectively and 
K is the Boltzmann constant. Thus it can be assumed that 

Teo- Tno = Tew- Tnw 

and we get 
- (Tno- Tnw) 

J 2p = [Ke cp(r) + Kn] R + HD = He + Hn + HD 

The value of (Tno - Tnw) has been calculated from an analytical expression given 
by Mewe (1970) 

Tno - Tnw = 9.3 X 103 J.P. ( Ue) ( ~ r1 

where I is the discharge current in amperes ( U) the mean energy of the electrons 
expressed in electron volts, E/P is in volt meter-1 torr1 and P 1s in torr. For the 
gases considered here (Tno - T ..... ) varies between so to 3.5°K. 

Assuming cp(y) = Jo ( 2.4051) we can find !fe and H,. and hence HD and the 

results for air, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen are entered in Table III; from the 

J E 
Current volts/em 
density x 103 

2.4978 7 
4~9956 13.5 
7.4934 20 
9.9913 22 

3.9S09 
7.9618 

il.9427 . 

3.9809 
7.9618 

11.9427 

3.9809 
7.9618 

11.9427 

57.5 
112.5 
160.0 

75 
'105 
155 

65.0 
102.5 
160.0 

J2P 
Calories 

6.0583 
17.2953 
36.3313 
59.5976 

12.8954 
35.3534 
61.6307 

12.8954 
36.2979 
80.7718 

TABLE III 

Air 

He 
Calories 

.000382 
.000535 
.000572 
.000621 

Nitrogen' 

.000182 
.000265 
.000378 

Oxygen 

.000176 

.000250 

.000253 

Hydrogen 

14.1426 
29.6292 
55:9968: 

. 000107 
.000204 
.000244· 

H,. 
Calories 

.000270 
.000270 
.000270 
.000270 

Hp: 

Calories 

6.0576 
17.2945 
36.3305 
59.5967 

.000284 12.8949 

.000284 35.3529 

.000284 ~1.6300 

.000285 . 12.8949 

.000285 36.2974 

.000285 80.7713 

.00198 . 
.00198 
.00198 

14:1405 
29.6270 
55.9946 

15.2 
5.32 
2.53 
1.55 

1.17 
.43 
.25 

1.04 
.37 
.17 

1.69 
.81 
.43 
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results it is evident that in case of ail the gases the heat Iost by conduction by 
electrons and neutral atoms is insignificant in comparison to that carried on by 
diffusion; . Major portion of heat loss is thus due to am bipolar diffusion which was 
also previously observed in case of mercury arc by Ghosal et al. (1979). 

as 

Further 

15 

N::£ 10 
0 

5 

5 p.; dcp(r) 
Hv = 2· n0 KT. -.D.~-

P.• <t/" 

P.• e 
De = KT. 

Hv = .§.. n K2TZ fJ.i dcp(r) 
2 0 

• e dr 

K 2 T'; >.; dcp(r) 
Mv;a ~· 

A I R 

OL---_.----~----~---7. 
0 20 40 

VOLTS 

!"'to. 3. Variation of ion atom collision cross 
section in air. 

.. 
b 
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Fm. 4. Variation of ion atom collision cross 
section in nitrogen. 
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Fm. 5. Variation of ion atom collision cross 
section in oxygen. 

as a;a the collision cross section for ions 

1 (3KT1)
1

/
2 

O'ia = noA( and Vr; = --x.r-
where T; is the ion temperature 

,./ 
~~. ;·: 

I 

HYDROGEN" 
1'5 

"' ro ::E 
u 

"' '2 
.. 

'0 

o·s 

05~0~--._---,~5~0 ____ ._ __ ~2~50 

VOLTS 

Fro. 6. Variation of ion atom collision cross 
· section in hydrogen. 

. / 
A'rom which expression a;a the collision cross section for ions can be calculated. 
It is known from measurements of ion and electron temperature (Brown, 1959) that 
in case of glow discharge in molecular gases the ion temperature is of the same order 
as the gas temperature and. hence T.· has been taken to be equal to gas temperature 
in the calculation of a; a from the above expression. 

From Table III, it is evident that the contribution to the heat propagation in 
the positive column of glow discharge due to heat conductivity of electrons and 
neutral atoms is extremely small and the major portion of heat is propagated due to 
diffusion of electrons. Similar results have been obtained previously in the positive 
column of a mercury arc (Ghosal eta!., 1979). 
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The present investigation further provides us with a method for calculating the 
ion atom collision cross ~ection. The results are plotted in Figs. (3, 4, 5 and 6) for 
air, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen. The results are consistent with the data 
reported earlier by Muschlitz and Simons (1952) and Muschlitz, eta!. (1956). The 
ion ~tom collision cross section is a function of the mean free path of the ions and 
as in the case of electrons the mean free path is a function of the energy of the ions 
whi<;:h is dependent upon the voltage of the discharge. 
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CHAPTER IV 
- --

EVALUATION OF ELECTRON TEMPERATURE IN GLOW DISCHARGE 

FROM MEASUREMENT OF DIFFUSION VOLTAGE 

It is well known that if De and Di represent the 

electronic and ionic diffusion coefficients of elect-

rons and ions in a partially ionised gas, then 

I 
3 

where is the mean free path for electron 

neutral atom collision and is the mean free 

path for ion neutral atom collision and \.9-e.- and \.9-c 

are the random velocities t.: for electron and ion 

respectively. As a general rule these two mean free 

paths are almost equal but at a given temperature~ 

1-79 

l9-C2. >) L9L· and hence electrons will diffuse more 

quickly than the ions. As a result a charge separa

tion will take place and a space charge electric:_; field 

will be established which will retar~ the diffusion of 

electrons and accelerate that of the ions so that 

ambipolar losses are equalised. If it is assumed that 

due to charge separation an electric field E is 

established and as the major part of diffusion is 
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along the azimuthal direction, the field is radial 

then the ion current due to diffusion along the radial 

direction 

I, --e. DL· _L L -

- e_J)L' 
CJ'Yit' + Q_)A (. £Y' 17' 

e 'Yii 19-L- - L 

or 

})L- 2JYJ' + /A-l' £"-y, 1.9-( ( 

- 01 .ry?_l 

In the same way for the electrons we get 

J).e_ () 11 e_ 

~)A e.- £"-ro. '\JLe_ 
()-r '"he_ 

\9-e - l9- - {te-)A<)-~ C) f)e_ D~-· 
Then =-E + --

l 0..,.. 'Ylt' 

The effect of space charge electric field is to equa-

lise the vel.oci ty so that l9-e_ = t.9-c then we get 

'CJnL.., 
()ao· 



+ 

Due to charge neutrality 

E-r (Je -}LL·) I 001 
{ B~ -]),) 

'1"'l QY' 

E (nee J:y e.) - / d01 (IJe -De) 
-r_ K Te__ I<' T;_- 11 QY' 

As in the case of ambipolar diffusion if we assume 

Te=Ti 
;;;~ e (])e- :zx) -

k Te_ 

~ I an 
.Y .,.., "(y-f" 

Equation (4.1) shows that if 

I o-n (n~_- DL) 
'1'1 ?J-r 

t<Te. 
e._. ( 4.1 ) 

T · is constant then the e 
radial electric field is a function of r. Since it 

is known that the ~:_;p'il?-;"" is varying the equation cannot 
) 

beu.'used for the measurement of Te. If however, vol-

tage VR between the axis and some point at a distance 

r away is measured then 

( 4.2) 



In the case of an uniformly positive column 

of a glow discharge the distribution is 

182 

f:J :::- 'Y) D Jo (2 · 4 0 5 ..., / t<) BesseUan where R 

is the radius of the discharge tube, ~o that 

/<Te 
e 

( 4.)) 

It is thus evident that if VR can be measured then 

the electron temperature can be obtained from eqn.(4.3) 

Experiment~l Arrangement 

The experimente~ arrangement has been given in Chapterii 

ResUlts and Discussion 

The resUlts are consistent with the literature value 

(von .Engel, 1958). When a transverse magnetic field B 

is present, the plasma is compressed towards the wall 

and the radiP~ distribution of charged particles chamges. 
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Sen & Gupta (I q71 ) have shown that, at a distance 
' J Y from the axis, if 'h 6 
the electron densities in presence of and in absence. 

of magnetic field respectively, then 

where 

1/2.. 
e£ c, ~ 
2 k Te P 

where the symbols have their usual significance and 

where L being the mean free path of the electron 

at a pressure of 1 torr and lJ~ is the random 

velocity of the electron so that L 1 is the square 

of mobility of the electron at 1 torr. 

when r = 0, a = 0, '11o B = n 
0 

then as before, integrating we get 
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The value of 'a' has been calculated from the 

known values of Te as obtained here and the calcUla

ted value of 'a' is 0.0126. 

Hence by placing the discharge tube in transverse1r-. 

magnetic field, the electron temperature has been mea

sured by utilizing the above equation for magnetic 

field varying from 0 to 100 Gauss for a constant 

discharge current of 2 .. 8 mA. 

It has ·been reported by Sadhya and Sen that<····:. Gt-

theoretical expression 

[ -I c { 

is valid for low ve~ ues of magnetic field in case of 

hydrogen and helium. 

Table 4 .. 1 

Variation of ( Ter/ jre_ 2
- I) h-z· jy,_ ( 13 2/ p1-) XIO-J 

!3 2 /Pl. X/o-.3 

_en :!Io2-r~ _ 
16 

36 
64 
100 

143.5 

--- ~-

1.9 
4.2 

7.1 
10.)5 

14.05 

--~------------------------
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T a bl e 4 • 1 sh ov1 s the variation of ( Te 8 
2 

/ Te 2.. - I ) 
against B2/P2 in air. The agreement between the theory 

and experiment is. quite good for low values of magnetic 

field and the curve is a straight line from which the 

value of C = 1.67 x 10~ 4 • 1 

The quantity c1 is the square of the mobility 

of the electron at 1 torr and· its calculated value is 

~ in agreement (at least in order of magnitude) with the 

value given by Brown for the value of (E/P) reported 

here. 

This is a straightforVirard and simple method and 

the only quantity to be measured accurately is the vol-

tage between the central probe ( r = 0) and a parallel 

probe placed at a convenient distance. 

No further calculations are necessary and hence 

-~-· this method is more advantageous and accurate than the 

probe method. The error in the measurement of Te is 

thus considerably minimized. 

Further the proposed method can be utilised for 

measurement of electron temperature in a magnetic field, 

, specially for low vaJ. ues of (B/P). At high values of 
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becomes invalid because the simplied assumption of 

Beckman from which the formula is derived no longer 

holds good. 

Thus it is evident from this chapter -that 

the el~ctron temperature in the positive column of 

·----

a glow discharge can be calculated by measuring the 

radial d. c. voltage that developes between the probes 

due to the charge separation of electrons and ions 

subject to ambipolar diffusion and the method of 

measurement can be extended in presence of magnetic 

field as well. The method is simple and straight

forward and the possibility of error is minimised. 
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0 40 80 120 

E/P, V(cm- Torr)-l 

Fig. ( Y•l ) Variation of Te w·ith E/P in air 

P = 1 torr 
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It is shown that the electron temperature in a cylindrical glow 
discharge column can be evaluated by measuring the radial diffusion 
voltage due to charge separation. Tpe effect of a transverse magnetic 
field on electron temperature has also been investigated. 

rlt is well known that i~ the positive column of a glow 
discharge due to different rates of diffusion of electrons 
and ions, an electric field develops as a result of charge 
separation and this field is effective in equalizing the 
diffusion rates and the phenomenon of ambipolar 
diffusion results. As the major part of diffusion is along 
the a:Z:imuthal direction, the field is radial. The radial 
field E, is given by 

E, = _ ! . ddn . K Te . . . (1) 
n r e 

where n is the charged particle density and other 
symbols have their usual significance. Eq (1) shows that 
if Te is constant then the radial electric field is a 
function of r. Since it is known that the field is varying, 

·-........:: 
-~he equation cannot be used for the measurement ofT, .. 

·-""{If however, the voltage VR between the axis ;md some 
point at a distance r away is measured then, 

V = J E dr = - f dn . K T,. 
R r . 11 e 

In the case of a uniformly positive col!Jmn of a glow 
discharge, the distribution is Besselian 

n = noJ 0 (2.405 r/R) 

where R is the radius of the discharge tube so that 

KTe Vn 
e logJ0 (2.405r/R) 

... (2) 

It is thus evident that if VR can be measured then the 
electron temperature can be obtained from Eq. (2). 

The experimental assembly consists of a discharge 
),. tube of lep.gth 10cm in which the ionized gas under 

'"- investigation is produced, and the pressure is measured 
by an accurately calibrated Pirani gauge. Two 
cylindrical probes of length 1 em and diameter 0.01 em 
are placed parallel to one another, one along the axis r 
=0 and the other at-a distancer=0.9 em from the axis: 
the radius of the discharge tube being 1.6 em. 

The output voltage at the two probes is measured by 
a VTVM having an internal impedance of 100 Mn. A 
filter circuit is provided at the output Of the probes to 
prevent oscillations generated in the plasma from 
reaching the VTVM. The output voltage has been 
measured for different (E/ P) values in air, where E is the 
axial filed, i.e. the voltage per em length of the positive 
column and Pis the-pressure in Torr. The axial field E is 
determined by measuring the voltage between the two 
extra probes at a distance of 5 em placed in the positive 
column. The variation of T. with (E! P) has been 
presented in Fig. 1. The results are consistent with 
literature values (von-Engel 1

). 

When a transverse magnetic field B is present, the 
plasma is compressed towards the wall and the radial 
distribution . of charged particles changes. Sen and 
Gupta 2 have shown that, at a distance rfrom the axis, if 
n8 and n represent the electron densities in presence of 
and in absence of magnetic field respectively, then 

where 

nn=nexp( -aB) 

eEC 112 r 
a= l 

2KTeP 

where the symbols have their usual significance and C 1 

= (e/m. L/v,)2
, L being the mean free path of the 

electron at a pressure of 1 Torr and zr, is the random 
velocity of the electron, so that C 1 is the square of 
mobility of the electron at 1 Torr. When r = 0, a= 0, n08 

= n0 , then as before, integrating we get, 

KTeB VRB 
e log[J0 (2.405r;R)exp( -aB)] ... (3) 

The value of a has been calculated from the known 
values of Te as obtained here and the calculated value 
of a is 0.0126. 

40 "" 120 

Ej P. V (em-Torr)- 1 

Fig.1-Variation ofT,. with E;P in air 
[P= I Torr] 
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Hence by placing the discharge tube in a transverse· 
magnetic field, the electron temperature has been 
measured utilizing Eq. (3) for magnetic fielos varying 

. from 0 to 100 Gauss for a constant discharge current of 
2.8 rnA. It has been i;eported by Sadhya and Sen 3 that 
the theoretical expei:ession: . ' .. 

. . ·' . [T;n .. 1] -.·c· B2 
--- - 1-r; p2_ ... (4) 

is valid for low values of magnetic fie·ld in case of 
hydrogen. and helium. Table 1 shows the variation of 
(T~8/T;- 1) against B2/P2 in air. The agreement 
between theory and experiment is quite good fodow 
values of magnetic field and the curve is a straight line 
from which the value of C 1 = 1.67 x 10- 4

. The quantity 
c I is the square ofthe mobility of the electron at 1 Torr 
and its calculated value is in agreement (at least in 
order of magnitude) with the value given by Brown4 for 
the value of (£; P) reported here. This is a straight
forwal"d and simple method and the only quantity to be 
measured-accurately is the voltage between the central 
probe (r=O) and a parallel probe placed at a 
convenient distance. No further calculations are· 
necessary and hence this method is more advantageous 
and accurate than the probe method. The error in the 
measurement of T" is thus considerably minimized. 

Further, the proposed method can be utilized for 
measurement of electron temperature in a magnetic 
field, specially for low values of (B; P). At high values of 
magnetic field Eq. (4) becomes invalid because the 

,-
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Table !-Variation of (7;8/7';--" 1) 

. With (B 2/P 2) X 10- 3 

B2jp2 X 10-3 

. · .. G2;Torr2 

16 
36 
64 
100 

. 143.5 

1.9 
4".2 
7.1 

10.~5-~. ·" 

.14.05 

., -

simplified assumptions of Beckman5 from which the 
formula is derived. no longer holds good. 

The purpose of this note is thus to -show that the 
electron temperature in the positive col~;~mn of a glow 
discharge can be calculated by measuring the radial de 
voltage that develops between the probes due to the 
_char~e sepa~ati~n of electrons and ions subject t~~ 
amb1pola:r dtffusJOn, and the method of measurement 
can be extended in presence. of magnetic field as well. 
The method· is simple and straightforward and· the 
possibility of error is minimized. 
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CHAPTER V 

DETERMINATION OF PLASMA PARAMETERS BY PROPAGATION 
' 

OF SONIC WAVE THROUGH AN IONISED GAS 

Introduction 

Various diagonistic methods (Huddles tone and 

Leonard, 1964, Herald and Wharton, 1965, Griem, 1964) 

have been introduced for measurement of plasma parame

ters and these are now part of standard literature in 

plasma physics research. The object of this investiga

tion is to see whether the propagation characteristics 

of an acoustic wave through a plasma can be utilised 

for measurement of plasma parameters. In all the inves

tigations carried out theoretically so far to find the 

interaction of sonic waves with an ionised gas it has 

been assumed that medium is fully ionised and collision 

of electrons and ions with neutral gas molecules has 

been assumed to be absent. 

Ghosal & Sen (1976) have derived the general wave 

equation and dispers_ion relation using macroscopic vari-

ables of the plasma and have provided a uniform treatment 

of the subject for a non isothermal plasma taking the 

effect of collision of charged species with the neutral 

particles. Further it has been possible to obtain from 

the general dispersion relation the attenuation constant 
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of the plasma when a sonic wave propagates through it. 

The attenuation constant is given by 
L '/2-

I 

cf 2-= 
p 

where 

[1+ :~J -/ 
2 Fx C Te + Tc:) 

( 5 .1 ) 

is the adiabatic gas constant K is the 

Boltzmann constant, Ti the ion temperature 'Te' the 

electron temperature, rn1t' the massof ion, !~-,Jf~., the 

effective ion atom collision frequency and 4.) the 

frequency of incident sound wave. It has been sugges-

ted by seve~al authors that the study of acoustic wave 

propagation may lead to a diagonistic method for mea

surement of plasma parameters. As a preliminary report 

we propose to measure the attenuation constant of a 

propagating sound wave through an ionised gas launched 

from an external source of sound. From eqn. (5.1) it 

is evident that if T
9 

tl!ie :·'·.:.electron temper~ture is 

obtained from an independent measurement and we assume 

Ti to be equal to gas temperature which·is valid in 

case of a gas discharge carrying small currents of the 

order of a few milliamperes (von Engel, 1965), then the 

collision frequency ~~ can be obtained from the 

measured value of o(_ /::J • As a preliminary report 
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we-have measured the attenuation constant of a propa

gatory sou.Yld wave in a low density gas discharge in air, 

hydrogen and oxygen. Electron temperature Te for some 

molecular gases for various (E/P) values has been mea

sured· in this laboratory (Sadhya et al,1979) by the 

Langmuir probe method. Consequently the effective 

collision frequency and hence the collision cross 

section have _been obtained for the values of (E/P) 

used here. The data for ion atom collision cross 

section has been 1 i ttl e rep_orted, so far specially 

for low values of. ( E/P ). There are various standard 

method~ for the measurement of electron temperature 

and electron density but the only depend·:~-~""'~'-'=~·· method 

for the measurement of electron temperature and elect

ron density is the microwave transmission method. It 

is suggested that sonic probe cart be an alternative 

method for such measurement and it is proposed to 

study the usefulness an~ reliability of the method 

for plasma diagonistic m.easurement. Further the object 

is also to verify the deduction of eqn. ( 5.1 ) .regard

ing the dependence of attenuation constant on'the 

frequency of incident sonic wave for various values 

of discharge currents. 

Experimental arrangement:-

The experimental arrangement is ?'Yle.,--I{O'!I~~,_ill Chapter II) 
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theory of Measurements and Results 

It will be evident from fig. (2..7.{4.(1)) that the 

discharge does not extend throughout the length of the 

tube, but is confined between the electrodes. There are 

air gaps between the loudspeaker and one edge of the 

discharge column and the microphon~. It is well known 

that when a progressive plane acous'tic wave travels 

in a medium, reflection occurs if there is any dis

continuity in the acoustic impedance of the medium. 

Several authors (Bhatnagar, 1964, Saxena and Gour, 

1969, Gour and Saxena, 1970) have suggested that in a 

lo~rless plasma the attenuation(·_.·· is solely due to 

this reflection but when we consider the collision of 

plasma constituents (electrons and ions) with neutral 

molecules (Ghosh and Sen, 1976) the plasma becomes 

lossy and as a first approximat•on the contribution of 

reflection on damping on the acoustic wave can be 

neglected. 

After evacuation to a pressure of 0.2 torr before 

exciting the discharge ~f !
0 

and I denote respectively 

the ini tiaJ. amplitude and ampii tude of the sound wave 

after traversing a distance f)( -= X 1 + X :z.. + X 2> 

where 'X, XL-
) 

and X3 are shown in the fig. (2·7. 4W) 

then .. · 
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then 
- o<a. X 

r - Io e. 

_rk_ (x,+ t L + .( :,) 

I T .e_ 
- -D 

(5.3) 

where c/. o... is the attenuation constant for air at a 

pressure of 0.2 torr. When the plasma is present~~ I P 

is the amplitude of the output signal with I
0 

as 

initial input we get 

or 

or 

-Io 
where 

- ~0... ')(_ 1 - rAp ;(_ 1-

e e e 

(5.4) 

olp is the attenuation constant for the plasma. 
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X 

From equation (5.3) and (5.4) we get 

or 

(5.5) 

:Now it is found that when the·tube is evacuated 

to a pressure '( 0. 2 torr) but no dis charge has been 

excited the input voltage at the loudspeaker supplied 

from the· output of the audio _frequency generator and 

the output voltage at the microphone are measured by 

the microvol tmeter. Let the voltage recorded be E
0 
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and E respectively. It has been shown by Kinslar and 

Frey ( 1962) that when an alternating voltage £o Cos CD+ 

is applied to the terminals of a voice coil the 

acoustic power radiated in watt is given by 

where cp ~ R~"' ?'h-> and "l-, are typical charac-

teristics of the mechanical and electricai properties 

of the voice coil. 

\ 
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1.95 

Hence the amplitude I
0 

of the emitted sound wave 

from the loudspeaker can be written as 
I /"L cp f~ 

Io R, 
~'Nl 2. Eo :Z,2. 

I 

(5.6) 

where is constant of proportionality. When the 

pressure wave is incident on the microphone,-_-_ the sound 

waves on the diapharm cause the coil to move in the 

radial field of the permanent magnet thus generating 

an emf, 
6./!_. 1Jl 

\ I e where B is the flux density of the magnetic field~ 

is the length of the wire in the coil and \.9-- is :'

its velocity. Evidently t9- will be equal to Rz.. I C0 

and 

so that 

£ It;:) 
!R._ 13~· 

(5-7) 

Then 
~0 ¢2~ 

I:S L Io w RL E z 2 z J_ 

I 
1n I 

\ 
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then from eqn. (5.3) 

I tva-
Io 

rfa -x ~ 

Lo £o 
J loa 4J 1- + lo~ A+ if E 

- 7- c 
')1-

( 5 .8) 

where 42 Ryo 

R 
e. 

A - z ]_ 2 2 - I 1Y'l 

The results of measurements in case of air, 

oxygen, at 0. 2 torr and for hydrogen 0. 35 torr ,::· --~

without exciting the discharge is shown in table 

5.1 at two frequencies. 

Neglecting the contribution due to term log A 

in equation (5.8) whose magnitude is extremely diffi

cult to obtain accurately we caJ. culated d.o.. from 

experimental results and obtained cia._ to be 0.1915 

where frequency is 360 cyCle/sec and 0.2051 when the 

frequency in 460 cycles/sec. Comparing this with the 

_/X- standard .literature value of r;;(o..._ = 0.1910 ?1e-ft..-rper/ 

em as given by Kinsler and Frey (1962) for air at a 
~ ~ _(-._~ --·-

pressure of 0.2 torr, it can be assumed that 
---:--"='-...... ~"~~=, 

\ 
\ 
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t ' , Frequ.e Input 
System 0 

'-ency ,voltage 
Eo( volt) 

I 

I C/S 

---
).---- )60 

Air 
460 2.7 

----- ---
)60 2.1 

Hydrogen 
460 4 

----- ---
I 

)60 2.4 

Table 5.1 

-------1 

Output 
' voJ.. tage E 

(microvolt) ' 

260 

160 

)60 

120 

330 

~ 
ne per/em 

.1915 

.2051 

.1821 

.2008 

.1844 
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~a._ 
, 1 i terature 
' value ne
' per/em 

.1920 

-~•·Oxygen 
460 2.35 375 .1855 

log A= ODJ005. Hence in our calculation the contribution 

of J..og A has been neglected .. 

lrhe experiment has been performed at a pressure of 

0.2 torr in case of air and oxygen and 0.)5 torr in case of 

Hydrogen. In- each case the discharge current has been_ varied 

_)(_ from 1 mA to 8 mA. It has been noticed that even in the absence 

of any incident sonic wave there is a noise voltage in the 
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output of the microphone when 'the discharge is excited 

and this noise voltage increases with the increase of 

discharge current. In calculating the actual- output 

voltage when the sonic wave is incident the effect of 

this·noise voltage has been taken care of. The experi

mental resUlt for an incident sound wave of frequency 

360 cycles/sec is entered in table 5.2 and that for 

460 cycles/sec in table 5.3 and the values of o<"o.. 
have been calculated from eqn. 5.5. 

e£ 
Since \9ps - ~L· l9d ) the drift velocity· 

1.9 &.. and mobility ;U- of ions have been calculated 

and entered in table 5.5 which are in Close agreement 

.with literature values (Massey 

the collision cross section is 

1971 ) • 

·.ei ~ 
Ft.1r!'er since~ 

I.J-c}..-11 

where is the random velocity of the 

. ions and 'Yl the number of molecules per unit volume 

at a pressure p , the collision cross section:T·:.·of 

nitrogen ions with air molecules can be calculated 

for different (E/P) values and the results are ente

red in table ( 5. 5). 
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Cal culatio:n of ~ 

riP 
From equati?n (5.1) it is evident that as 1 has 

been measured ~a.::,, '_ · - can be calculated if "7e_ the 

electron temperature can be obtained from experimental 

values published in literature. The total voltage drop 

_across the discharge tube for a current of 1 mA is 

710 volts. As the cathode and anode fall in air at a 

pressure of 0.2 torr is 650 volts the voltage drop 

across the positive column is 60 volts so that 

E/P = 60/50, x 0.2 = 6 volts/em. torr. In the same 

way (E/P) for other discharge currents has been 

obtained. The values of electron temperature in 

air for various values of (E/P) have been obtained 

from the measurements of Sadhya et al (1979) in this 

laboratory and the results are entered in table (5.4). 
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Table 5.2. 

Frequency 360 C/S 

------------------------------------------------' 

' Discharge, 0 r 1 ' 2 ' 3 4 ' 5 ' 6 t 7 ' 8 
' System ' current 

f I I ' ' ' ' 1 ' r in mA -------------------------------------------------
Output 
voltage 260 255 253 251 
in volts 

Noise in 0 10 15 19 

fL volts 

Air Actual 260 245 238 232 

Pressure voltage 

= 0.2 in )A 

torr. VOlts 

rl.p in .1927 .1933 .1938 

neper/cm 

,Jpl.-in .0372 .0375 .. 0376 

neper2 1 cm 2 

----------- ---------------

249 247 246 

23 25 . 27 

226 222 219 

.1-6\43 .1947 .1949 

.0378 .. 0379 .0380 

245 

30 

215 

.1953 

.0381 

244 

33 

211 

.1956 

.0383 

N 
·o 
0 



System 

)<" 

' Discharge 
current 

.in mA -----------
~ -. -~ 

. ·--:~ 
>,' 

output 
voltage 
in A 
VOlts 

Noise 
in ,M.. 

'Hydrogen VOlts 
Pressure Actual. 

= 0.35 voltage 
in/fA_ 

torr volts 
r/_pin 
naper/ em 

1.} in ne-

par2/cm2 

-r . "~ 

Table tat 5.2 (contd .... ) 

QLS. 

0 1 2 v 3 r 4 5 r 
f . 
1 

' - -~-
_,_ - - - ..!. - - - -,- - - -·- - -

'\ 
' 

~ ·-::., 

-s~.:· 

360 357.5 357 356 355 354 

0 11 1s 15 17 19 

360 346.5 344 341 338 33(5'·, 

v 6 

- - - - - -1 

~ / . r 
'' ,. 

354 

21 

;,-,·. 

' ~· . 

·33:~: 

t 

7 

I 

-J 
I 

8 

- --.--
·;. _,..r ,_, 

354 354 

23 25 

-· 

3~7 3216\ 

.224479 .224506 .224537 .224575 .224614 .224637 .• ~24693 .224725 

.05039 .05040 .05042 .05043 .05045 .05046 .05049 .05050 
1\:) 

------------------------ 0 ------------------------t---

--
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Table 5.2 (Contd. 

Frequency 360 C/S 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - ·- - - - - - -
' ' , Discharge , · o 

System , current , 
, in mA 

• 1 
' ' 

2 .. 
• 

3 4 

f ., 

5 6 7 8 

' -----~-----~---~---~-------~ 
________ , __ _ - - ,_ - - - ~- - - - -

Oxygen 
Pressure. 
= 0.2 
torr 

OutputM... 
voltage in 

VOlt 

Noise in 
·;fA-VOlts 

A ctuaJ. 
vol ta.ge 
in ,A.A... 
volts 

Jp in 
neper/ em 

r/p2 in 

neper2/cm2 

330 328 326 

0 13 21 

330 315 305 

~224546 .226888 

.05042 .05148 

324.5 323 322 321 319 318 

28 32 35 38 41 43 

396.5 391 387. '38:S . '3~S · 375 

--...,_ 

.227010 .227099 .227153 .227214 .227294 .227'344 

.o515'3 .o5157 Cb5163 ,, ... .05166 .• 05166 .65168 

- -- , ...... - - - - .... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

j 

N 
0 
N 



\.-' ,A 

-----------~-~-.---

System ' ' , Di-scharge , 0 
1 current 
, in mA 1 - - ,_ - - - - - ,_ - -

Air Pre-

ssure == 

Output 
voltage 

in ;1;L 
volts 

Noise in 
fWol ts 
Actual 
output 

0.2 torr volt in 
}'Lvol t 

c/.p in 
neper/cm 

'V Jp in ne-
per2 /cm2 

160 

0 

160 

1 

-1-

·iSs 

10 

148 

.2063 

.0426 

\ _, 

-f 

..l 

y 
Table 5.3 

Frequency 460 C/S. 

,. 
2 3 4 

I 

---..1 

156 154 153 

15 19 23 

141 135 130 

.2073 .2082 .2089 

.0430 .0433 .0436 

5 

__ _. 

152 

25 

127 

.2094 

.0439 

1 
! 
\ 

I 

----
' 

I 

6 1 7 

151 

27 

124 

.2099 

.0441 

I 
-1--

150 

30 

120 

' -...! 

.2106 

.0443 

8 

150 

33 

117 

.2111 

.0445 

N 
0 
v., 
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T a bl. e 5 • 3 ( c·on_td ••••• ) 
Freguency 460 CLS 

-----~-------------.------------------

System ' Discharge 
' current 
' in mA. ' 

0 
' . 

1 2 '3 . ' 4 5 6 7 

t ' t f t ' 

8 

- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - _,1 - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - -·- - - - - - - -
- _,_ 

Hydrogen 
pressure 
= 0.35 
torr 

output 
voltage_ 
in M
volt 

Noise in 
)A-volt 

A ctuaJ. 
output 
vol tsge 
in A 
volt 

o<p 
o<p ~· 

120 

0 

120 

119 118 

·7 12 . 

112 106 

.24'327 .24'350 

.0591~ .05929 

117 . 115.5 

16 19 

101 96.5 

.243716 .• 24'3925 

.059'39 .05950 

115 

22 

93 

·.244107 

.05959 

114.5 114 " 

25 27 

89~5 87 

:.24430'3 .24448 

.05968 .05975 

114 

29 

85 

.244574 

~05982 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l\j 
·0 t+::a . 
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Table 5.3 (Contd ••••• ) 

Freguency 460 C/S 

/. 
( 

-------------------------------------------------
' ' 

System 
, Dis charge , 
, current 

0 . 1 2 7 8 3 4 5 6 

, in mA 
. ' 

----------------------------------~------------

oxygen 
Pressure 
= 0.2 
torr 

Output 
~oliJage 
~n ;tA-
volt 

Noise in 

;tLvol t 
Actual 
output 
VOlt in 
).-volt 

o(p 

41--

375 

0 

375 

373.5 371 370 369 

13 21 28 32 

360.5 . 350. 342 '3'37 

.227797 .227824 .228012 .228 
077 

368.5 

35 

333.5 

.228123 

368 367.5 367 

38\ 41 43 

330 326.5 -324 

• 228(··--·=~ • 228 .228246 
165 211 

.05189 .05190 .05199 .05202 .0520~) .05206 .05208 .05209 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -.- -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

l\j 
0 
01 

~ 
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Table 5.4 

------------------------- ---------------
' ' 
' Discharge ' 1 t 2 3 ' 4 I 5 ' 6 ' 7 I 8 System 0 

' current 
1 in mA 

---------------~---------------------------------
E/P in 6 6.9 7.75 8.2 9 9.8 10.6 11.4 
volt/ em/ 
torr 

Air T in 1 ~01 1 .09 . 1.16 1.2 1.27 1.34 1 .405 1 .. 47 e 
eV 

E/P 4.76 5.33 5.71 6.19 6.67 7.14 7.62 8.09 
volt/ em/ 

Hydrogen torr 

Te in .65 .78 .82 ,,.o .9 0.96 1.02 1 • 1 1 .15 
eV 

E/P in •, 
; 

vol t/cm/ 6.05 6.67 7.27 7.88 8. 41 8.94 9.47 16 
Oxygen torr 

Te in 1.98 2.10 2.19 2.27 2 .. 32 2.37 2.43 2.44 

ev 

--------------------------------- --------------

l\J 
0 
~ 
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Table 5 .. 5 
- - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - ...... - ,- - - - - - - -

t I t f 9 I 

c t ' E/P . t t ' I ..:,y s em J.n ' 6 ' 6 9 ' 7 7 5 8 2 ' 9 9 8 1 0 6 11 4 ' volts/ , , • • 1 
• · ' • ' • ' • 

' em/torr 1 , 
t I I I V 

-------------------~--------~--------------

Air 

vpa x 1o-6 

for fre
quency 

360 C/S 

v x1o-6 
pa 

for fre
quency 
460 C/S 

Vd X 10-5. 

in em/sec. 

2.724 

2.445 

3.147 

/Ui'l\ cm
2 Vol t-1 2.071 
-1 em 

Qx10-16 

cm2 

48.87 

2.949 3.149 

2.657 2.845 

3.341 3.515 

1.816 1.702 

52.94 56.63 

3.274 3.470 3.66 3.854 

2.862 3.143 3.327 3.505 

3.578 3.705 3.858 3.929 

1.638 1.545 1.478 1.391 

58.76 62.30 65.82 69.18 

3~940 

3.681 

4.029 

1.326 

70.74 

N 
0 
.....,] 
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Table 5.5 ( contd ••• ) 

-----~--------------- --------------------------I 

System ' E/P in ' 4.76 5.33 
' VOlt/ 

em/torr 

v x1o- 6 
:pa 2.429 2.756 

forf fre-
quency 

360 C/S 

Hyd·rogen 
V X10-6 

:pa 2.233 2.537 

for fre-
quency 
460 C/S 

vdx1o- 5 6.061 6.235 
in em/sec. 

;tt· 2 1.65 1.603 '"" em 1 volt-
-1 sec 

-------------------

5.71 6.19 6.67 7.14 7.62 8 .. 09 

3.029 3 .. 316 3.525 3.603 3.887 4.066 

2.794 3.062 '3.259 3.3'36 3.602 '3.769 
( 

6.432 6.536 6.662 6.8~8 6.867 6.970 

1.555 1.529 1.501 1.46'3 1.456 1.435 

- - - -- - - -·- - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -

l\J 
0 
cc 
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Table 5.5 {Contd ••• ) 

----r---~---------------------------------------
System ' E/P in 6.04 6.67 7.27 7.88 8.41 8.94 9.47 10.00 ' , vol t/cm/ 

torr 

vp~(1o-6 7.004 7.580 7.896 8 .. 178 8.398 9.589 8 .. 778 8.844 
for freq. 
360 C/S 

Oxygen v x1o-6 5.680 5.860 6.098 6.)11 6 j~fJ7 6.621 6.761 6.810 pa . .J 
•( 

for freq. 
460 C/S 

Vdx1o- 5 1 • 311 1.558 1.638 1 .. 709 1.758 1.843 1,915 2.006 
t""c't("'/&c 

;t· 2 L'YI em 
t-i 7.63 6.42 6.12 5.85 5.69 5.43 5 .. 22 4.99 

vol 
-1 sec 

------------------------------------------------

l\:) 
0 
c:.o 
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Discussion 

It is thus seen .·::: from the values of the 

ion-atom collision frequency obtained by the measurement 

of attenuation of sonic waves through the ionised gas, 

it is possible to obtain drift velocity, mobility and 

collision cross section of ions with neutral molecules. 

The values thus obtained and their variation with (E/P) 

(}- are consistent with literature values. Since the ions 

are moving in their own gas,the charge transfer collisions 

are predominant. In such collisions the transfer of charge 

from ion to gas atoms produces an ion with very small 

kinetic energy. 

Sena (1946) has shown that considering the colli

sions of ions with gas atoms as equivalent to that bet

ween two rigid spheres the drift velocity can be shown 
. 1/2 

proportional to ( E/P) · • To verify the ~--~· .. deduction 

the drift velocity of ions obtained in the present inves

tigation has been plotted in Fig. ( 5·1) against (E/P) 1 / 2 

and the curve is a straight line which shows that hard 

sphere collision model is appropriate in this case. To 

identify the nature of the ions a mass spectrographic 

analysis is necessary. As has been observed by Asundi, 

Schulz and Chantry (1967) at low pressure of the order 

of 0.1 torr which is of the same order of pressure used 
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here (.2 torr) and Close to the threshold energy value 
+ 

of 15 eV the ions are likely to be those of N4 • It has 
+ . 

been further been suggested that formation of N4 from 
+ N2 is a three body reaction process~ 

Further from eqn. (5.1) it is noted that 

spA >> C0 

~~ 
J/<>o. 2 

Z{k(Te 

from which we get 

r/ 1 
P, 

'1'1'1 . 
(. 

+ 7Lj 

where the s subscripts 1 and 2 refer to frequency 

360 cycles/sec and 460 cycles/sec respectively. 

~?, 2 / WI 
Fi9. ( 5'· .2.. ) the ratio 

o< PJ.. 1.- I l-J 2-

has been plotted against the discharge current and the 

curve is a straight line and the ratio has the value 

of 1 .13 on the average. This justifies the assumption 

made in deducing eqn.(5.3) by Ghosal and Sen (1976) • 
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It is thus observed that sonic,probe method 

is a useful diagonostic too~ in determining ion atom 

collision frequency from which it is possible to 

obtain drift velocity, mobility and ion-atom colli

sion cross section. Since it is extremely difficul.·t 

to measure experimental~y the drift velocity of ions 

at low ( E/P) values, the technique is partial~y 

useful to obtain drift velocity and mobility spe

ciel.ly for ~ow values of (E/P). The method is 

particularly applicable where the collision of 

plasma particles with neutral atoms and gas mole

cules has to be taken into consideration • 

212 
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CHAPTER VI. 

EFFECT OF CAPAC ITO!( BANK lJtscf/ARGz£ OH LoN 7E.Nf't;RATU!<.E.= R.ASMAi. 

: INVESTIGATION OF A GLOW DISCHARGE PLASMA SUBJECTED 

TO THE DISCHARGE OF A BANK OF CONDENSERS. 

Introduction 

The effect of the discharge of a bank of condensers 

charged to a high potential through a rarefied gas has 

been investigated by many workers. Nevodichanski et a]. 

~- (1968) considered the axial light emission from a plasma, 

produced in a gas due to electrical. explosion of thin 

metallic cylinders. The spectroscopic investigation of 

the light emission showed the presence of a series of 

local peaks which has been explained as due to cumula

tive effect of converging shock waves. Showrouck et al 

( 1970) discussed the influence of plasma frequency on 

the light emitted by an eocploding ionised gaseous fila-

ment. The plasma generated due to exploding wire is 

ascribed generally to the instantaneous· heat generated 

and subsequent ionization by the process of thermal 

ionization. Some workers have measured the intensity of 

spectral lines emitted and have also been able to esti

mate the degree of ionization. Pinch effect of metallic 

plasma obtained by exploding wire has been studied by 

Aycoherry et a1 (1962). Emission of X-rays from explo

ding wires in a refefied gas has been investigated by 
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Vidovisky et al (1962) and Handebstenerhag and coworkers 

(1971)'. They ascribed the emission as due· to decelerated 

electrons initially emanated from the early onset of 

ionization. The em.ission of light was· also studied by 

Kerrcell shutter cameras. In case of glow discharge the 

enhancement of spectral lines by shock waves was obser

ved by Miyashire ( 1984). It_ was observed that the glow 

f-- diamet.er, discharge fl. uorescence and current are enhan-

\ 

X 
/ 

ced by shock wave. Enhancement of el.ectrical. conducti

vity in a glow discharge by alpha particle emission f!om 

radio isotope material was observed by August (1967). 

The various changes brought about in the values 

of plasma parameters when a bank of condensers dischar

ges through a glow discharge plasma has been little 

reported so far. The object of this investigation is 

to study the changes in electrical conductivity and 

hence of electron density and the corresponding elect

ron temperature in the glow discharge plasma when a 

bank of high voltage high capacity condensers is dis

charged through a glow discharge. The analysis of the 

data will a: ena.ble us to understand the interaction 

between an ionised gas and a high cufrent. pulsed 

discharge. 
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Experimental Arrangement 

In this study a discharge tube of length 8 em. and provi

ded with four electrodes has been used. Fig. [:l·7.'5"~. 

El e·ctrodes are circular in shape and parallel to each 

other. Air and hydrogen gas have been passed through 

dilute solution of caustic potash to remove traces of 

~- Co 2 and is then washed with water to remove further 

traces of Co 2 , dust partiCles and organic matters. It 

has been dried by passing through a tower of fused CaC1 2 

and finally through P2o5 • The pressure inside the dis

charge tube w has been kept constant by means of a needle 

valve and measured by a Mcleod gauge. The separation 

between the two electrodes to excite the discharge is 

2.92 em. and breakdown is done by a transformer. The 

~- other two electrodes (B.B) are separated by a distance 

of 0.85 em. and eight condensers each of capacity 24~F 

connected in parallel raised to different high voltages 

are discharged through the glow discharge. The main dis

charge current before and after the dir:cha.rge of conden-

sers is noted by the milliammeter which is connected in 

series with the power source ·used to excite the discharge. 

From these data the corresponding electron density has 

"X · been 1 calculated .. In case of air two spectral lines 

({'I= 4447 i) and ;A= 4151 Jl and in case of hydrog~n two 
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spectral lines ( (l = 4861 .29 i) and f.= 4340.44 R are 

focussed on the slit of the spectrograph and the corres-

ponding intensities of the spectral lines have been 

measured by the photomultiplier circuit assembly 

which has been described in chapter two (2.'.CL). The 

above procedure is repeated when the bank of conden-

sers is excited by 1500volts, 1750 volts, 2000 volts 

/~ and 2250 volts and discharged through the plasma. In 

case of air the pressure is maintained at0.2 torr and 

/ 

in case of hydrogen the pressure is maintained at 

Q.7 torr. From the photomultiplier readings which are 

proportional to spectral line intensities, electron 

temperatures have been computeds 

Results and Discussion 

The measured experimental results are entered in x 
;i_ table ( b' I c) before the discharge of condensers. 

Table (6·1 ) 

--- ------- ------ --- ' -----
Pres- ' ' .i Discharg~ Wavelength I Photomul ti-I I 

Gas sure current I plier r torr ' r 

_£U.£re,!! t_}l A --- --- - - ,m.A_ - ----- ---
Air 0.2 10 4447 ( 1 :p 

D .. - 1D} 8 

4151 ( 4P - 4~)·~. 10 

Hydrogen 0.7 10 4861 (2S - 4 P) 10 

X 4'340 (25 5 P) 4 

----------------



From the above data it is possible to calculate the 

electron temperature i:ricre·ased' and electron density ' . {' ' . ' ' ' 

Calculation of T
8 

The electron temperature can be estimated from the 

equation 

E'- E 
k Te_ 
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I 0 ~ (I £ 3 /..3 a I f 'jr I E I 3 

v /1'3~!) ( 6 .1 ) 

I - Spectral line intensity for wavelength ')\ 

g - Statistical weight (of the lower state of the line) 

f Absorption oscillator strength 

IE Excitation energy 

and the prime quantities denote the corresponding 
f"\1 expressions for wavelength ~ 

Cal. culation of T
8 

in case of air: 

I' = photomultiplier current = 8ft. A 

E = 23.10 volts= 23.10 x 1.6 x 1o-·12 erg§o 

0../ -- -8 r' 4447 x 10 ems. 

g' = ) 

f' = 0 .. 587 



r kTe. 

I = Photomultiplier current = 10 jA- A 

E = 13.26 volts= 13.26 x 1.6 x 1~- 12 

-~ 8 
= 41 5 • 5 i = 41 51 • 5 x 1 0- em s. 

f = 0.00301 

( 2 3 ·/ - I 2> • 2 b ) 1<. / ' 6 X I o- /L 
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ergs. 

t o .a [ 1 o x ( 1 3 . 2 b) 3 c 4 1 s , . s ) 3 x 3 x o . s g 1J 

g X (2.. 3 · t) 3 ( 4 4 4 7 J 3 X(:, X· 0 0 3o l 

--,- 3 • a 2 'f.. J () 4 I< D 
I e._ r 

Calculation of n the electron density 

Considering the distribution to be BessaJ.ian, 

I 

{;l..9 R 'L =_;u~ 'YI r< 
J"n (c) -Yo ( 2 ·'-to s ~ )-r.o(y-

= jte [(Jl 21\ 

E~ 
0 

OJ- ((= /•15 c...vv--
-=)A e 2i\ "n(o) X · 5 q 7 

- L9J -e_ 21\ 'Y\(o) 1- • 5~7 -
where \Jot. is the drift velocity of the electron}-{ . 

.:.:--,. -

the mobi:tity and :.... ·£19-is the voltage drop per em of 

the discharge tube. 



-

'Yl (average radially) = 0.597 Y\ ( 0) 

Breakdown voltage = 500 volts 

--

375 volts 

R-=2m/M 

222 

2 'X 4 · f? X ID -t 2- 'l-/2 S 

Cj·l ")(.lt)-2.& X2'9SX.30D 

Lt:::.. 

;i. wl-.eJ.,e.. ·v----~-::t= 10 X 10-3 amp. (ammeter readings before dis-

rn(o) 

charge of condenser) 

10 
·t;92 x1o 

o~ s q 7 ~ (o J · 
Jb 

• SC)7 X ·bO,L y..ro 

. 4 I 3 I y.. I 6 'o / ec 
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Hydrogen 

Calculation of Te 

-· 

./}.-·--. I = Photomultiplier current= 10 

' X 

E = 12.74 eV = 12.74 x 1.6 x 1o- 12 ergs. 

" = 4861 .29 .R = 4861 .29 x 1 o-8· ems. ( 2S - 4 P) 

g = Statistical weight of the lower state of the line = 2 

f = Absorption oscillator strength= 0.1028. 

I' = 4 A 

E' = 13.05 eV = 13.05 x 1.6 x 1o-12 ergs. 

~~ = 4340.44 j = 4340.44 X 10-8 ems (2S - 5 P) 

g' = 2 

f' = 0.04193 

l< Te_ lao[/o '/. (12·7't) 2> x{_~g6;·2 9) 3
><2 XCJ'0L;J92J J 

'-f X (13·05)~~(43'-to· 44) 3 ~2XO·to2g 
' 

4--, 0 

Te = 1.2599 X 10 ·K 



!!Ydrogen 

Breakdown voltage= 825 volts 

Cathode fall= 214 volts 

2'l'Y1 --M 
-~ 
U-.J~ 

2'1...4·€"XJO-/O X.{;IJ 
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_)v- = 2.334:3 X 10-
2 

X 8.534 X 10~ = C,·/ }C./o-2-t?;X2.'9~ ~300 

\Jet= 19.92 X 106 cm/S · U = 8.534 X 108 cm/S. 
' ) 

i = 

i = 

~ cl e 2 7\ 11 ( o) ·">< o · s g 7 

- 3,.. -~ L l D y.._ l 0 . VVYYT ' 

lb~!D- 3 

'Yl(oj- \ 9 . 9 1- ')(. I 0 6 )<. I . -6 X I 0- J Cf y:._ 2 ')( .3 , I it )< () • 5 CJ 7 
. g 3 b g )<. I 0 CJ Icc --

and · n = 0.597 n (O) 

n = 0.597 x 0.8368 x 109 = 0.499 x 1o9;c.c. 

The vaJ. ues of electron density and electron temperature 

· x_ are entered in Table ( 6. I ) 
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Table ( 6. I ) 

Gas Electron density t Electron tempera-
per c. c. ture °K 

--- --- ---- --- -----
Air 4.131 X 109 3.92 X 1o4 

Hydrogen 4.996 X 108 1.25 X 104 

.The measured values of disc~arge current and the corres-

-");...-·-:- ponding val. ues of photomultiplier current when dis. charge 

from the condenser is pas'sed through the glow discharge 

are entered in Table (6.e2- ) 

Table -( 6. :t ) 

-- ---, ------ --- --- --------- ----
t Pre-, Wavelength' Ini- I Ini- ' Charging I Final ' Fin a]. 

Gas 'ssure, 'tial 'tial. I voltage 'discha...! photo-
' in in i •discha..! Photo..! in volts 'rge' t multi-
'torr 1rge cu.! multi..! 'current plier 

'rrent I plier' 'C-r'\ mA ' current 
::1. 'in mA ''fl.rent 

I 

:'jttA 1 'i" A I ' . ' ' -------- ...! ,_--- ---
Air 0.2 4447 10 8 1500 22 57 .. 5 

( 1P-1D0 1) 1750 25 61.5 
2000 28 64.0 

2550 31 68.0 

Hydro- 0.7 4861.3 10 10 1750 65. 80.0 
gen 2000 75 92.0 

( 2S - 4P) 2250 85 104.0 

- - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Calculation of n) the electron density when the bank of 

condensers is discharge through the glow discharge in case 

of air For 2250 volts. From (Table 6· 2. ) the final discharge 

current is 31 mA 

then 

'Yl CoJ -= 

o· s 9 7 rn Co) 

3 / '1.../0- 3 

10 
2' l4£/ Y,./0 

In the same way 

n for 2000vol ts = 1.15 X 1010 

n for 1750 VOlts = 1.033 X 1010 

n for 1500 volts = ,.909 X 1010 

Calculation of n the electron density when the bank of 

condensers is discharged J the glow discharge in case of hydrogen. 

n • for 2250 volts= 4.24 x 109 

n for 2000 volts= 3.74-x 109 

n for 1750 volts= 3.24 x 109 

In calculating the electron temperature when the bank of 

· condensers is discharged ·:,,: we assume that due to presence 



of high density radiation some amount of self absorption 

may be present. We can thus assume after Sen and Sadhya 

(1986) that the intensity of spectral lines is given by 

(J 

where f Ui is the observed intensity and 1 u~ 
is the intensity without absorption i u is the par-

tition function; ] 1/2-
p.:::: J 71 r. C. [z A~ rf 

so that r/ ,., , (o ) J I..} 

and 

when 

U :::: ( £ u - Ee_ ) 

IutD = 7> (5 Qx{' c- I~T._) ' 
:= [:- (l('h, (o)J ~~ exjo c- ~~ ) 

~ when the condenser is discharged 
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L / 
Ul 

I u.t 

J.---
/ 

I 
'h, 

[1-cAn/(o)] 

[ 1 - eX -n, (o J_} 

-I 2-[). , 5 2. "j-.. . I D 

So at 2250 volts, in case of air 

n' 

"'71,5 
X 3. Jol e ~~ g·~ . .-

/·J 7 'X.ID-I-6 X 3·~2. 'f..!O't 

.. CJ g 2 [cr. tg4 x ,. 6 x..to- 1 
2-

"· p-..,95X /0 'tv. D J J b Ll /' . -, .. 8" 'I )< I . 6 X I 0 - L 

In the sa.me way I· 3 7 )< 1 D -/-6 1 e I · 

-I 
' le_ == 

T'e for 2000 volts= 6.11 x 10~K 

T'e for 1750 volts= 6.2 X 104 K 

)/.... T' e for 1500 volts = 6. 4 x 1 o4:K 
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For hydrogen 

T' e for 2250 VOlts = 4.27 X 104K 

T' e for 2000 volts = 4.39 X 104K 

T' e for 1750 volts = 4.58 X 104K 

The vaJ. ues of electron density and electron temperature 

thus calcula.ted are entered in table (6. 3 ) 

Ta bJ e ( 6. 3 ) 

------~-----r----.----~--

229 

'Voltage Electron density' Electron temp. 
gas ' capacity ' 

I 

------- ---- -------------------
Air 

------
Hydrogen 

0 4.131 X 109 3.92 X 104 

1500 9.091 X 1o9 6.4 X 104 

1750 10.33 X 109 6 • .!, X 104 

2900 11.52 X 109 6.11 X 104 

2250. 12.82 X 109 6.09 X 104 

g ---- ------------------
0 

1750 

2000 

2250 

. . 

.4996 X 109 

3.2473 X 109 

3.74 X 109 

4.24 X 109 

1.25 X 104 

4.58 X 104 

4.39 X 104 

4.27 X 104 
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From the calculated experimental results regarding the 

increase of discharge current the values of electron 

density for the extra input energy applied to the gLow 

discharge by the discharge of the bank of condensers 

against the input energy is plotted in fig. ( b' I · ) • 

It is observed that there is a linear increase of elec-

tron density with input energy. As there is already an 

ionised gas the free electrons may readily absorb the 

energy and transfer a part of its energy to atoms and 

molecules by collision but it,may be anaJ.ysed to show 

that this amount is exceedingly small compared to other 

processes which accompany the release of energy to the 

ionised gas from the discharge of the bank of conden

sers. The amount of energy supplied manifests itself in 

the form of a flash. An intense ~&~~~:----:-of light is pro

duced whoSe duration is of the order of a few micro£-

eeconds or ~ess. A spectroscopic examination of the 

lines shows that some ultraviolet lines are present. 

This may cause some amount of photoionization. A rough 

calculation regarding heat balance shows that there is 

a sudden rise of temperature of the order of 1o4°K. As 

in the case of exploding. wire method there may be a 

process of thermal ionization which adds to the process 

of cumaJ.ative ionization. It has been shown by some 

workers that when a bank of condensers under high poten

tiaJ. discharges through a gas sho;··:ck wave is usually 
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generated. This shock wave may cause further ionization. 
--·· 

These four processes such ,~ ;. as ionization due to collision 
'I' 

of electrons with neutral atoms and molecules with increased:_~_·:·, 

energy, photo ionization, thermal ionization and ionization 

by shock waves may result in increased ionization which is 

reflected in the sudden rise of main discharge current. It 

is difficult to separate out the various processes and what 

is indicated is the total effect produced by the various 

ionization processes. The new electron density may be 

written as 

'Yl ' + 'Y1 Co Ut· Lon 

It is evident that in the four ionizing pro ces'ses which have 

been listed above· electrons are involved in the augme·ntation 

of ionization process only through collision. It is-evident 

that the increased ionization is mainly due to photo ioni-

zation, thermal ionization and ionization by shock wave. 

The electrons receive energy from the discharge of the con-

denser but the duration of the pulse is so small of the 

order of micro seeonds that the electrons due to their finite 

inertia cannot dispose of their additional energy and retain 

the same which results in an increase of el e.ctron tempera

ture. When the condensers are discharged with higher and 

higher voltages it is observed tha-t electron temperature 



practically remains constant which means that the 

electrons retain to themselves tbe additional energy 

gained and cannot transfer the same to the atoms and 

~ molecules and the sudden increase of ionization as 

recorded by the increase of electron density is due 

to photo ionization) thermal ionization and ionization 

by sbo ck waves. 
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CHAPTER VII 

HALL EFFECT_lli_.~A~NA~R-C~P.L==A=S=MA=-. 

Introduction 

The hall effect is a standard diagonistic method 

for determining the charge particle density and mobility 

in semi-conductors and it has also been utilized for 

measurement of plasma parameters i'f\.a glow discharge. 

The effect of transverse magnetic field on the positive 

column of a glow discharge has been studied among others 

by Beckmann (1948) and the variation of current in a 

variable transverse magnetic field has been studied by 

Sen and Gupta (1971). With regard to the effect of a 

transverse magnetic field on an arc discharge, Allen 

(1951), observed in the case of a heavy current pulsed 

arc discharge in hydrogen that the voltage current 

characteristics showed a slight negative gradient over 

the range of 25 to 80 amperes with no magnetic field, 

t!x:J&x but became increasingly negative with increase of 

magnetic field. Forrest and Franklin (1966) have desc-

ribed a theoretical model for a low pressure arc dis-

charge in a magnetic field in which predictions have 

been made for radial electron number density profile 

and radial light emission profile. Anderson (1964) 
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investigated the Hall Effect in the positive column in 

the glow discharge in some rare gases and obtained the 

drift velocities of electrons for a range of (E/P) values. 

In his calculation. he utilized the expression for the 

radial electron density distribution provided' by 

Beckmann and the reported results for drift velocities 

in agreement with literature values. Axial electron 

density variation in a magnetically confined arc has 

~- been investigated by Mashie and Kwen (1977) who showed 

that the variation is more pronounced in the high pre

ssure region ( p~ 10 torr) and is weakly dependent 

upon magnetic field. The voltage current characteristics 

and the power relation have been investigated in a mer

cury arc carrying current from 1.3 amp. to 2 amp. in 

presence of:~,. a· transverse magnetic field upto 3000 G by 

__J' 
Sen and Das (1973). The Hall effect in a toroidal dis-

charge plasma }:las been investigated by Zhilinsky et al 

(1979) Goldferb (1973) had presented some diagnostic 

techniques for the arc plasma. In contrast to semicon

ductors or metals it is to be noted that when arc or a 

glow plasma is placed in an external magnetic field the 

radial electron density distribution and discharge 

current are significantly altered and this effect has 

to be taken into consideration in calculating the Hall 



'-... 
-~----. 

coefficient in a plasma$ In the present investigation 

results are reported on the measurementof Hall effect 

and calculation of axial density and drift velocity of 

electrons inr2 a mercury arc plasma is presented. 

Theoretical Treatment 

The Hall voltage Ey per unit length when the conduc-
' , I 

tor carrying a current { is placed in a tra~verse 

magnetic field · H is given by 

Ey = (,1 .1) 
I 

where 1 is the current per unit area and n the 

electron density. It has however been shown that in 

the case of an arc, current gradually decreases in a 

transverse magnetic field. Sen and Das (1973) have 

shown following an analysis by Beckmann (1948) that 

the electron density decreases and the electron tempe-

rature increases in an arc plasma in a transverse mag-

netic field. 

The el e ctron density Y'l H in presence of a 

magnetic field H has been shown to be given by 

(:J. 2) 
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The effect of a transverse magnetic field on the 

positive column of a glow discharge has been investigated 

by Beckman (1948). It has been shown by him that the axial 

voltage increases in the presence of a magnetic field from 

E to E [ r/ + ( f'l .<)] '/L 

where 

cl 

~ 

f 

-

--
and H is the magnetic field, is the electronic 

mean free path and CJ is the ~7 most probable electro

nic speed and is given by 

The above expression can be reduced to a simplified 

form as shown 

eH/\ 

As 



/ 
~--

where is the random velocity 

2e..HL 

'?'n P u.Y' F 
where L is the mean free path of the electron in the 

gas at a pressure of 1 mm of mercury. As ~- is small 

for the values of magnetic field, used in the experi

ment:_ 

then 

H 

F 

<t-3) 

~ ' where c1 is a constant for a particular gas and is 

given by 

From e.qn. (7. '3) 

E2-
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Langmuir ( 1925) while studying the scattering o.f electrons 

in a mercury arc discharge deduced an expression for current 

given by 

I 

where 

free path of 

rature and E 

meter. Further 

-/D 
X. I 0 E 

(7 .4) 

is the electron density, the mean 

the electron, Te is the electron tempe-

is the axial electric field per centi-

it has been shown by Beckmann ( 1948) 

that due to a transverse magnetic field the electron 

density at a distance ~ 

by 

from the axis is given 

where 'Y1 o is the electron density at the axis, R 

is the radius of the tube, 

where bt...· mobility, is the ambipolar diffusion 

coefficient and J
0 

is the Bessel f~~ction of zero 

order and of first kind. In the absence of the magnetic 

field the electron distribution in the positive column 



. J---
/ 

.~ 

is given by Sshottky's formula 

(7,.6) 

Then 

c)A C'os; ;b 
1-JH er- ~ 

2 ..])~ 
"Y)e_ 

(7·7) 

As c = bi E ( ~~~ ) where ~ c/ t/2- ( 1-f I ~ ) 
and o< ~I and assuming cp= 0 

'/lH e_ "'-fo (- o_ H J 
tr">e. 

where t/L }A e E c,'I'LA b,: E C, 

CL= 2 ]) CJ.._ p 2 K Te_ P 

It is well known that when a magnetic field acts upon 

an ionised gas, the equivalent pressure concept as 

developed by Blevin and Haydon (1958) provided that 

the electronic mean free path changes from jA 

to /1J-f where 

[ /+ c 
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wijere { .. e 

Further from the theory of positive column and assuming 

the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution Law, von Engei (1963) 

deduced that 

7( I,:) )L_ f·2 Xln c I!<.. 

<7·8) 
where vi being the ioni-

zation potential of the gas 

242 

R is the radius of the tube and P the pressure. K+ is 

the mobility of the positive ions and a' the efficiency 

of ionization. 

Hence from eqn. ('J.8) when the magnetic field is 

applied and remembering that the mobility p( of positive 

ions is practically unaffected by the magnetic field, 

due to their large mass. 
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--
1· 2 )Oo 7 a I v.· 11'-

L <:?..,Pw __ k_i-___ I H 

( I< Te_H 

. ~- . 

where -~H is the el ectrpn temperature in the presence 

of· the magnetic field,and pH \,is the equivalent pre-

. ssure. From the eqn. (1.8) and (U.. 9) 

J(~H) lett- - Te_ 
p 

€ Vc 
.e_ 1- .? -- PH K Te. Ter;-

c~ 

I 

~ ( I+ c _!!_7) 
. I f z.. 

From· experimental;:,·; results it is known that Te11 /Te_ < J 

and for values of TeH not much different from Te 

Te_,f Te+ 
Te + 2 e Vj· . {.. 



or 

where "'/"== 2Te 

I 
J (1+ C _li_ L) 

I fL- j 
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(].1 0) 

Hence from eqn. ({:.4) when the magnetic field is applied 

·L - 5·76 
1-1 

. -10 '~'~H /-.1-f· L 
X 1,0 I CH . v TeH -

I I-t 

_L 

Putting the vaJ. ues of· 

as deduced above~ we get 

In this 

e E c/1,_)1-

2K.Te P 

and fe/f 

<7.12) 
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6::>/...eJte._, E . is the axial electric field, A the electron mobi

lity, K the Boltzmann constant,· Te the electron tem-

pera~ure, P the pressure, and 

(~ L) 
?JY" 

where L is the mean free path of the electron in the 

t9-'l" 
veioci ty of the electron and f = 
gas at a pressure of 1 torr 

) 
, is the random 

2Te 
Te + 2 e Vt:j 1< 

where 'It· is the ionization m potential of the gas. 

As both current and radial electron density 

change when the arc is placed in a magnetic field we 

get then from eqn •. (7 .1), <-7~2) and tt.12) 

[ 
J 

iH 

(-7~13) 
\. 

Hence by measuring the Hall voltage for a range of values 

of the magnetic field the electron density in an arc plasma 
' ' I 

-~ can be obtained. Further as ;(.. the current density 

where l9-&_ is the drift vel:Oci ty of 

the electron~it is possible to calculate the drift 

velocity as well e 



~~ 
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EXperimental arrangemen~:- ( M ~~~T/6/VED in Chapter II) 

Results and Discussion 

Experimental results are ~~iven. ' here for a mercury arc 

plasma carrying a current of 3 amp and the transverse 

magnetic field varying from 64 G to :526 G. The results 

are entered in Table t .1. 

Table 1 .. 1 

- ·- - -,- - - - -. ,- - - - - - - - ,-1-+- - ' - - - - - - -
Magne- I Hall val-! Value of n I\. t Value of n ; 
tic tage ' from the re:la- .~log 0 · 
field volts/ em' tion E = .!1J__ 1 from eqn • <:7;1 '3) 
in G~ss ' Y 'he. :(H C1 ) . r 

' (H2-jplj_'k ' - .... - - ,_ - - - - ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -
64 0.34 '3.599 X 1012 0.9910 '3.6'31 x·1o 12 

112 0.71 ).5'3'3 X 1012 0.9763 3.620 X 10 12 

166 1.15 '3.501 X 1012 0.9576 3.656 X 1012 

216 1.76 3.483 X 1012 0.9515 3.662 X 1012 

256 2.17 '3.423 X 1012 0.9374 3.652 X 1012 

306 2.62 3.'356 X 1012 0.9123 3 .. 678 X 1012 

356 '3.07 '3.253 E 1012 0.8993 3.617 X 1012 

406 5.57 '3 .180 X 1012 0.8772 3.,624 X 1012 

450 3.92 3.165 X 1012 0&8756 3.606 X 1012 

476 4.40 3.108 X 1012 0.8712 3.569 X 1012 
' 

526 4.62 3.068 X 1012 0&8610 '3.563 X 1012 

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -.. - - - -
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Values of 'n'_, the electron d._ensity in the third column of 
i.H 

Tablee7: •. 1 have been calculated from the relationE = 
Y ne 

(eqn. 7 .• 1) which assumes that the current and radial distri-

bution of charged partiCles are the same as in the absence 

of magnetic field. The resul. ts consequently show that the 

electron density in absence of magnetic field shows a dec

rease with the increase of the magnetic field which however 

should be constant for all values of magnetic field as the 

/~- magnetic field used for producing the Hall effect has been 

.·~ 

ctccou.-r¥ -h..e... 

used here as a pro be only. To take into,._ effecttj.the radial 

distribution of charged .PartiCles in presence of the trans

verse magnetic field and also the change of current we have 

used in eqn. (7 .• 1 3) for the 'Hall voltage and have taken T . e 

for the electron temperature to be 25000°K after Karelina 

and confi~m~d by Sadhya in our laboratory by a spectrosco

pic method, the value of r has been calculated to be 

0.1887 as in the previous paper by Sen and Das (1973). c1 
is the squa~e of the mobility of the electron in mercury 

vapour at a pressure of 1 torr and has beec taken as 

2 x 1o-6 by Me Daniee. Using these values of r and c1 
the numerical values of the term in eqn. (j.13) have been 

calculated for values of magnetic field varying from 64 

gauss to 526 gauss and the results are entered in the 

fourth column of table}1. Now utilizing eqn. (7.13) the 

value of n · the axial electron density in absence of the 
0 

magnetic field has been calculated and the results are 

entered in the fifth column of table 7.1. 
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The Hall effect is. used here as a diagnostic tool 

and the axial electron density in absence of magnetic field 

should be independent of magnetic field used for measuring 

Hall effect. The results show that the axial electron den-

sity in absence of magnetic field is almost con sta.n t for 

values of magnetic field 

and for higher values of 

the values of 'n r • 0 

This result is 

varying from 64 gauss to ~2~ gauss 

magnetic field there is a. fall in 

also consi$~ent with the earlier 

obsefvation by Sen and Das (1973) that eqn .. (].)) as lit:s 

deduced from the expressions of Beckmann is valid for values 

of magnetic field upto 1000 gauss and as in the present inves

tigation of the maximum magnetic field is 526 gauss, eqn.(;7.:;) 

will hold in this region of magnetic field as well. 

The average Value of electron density is 

).6)8 X 10 12 • 

From this value of n
0 

, the drift velocity of 

electrons can be calculated ·i-:::: 'no e 1..9l{ 

3 
= ).6)~ X 1012 X 1.6 X 10-19 ~d 

s· 1 4 '>< (' · '3 2.) 2-

So that \.Q_J. = 0.94 x 106 em/sec which is in agree-

men t with the result reported by Brown. 



~---

It is thus concluded that the Hall effect 

can be utilized as useful diagnostic technique for 

measurement of electron density and drift velocity 

of electrons in an arc plasma. The radial particle 

density distribution and the change of arc current 

due to magnetic field have to be taken into accoa~t 

in calculating the parameters of the plasma. 

2.49 
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HALL :EFFECT IN AN ARC PLASMA 

S N SEN and B GHOSH 

Department of Physics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling, India 
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· The Hall voltage in a mercury arc plasma carrying a current of 3 amperes 
with a background air pressure of .2 torr has been measured for a range of 
magnetic field varying from 64 gauss to 526 gauss. Taking into considera
tion the variation of arc current and radial electron density in a transverse 
magnetic field as deduced by Sen and Das' from the theoretical formulation 
of Beckman•, the expression for Hall voltage in an arc plasma has 'been 
deduced. The value of electron density and drift velocity have thus been 
calculated which are in agreement with literature values. The utility of the 
method as a plasma diagonostic tool has been discussed. 

Keywords :Hall Effect; Arc Plasma; Magnetic Field; and Electron Density 

INTRODUCTION 

THE Hall effect is a standard diagnostic method for determining the charged particle 
density and mobility in semi-conductors and it has also been utilized for measure
ment of plasma parameters in a glow discharge. The effect of a transverse 
magnetic field on the positive column of a glow discharge has been studied among 
others by Beckman2 and the variation of current in a variable transverse magnetic 
field has been studied by Sen and Gupta3 . With regard to the effect of a transverse 
magnetic field on an arc. discharge, Allen" observed in the case of a heavy current 
pulsed arc discharge in hydrogen that the voltage current characteristic showed a 
slight negative gradient over the range of 25 to 80 amperes with no magnetic field, but 
became increasingly negative with increase of magnetic field. Forrest and Franklin5 

have described a theoretical model for a low pressure arc discharge in a magnetic 
field in which predictions have been made for radial electron number density profile 
and radial light emission profile. Anderson6 · investigated the Hall effect in the. 
positive column in the glow discharge in some rare gases and obtained the drift 
velocities of electrons for a range of (EfP)values. In his calculation he utilised the 
expressions for the radial electron density distribution provided byBeckman2 and 
reported results for drift velocities in agreement with literature ~alues. Axial 
electron density variation in a magnetiCally · confined arc has been investigated by 
Mashie and Kwen7, who showed that the variation is' more'pronounced in the high 
pressure region (p ,.... 10 torr) ?nd is weakly dependent upon magnetic field. The 
voltage current characteristics. and the power relation .have been investigated in a 
mercury arc carrying current from. L3 amp. to ·2. amp. in presence of a transverse 
magnetic field upto 30000. by Sen and Das1• The Hall effect in a toroidal 
discharge plasma has been investigated by .Zhilinsky et af.S and Goldferb9 has 
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presented some diagnostic techniques for the arc plasma. In contrast to semi
conductors or metals it is to be noted that when an arc or a glow plasma is placed 
in an external magnetic field the radial electron density distribution and·discharge 
current are significantly altered and this effect has to be taken into consideration 
in caiculating the Hall coefficient in a plasma. In the present investigation results 
are reported on the measurement of Hall effect and calculation of ·axial density and 
drift velocity of electrons in a mercury arc plasma. 

THEORETICAL TREATMENT 

The Hall voltage Eu per unit length when the conductor carrying a current i is 
placed in a transverse magnetic field H is given by 

iH 
Ev =ne 

... (1) 

where i.is the current per unit area and 11 the electron density. It has, however, 
been shown that in the case of an: arc current gradually decreases in a transverse 
magnetic field. Sen and Das1 have show~ following an analysis by Beckman2 that 
the electron· density decreases and the electron temperature increases in an arc 
plasma in a transverse magnetic field. The electron density. nH in presence of a 
magnetic field H has been shown to be given by 

llH = n0 exp (- a H) ... (2) 

where a is defined below. Taking these two effects into consideration, Sen and 
Das1 deduced the expression for the arc current iH in a transverse magnetic field as 

exp (- aH) 

[I +r log{(l + Cl!Hzjp2)1'2}J/2 
... (3) 

In tlus a= e:;;:; where E is the axial electric field, p. the electron mobility, K the 

Boltzman constant, T. the electron temperature, P the pressure and C1 = (:!!__ L.)
2 

m Vr 

where Lis the mean free path of the electron in the gas at a pressure of I torr, Vr 

is the random velocity of the electron and r = T 2~e V where Vi is the ioniza• + e iJ~< 
tion potential of the gas. 

As both current and radial election density change when the arc is placed in a 
magnetic field we get then from equation (I), (2) and (3) 

iH 
Eu= 

noe[l + rlog{(l+clk2/P2)lf2}J/2 
... (4) 

Hence by measuring the Hall voltage for a range of values of the magnetic field the 
electron density in an arc plasma can be obtained. Further as i the current density 

/ 
I 
i 
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= n0evd where Vd is the drift velocity of the electron it is possible to calculate the 
drift velocity as well. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

The Hall voltage measurement has been carried out in a mercury arc plasma which 
has been produced within a cylindrical glass tube of radius 1.32 em. and a ·distance 
between the two mercury pool electrodes of 26.4 ems. The arc is run on d.c. 
voltage (220 volts) with regulating rheostats in series : arc current has been varied 
from 2 amp. to 3 amps. The background air pressure within the arc is maintained 
ata .2 torr. Two horizontal metallic plates (2.5 em. x I em.) at a distance of .8 cin. 
are introduced within the arc tube for measuring the Hall voltage. The magnetic 
field which is at right angles to both to the direction of the flow of current and 
measuring electrodes has been provided by an electromagnet. The power to run 
the electromagnet has been supplied by a stabilised power supply. The magnetic 
field which, has been varied from zero to 550 gauss has been measured by an 
accurately calibrated gauss meter. The gauss ·meter operates on the principle of 
the Hall effect. The Hall probe is · made of a highly pure indium arsenide 
crystal and is encapsulated in a nonmagnetic sheath of approximately 50 mm. x 
5 mm. x 2 mm. and is connected to a three feet cable. A transparent cap is 
provided for the protection of the probe. The accuracy of the reading is ± 2.5 
per cent upto 10 kilogauss. The Hall voltage developed in the arc plasma has been 
measured by a V.T.V.M. (Simpson Model No. 321-1). The valve tube voltmeter is a 
Versatile instrument designed for accurate measurement of voltage (both a.c. and 

· d.c.). The d.c. voltages upto 1500 volts can be measured in seven stages, input impe
dance is 35 megaohms in all the ranges and the accuracy of reading is ± 3 per cent. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experimental results are reported here for a mercury arc plasma carrying a current 
of 3 amp. and the transverse megnetic field varying from 64 G to 526 G. The 

· results are entered in Table I. 

Values of n, the electron density in the third column of Table I have been calculat

ed from the relation E!l = iH (eq. 1) which assumes that the cu~rent and radial 
ne 

distribution of charged particles are the same as in the absence of magnetic field. 
The results consequently show that the electron density in absence of magnetic field 
shows a decrease with the increase of the magnetic field which however should be 
constant for all values of magnetic field as the magnetic field :used for producing 
the Hall effect has been used here as a probe only. To take into effect the radial 
distribution of charged particles in presence of the transverse magnetic field and 
also the change of current we have used equation .(4) for the Hall voltage, and have 
taken T,, the electron temperature to be 25000 K after Karelina10 and confirmed by 
Sadhya11 in this laboratory by a spectroscopic method, the value of r ·has been 
calculated to be 0.1887 as in the previous pap~r by Sen and Das1• C1 is the square 
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TABLE I 

Magnetic Hall Value of n from 
[I + r log (l + c,/ (H'fP•)'t• ]''' 

Value of 
field in voltage the relation by - n0 from 
Gauss volts/ E =iH eqn. (4) 

em. 71 ne 

64 .34 3.599 X 1012 .99IO 3.631 X ]QU 

112 .7I 3.533 X IOU .9763 3.620 X 101> 
I66 1.15 3.501 X 10IZ .9576 3.656 X ]013 

216 1.76 3.483 X 1012 .9515 3.662 X 10" 
256 2.I7 3.423 X JOU .9374 3.652 X JOU 
306 2.62 3.356 X 10" .9I23 3.678 X 1010 

356 3.07 3.253 X 1010 .8993 3.617 X 1012 

406 5.57 3.180 X 1011 .8772 3.624 X 10'-' 
456 3.92 3.165 X 1012 .8756 3.606 X 1013 

476 4.40 3.108 X 1012 .8712 3.569 X 10" 
526 4.62 3.068 X IOU .8610 3.563 X 10u 

of the mobility of the electron in mercury vapour at a pressure of 1 torr and has 
been taken as 2 x I0-6 by Me Daniee12• Using these values of r and C1 the 
numerical values of the term in equation (4) have been calculated for values of 
magnetic field varying from 64 gauss to 526 gauss, and the results are entered in the 
fouth column of Table I. Now utilizing equation (4) the value of n0 the axial electron 
density in absence of the magnetic field has been calculated and the results are 
entered in the fifth column of Table I. The Hall effect is used here as a diagnostic 
tool and the axial electron density in absence of magnetic field should be indepen
dent of magnetic field used for measuring the Hall effect. The results show that the 
axial electron density in absence of magnetic field is almost a constant for values 
of magnetic field varying from 64 gauss to 526 gauss and for higher values of 
magnetic field there is a fall in the value of n0 • This result is also consistent with 
the earlier observation by Sen and Das1 that equation (3) as deduced from the 
expressions of Beckman~ is valid for values of magnetic field upto 1000 gauss and 
as in the present investigation the maximum magnetic field is 526 gauss equation (3) 
will hold in this region of magnetic field as well. The average value of electron 
density is 3.638 x 1012 • From this value of n0 , the drift velocity of electrons can be 
calculated. 

3 
3_14 X (1.32)2 = 3.638 X 1012 X 1.6 X J0-19 

Vd 

So that Vd = .94 X 106 cmjsec. which is in agreement with the result reported 
by Brown 13• · 

It is thus concluded that the Hall effect can be utilised as a useful diagnostic 
technique for measurement of electron density and drift velocity of electrons in an 
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arc plasma. The radial particle density distribution and the change of arc current 
due to magnetic field have to be taken into account in calculating the parameters 
of the plasma. Work is in progress with other arc sources and results will be 
reported. 
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CHAPTEH. VIII 

OUTLINE OF A GENERAL I i.:.ED THEORY OF ARC PJJA SMA FROM 

EXPERJ:1/ENTAL RESULTS. 

A vast literature has accumulated on the proper-

ties of glow discharge but the corresponding work on the 

properties of arc plas~a has been reported to a much 

lQsser extent. For exa~ple, no comprehensive theory has 

been worked out regarding the underlying physical pro-

cesses responsible for the occura.nce of arc plasma, 

though two theormes namely the thermionic emission 

theory and field omission theory have been adva.nced. 

With a view to understand the basic physical processes 

occuring in an arc plasma and to study the tranEoi tion 

from glow discharge to arc plasma a programme of work 

has been undertaken in this laboratory and a number of 

papers has been published in this line (Reference of 

the end). The results obtained and the theoretical 

analysis provided will be reviewed and an attempt will 

be made to understand the basic physical processes that 

occur in the initiation and maintanance of an arc plasma. 

A) Voltage current and power relation in an arc 

pl asrna in a transverse magnetic field .. 
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The effect of a magnetic field on the positive 

column of a glow discharge has been analysed mathemati

cally by Beckman (1948). The theory has further been 

extended by Sen and Gupta ( 1971) to explain the varia

tion of current in the glow discharges in air~carbondi

oxide, neon and helium under a transverse magnetic field. 

To find the variation as the density of the plasma is 

increased when glow to arc transition takes place and . 

whether the theory developed in case of a low current 

discharge as regards the variation of current and vol

tage in a transverse magnetic field can be extended to 

similar variation in arc discharge, work was undertaken 

by Sen and Das (1973) in which the voltage current and 

dissipated power were measured in case of a mercury arc 

( 1.3, 1 e5, 1.8 and 2 amp initial arc current) under a 

-~ transverse magnetic field varying from zero to 2000 gauss. 

It has been observed that the arc current decreases ·and 

voltage ~ aero ss the arc increases and the power consumed 

gradually increases with the increase of the magnetic 

field and attaining a maximum value for a particular 

magnetic field which is different for different initial 

currents graduallY decreases.· 

In order to explain the variation of current, 

>'-· voltage and power in the arc plasma under the trans

verse magnetic field the following results obtained by 



by Sen and Gupta (1971), Sen andGupta (1969), Ble\9in 

and Haydon (1958) have been utilized. 
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( 8 .1 ) 

where£ and £ are the axial electricak field in 

d 0 b f t 0 f 0 d-. c ( e · L )1-presence an ~n a sence o _ magne ~c ~el , 1 = ~ '1.9"" 

where L is the mean free path of the electron at a 

pressure of 1 torr and '\9,.,. is the random velocity 

of the electron. 

where '11ft " is the elect~on density at a distance-~ 

from the axis, n is the axial electron density and 

0- = e E C ,'/ ,_ ~ 12 K r._ p 
(8.2) 

Further it has been deduced that 

I + Y' 

2 TC2. 
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where is the electron temperature and Yr:_ is the 

ionization potential of the gas and 

(8.4) 

Langmuir (1925) v1hile studying the scattering of elect-

rons in a mercury arc discharge deduced an expression-: 

jfor the current given by 

I 
-10 "'Yl~ 1\ s· 7 6 r-.1o __ c.. __ E 

Jre 
(8.5) 

when the magnetic field is applied 'Yie /\; 
J 

are modified and putting the corresponding values from 

equations (8.1 to 8.4) in eqn. (8.5) it can be deduced 

that 

I 

(8.6) 
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or 

I J.IH -
I cJ._H /-fC, HJ 

p1.- . 

~ I 
J ( 1-f c:, jj__2 )11-

f7-

The value of the expression within the bracket has been 

calculated for H = 200 G to H = 2000 G and it has been 

found to be negative whereas the term outside the bra-

cket is always positive. Hence .the, current will always 

decrease with the increase of the magnetic field. Phy-

sically this means that under the action of the magne-. 

tic field electrons are deflected from their direction 

of motion and the number of electrons contributing to 

the total current gradually decreases with the increase 

of the magnetic field which reduces the current. 

The increase in the value of voltage drop across the 

arc can be explained from the analyti caJ.ly deduced exp-

ression 

£ [' ~J'k 
[;H- + cl 

- P'--
To calculate the magnetic field at which the power 

consumed becomes a maximum if hJ H- and N represent 

the power with and without magnetic field then 
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NH e"f-p (-a. H J (;.+ c, 
f1--

Loa l I lj'/L hi f-t ~ 
I+ c, HL. J· f"l.. 

~ H'l... - o,-

-~f _!!__ J -J. C I _!!_ f rJ_ WH c, 
l.. fl-

a ,_, to
1 

p.l- . p 2----dJJ 2 H1'1'-J-t c,-
Fl--

To simpl,-~fy calculation it is noted that even for a 

field of 2000 G the term Y' log [ J + C1 ;,_ ~.J'),_ 
can be neglected in comparison to unity. Henc~ 

or 

(8.7) 

It has been shown by Sen & Das (1973) that the agreement 

between the theoretical value calculated from eqn. (8.7) 

and experimental resuJ. ts regarding the value of the 

magnetic field at which the power delivered becomes a 

maximum agrees quite well upto a magnetic field H = 1440G • 

.i:he work has further been extended for higher arc 

currents and transverse magnetic field varying upto 2000G 

by Sen and Gantait (1988). 
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(B) Conductivity and power relation in an arc 

plasma in a transverse magnetic fi·el d. 
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Voltage current and conductivity between the 

two probes for four different arc currents namely 2.25, 

2. 5, 3. 0 and 4. 0 ampil. in a transverse magnetic field . 

varying from zero to 1660/G were measured by high impe4 

dance meters. 

The val tage for all values of arc current was 

found to increase and the current itself to decrease 

with the increase of the magnetic field. The output 

power becomes a maximum for a certain value of the mag-

netic field which increases with the increase of the 

arc current .. The variation of log cJ / <fH as obtained 

from measurements against magnetic field where <JH-
and ~ are the cond~uctsvities with and without magne

·a f..a4 he.1;. ... ,. 
tic fieldh-~~o~v}L(Sen and'·Gantait,1988) that the variation 

can be represented by 
_al-l-

(8 .. 8) 

where a is a constant. Comparing with Beckman's expre-

ssion as modified by Sen and Gupta ( 1971 ) 

eE c '/l- ~ 
Cl 

I 

2 I< (8.9) le_ p 
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where E is the voltage drop per unit length of the arc. 

Taking the corresponding values of the quantities it is 

possible to calculate c1 for different discharge currents 

as the values of a can be obtained from the variation of 

log ([/ Q4 against H. The results are consistent with 

the values obtained earlier by Sen and Das (1973). 

Arc current 

-2.25 

2.5 

3.0 

4.0 

Table 8.1 

Values of a and 

a 

5.117 

3.733 

2.033 

1.659 

3.767 

2.004 

0.5946 

0.3961 

Utilizing the eqn. (8.7) and taking the values of a and 

c1 from table (8.1) the values of Hmax was calculated 

and the results are reported in table (8.2). The results 

therefore, indicate that the agreement between theory 

and experiment is quite satisfactory for smaller values 

of magnetic field but discrepancy exists for higher 

,): magnetic field values. Similar conclusions were a1 so 

arrived at earlier (Sen & Das, 1973). The disagreement 



Arc 

current r 

2.25 0.1887 

2.5 0.1887 

. 3 .o Q .1887 

4 .. 0 0 .. 1887 

5.117 

3~733 

2.033 

1.659 

Table 8.2 

3.767 

2.004 

.5946 

.3961 
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--- ------
Hmax (G) 

(Calc) (Expt) 

196.5 146 

283.1 275 

5202 760 

637.5 1310 

observed for higher values of arc current and magnetic field 

may be attributed to the fact that the effect of magnetic 

• field on .the motion of the electron is l~near for smaller 
I 

values of magnetic field but involves squares and higher 

powers of magnetic field when it is high. since equation 

;>(~ ( 8. 7) has been deduced on the assumption that the magnetic 

field is small terms involving higher powers of magnetic 

field are not considered. If eqn.(B.7) is modified to 

include higher power terms better agreement between theory 

and experiment can be expected. 

(C) Voltage current and power relation in an arc 

pla;,r<m~. in a variable axial magnetic field. 

In our earlier work we have investigated the effect 

of a transverse magnetic field on the voltage current cha-

racteristics and power relation in arc plasma. It is whorth-

while to investigate whether the same model is valid in the 
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case of an arc plasma when subjected to an axial magnetic 

field. The object is also to findout whether the properties 

<_ ·~ as well as plasma parameters of an arc plasma are depen-

dent upon the alignment of the magnetic field with respect 

to direction of the flow of arc current. 

Sen and Gantait (1987) studied the variation of 

val tage across the arc ,- - current and power deve-

,.~-- loped for magnetic field varying from zero to 1 .5 KG. 

When the magnetic field is applied the voltage across 

the arc increases linearly with magnetic field. The rate 

of increase is highest for the lowest initial current 

and decreases with the increase of the current. The arc 

current decreases with the increase of the magnetic field. 

The linear variation of arc voltage with magnetic field 

can be represented by an equation of the form 

~D (t+ ;o H) 
E{l-t'lnH) 

(8.10) 

we further note that as reported by Sen and Das (1973) 

almost similar results have been obtained in transverse 

magnetic field as is now found in longitudinal magnetic 

field xm but quantitatively there is a difference. In 

the case of the transverse magnetic field the maximum 

change of current is in the ratio 1 .58 whereas in case 

of an axial magnetic field the ratio is much smaller 

( 1 .062) for a magnetic field of the order of 1. 35 KG. 
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As a result the ratio of Voltage change in the trans-

verse magnetic field is 1.86 whereas in the case of axial 

magneti·c field it is 1.37. We can thus conclude that in 

both the cases the effects are similar but the trans-

verse magnetic field will have a more dominant effect 

on the properties of arc plasma than that of an axial 

magnet i c f i el d • 

From the experimental results it is possible, 

to calculate the average conductivity of the arc Plasma 

for the range of magnetic field investigated, and the 

values of <rft the conductivity for values of magne-

tic field ( upto 1 .37) are provided by Sen and G·antai t 

( 1987). Let us assume that variation of <r; with H 

can be represented by an eqn. of the form <fii-=- Qe.t<p(-o(rt) 

where 
'I I \ I 

'Civ is a constant. The Value of r/_ has been calcula-

~ ted statisttcally~ for a current of 3 amp. 

= 0.2859. 

Calculating the value of with the value of oC 

obtained and comparing with experimental values of .<1/t 

extremely good agreement is obtained for the values 

of magnetic field investigated. Thus the variation can 

be represented as 

(8.11) 
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From Beckman's expression (1948) 

rnH- _'no e.x?(-aH) 

1/L I with a = e E c I 'Y' 2 k Te_ p 

Hence as conductivity is proportional to electron 

density 

(8.12) 

Taking the values of the terms from experimental data, 

a= 0.2)75 which is in very good agreement with the 

value of obtained in.-dependently. Further we note 

that the output power of the arc 

::::- <JE.,_t "'- exfo (-rXH) -f-.'m'J 21J expf:"'>~) 
-'h12.Jt2. ( 

. o<: e y. j:> - o( Jj) + 2 m e "'jo {- rX.H) 

- 2 ~ /-}- o< (!_ )( jo ( _ _ d. I+ ) ] 

Maximnsing we get 

1-1-rmo/ -= { 2 /rJ.) - (' /~ ). (8.13) 

Putting rJZ. = 0.2859 and m = 0.2773 

Hmax = 3606 G. 

Since the maximum magnetic field used in the experiment 

is 1350 G the magnetic field for maximum power dissipation 
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will be beyond this range and cannot be observed in the 

present experiment. Further the conductivity ~n an arc 

plasma with axial magnetic field can be represented by 

the expression 

(- o<H) 

To compare the resuJ. ts with the transverse magnetic field 

we find that in both cases voltage increases and current 

decreases when the magnetic field is increased but the 

effect is much more pronounced in a transverse magnetic 

field. The power output becomes a maximum for a certain 

value of the magnetic field when the field is transverse 

whereas the power output shows almost a linear increase 

when the magnetic field is axial. The theory predicts 

that a max.lmum in power dissipation is fl'' expected at 

a very high Value of the magnetic field. 

From the above experimental investigation and 

theoretical analysis we can conclude that both glow 

diEcharge and arc plasma react similarly under an exter

nal magnetic field. The mathematical analysis deduced 

for glow discharge is also valid in the case of arc 

plasma in presence of a magnetic field. The mechanism 

of formation of. a glow discharge and an arc plasma 

though different shows similar behaviour (once the 

plasma is formed) towards the external magnetic field. 
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(D) Azimuthal charge carrier distribution in an 

arc plasma. 

The important point to study in the case of an 

arc plasma is the gradual transition:_. : ( _- -- - from a gJ. ow 

discharge to an arc plasma. In this section we propose to 

investigate the process starting from glow discharge and 

analyse the steps which lead to glow to arc transition 

and finally to the development of fully stabilized arc. 

The important point in the problem is to find the charge 

carrier density dif~tribution along the radial direction in 

an arc plasma and to find how it differs from the distri

bution in a ~ow discharge. In order to find the density 

distribution it ir:: essential that the azimuthal cond uc-

tivi ty of the arc plaEma should be measured accurately 

and a method has been developed for this measurement, 

Ghosal, Nandi and Sen (1976). 

When a conductor is placed inside a coil carrying 

a radiofrequency current a portion of the radiofrequency 

power is lost due to (a) the stray capacitance bypass 

of r.f. current, (b) the eddy current heating of the 

plasma. The latter effect is very small in the radio -

frequency range in the case of glow discharge plasma. In 

the case of arc plasma where the percentage of ionization 

and hence the conductivity is much higher powerJloss is 

ef:sentially due to . eddy current heating of the plasma. 
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Based on these two assumptions of loss a generalised 

theory is presented here showing the quantitative variation 

of loss factor from a plasma with small conductivity such 

~sa glow discharge to a plasma with high conductivity as 

in an arc discharge. The theory developed in conjunction 

with the experimental observation enables us to obtain 

the azimuthal radiofrequency conductivity of the arc plasma .. 

. -~-·· Theoretical consideration: 

X 

As mentioned earlier, the loss of r.f. power of 

the resonant circuit due .to the presence of the plasma 

column within the coil is affected by two factors. 

(I) Eddy current loss-

A plasma can be assumed to be a cylindrical con

ductor. The alternating magnetic field associated with the 

r.f. current induces an r.f. electric current within the 

plasma, : . --~~.:the magnitude of which is proportional to 

the azimuthal conductivity of the plasma. The plasma 

column itself can be considered to act like a secondary 

coil. The reflected resistance can easily be expressed 

in terms of eddy loss and hence in terms of azimuthal con

ductivity if it is assumed that the plasma almost forms a. 

short circuited secondary of turn number unity. 
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(-II) Capacitative by pass -

From the composite equivalent circuit adopted 

considering the above two factors the effective resis

tive impedance of the coil can be written as (Ghosal, 

Nandi & Sen, 1976) • 

(8.14) 

where the symbols have their usual significance, it has 

been shown that for the lower values of conductivity 

in the case of glow discharge the third term is very 

small in comparison to second te.rm and ( R J- R-o ) 
i.e. the change in the band width increases with the 

increase in conductivity attaining a maximum vaJ.ue 

R Co+ C 
when L = with further increase in 

Cu C Co 
conductivity when 

(co+ c) 2) 
. Co--nc:lv..d-iv,·!y •. decreases. For some higher values of 

the conductivity that is for glow to arc t~ transition 

both the second and tl;l.ird terms of eqn. (8./4 ) are 

significant and ( {<. 1- Ro ) reaches a minimum .. 

.X Finally in the arc region the reflected resistance term 
. ' 

only becomes predominant and the band width rises linearly 
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o L ,.., 2... L ""L - ;o
1 

2.==- /~ '2-L
1

1.. until "'' and (/\.j 1 are comparable. When "\. vv 

the curve shows another maxima. In the present e~periment 

and eqn. ( 8 .I 't ) can be written in the 

arc region as 

R' 
(8.15) 

Thus the above equation brings out the gradual changes 

from gl. ow to arc tra.nsi tion. If .1..0 and -i 1 be the 

tuned radio frequency currents through the coil before 

and during the discharge respectively the azimuthal 

conductance is given by 

To determine the azimuthal conductivity is given 

by 

(8.16) 

Thus known,'"f r;{-. 1 ), (/s can be calculated for diffe

rent discharge currents. Detailed methods of measurement 

and experimental . :~ -_:- result have been given in the paper 

by Ghosal, Nandi a.nd Sen (1976). 
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Derivation of the distribution function 

In this section we shall derive the radial dist-

ribution function of the charged particles in an arc 

-ple.sma. It is well known that a plasma within a tube 

cannot be regarded as uniform with regard to radial 

electron density distribution and in case of glow dis

charge the radial distribution of charge density is 

cylindrically symmetric and can be represented by the 

Bessel function which is known as a Schottkey model. The 

Schottkey model as applied to glow discharge can also 

be assumed to be valid in the case of a glow pressure 

arc. At a very low pressure of the order of 1o-5 torr. 

the Schottkey model is no longer valid and the free fall 

model was developed by Tonks and Langmuir (1968) in 

which it was assumed that ions are lost to the wall due 

to free fall in radial electric field. The validity or 

other wise of these assumed models has been put to some 

experimental tests in the case of glow dis.charge by the 

probe method but no elaborate experimental investigation 

in this regard has been carried out in case-of arc plasma. 

In the previous :g;i_~-1-}~-:.,..,_ -- we have provided a method of 

measuring the azimuthal radio frequency cond ucti vi ty of 

an arc plasma and it has been assumed that the plasma is 

of uniform conductivity. Experimental evidence has already 

indicated however that an arc plasma cannot be regarded 
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as a medium of uniform charge decnsi ty or conductivity and 

previous attempts such as those of Schottkey or of Tonks 

and Langmuir are based on some assumed theoretical models. 

In the present investigation it is our aim to start with 

some generalised radial conductivity distribution and to 

measure experimentally a quantity which is a function of 

this assumed conductivity distribution. The next step 

will be to find the nearly exact distribution function 

which gives the closest approach to the experimental 

results ( Ghosal, Nandi and Sen, 1978). 

Let us consider an annuaar cylinder defined by 

the radii r and r + dr and length 1 where 1 is 

the 1 ength of the coil. The reflected impedance of. this 

annular cylindrical plasma under certain approximations 

( Gh o sal et al • 1 97 6) is given by W 2- M L ( ~ ) / R. { "'~") 
where R (r) is the azimuthal resistance of the annuaar 

cylinder and M (r) is the mutual inductance between 

the coil and the annular cylinder of the plasma and Ct.) 

is the angular frequency of the applied radio frequency 

fieid. In terms of conductivity the reflected impedance 

of the annular cylinder of the plasma is 

2 7\ yo. 
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where <J"(rJ ·is the azimuthal conductivity of the plasma 
' J 

at a distance Y from the axis. The total reflected impe-

dance will be the sum of the contributions of all the ele-

mentary annular cylinders imagined within the plasma column. 

Consequently if R 
0 

is the radio frequency resistance of 

the primary coil the total effective impedance of the coil 

will be 

R'=- -+ 
~· 

0 (8.17) 

where R is the radius of the arc tube. M (r ) can be 

writteq as M( r) = /("·yo .1-- where J<... is a constant 

depending upon the number of· turns of the primary coil. 

If o( denotes the ratio of the radio frequency current 

without and with plasma we get from eqn .. ( 8.17 ) 

ef-t 
C,..J'lj(l.f_ jR I 
---- )"> 2> <r (v) Ot Y ~ 
2 1\ J<o 

0 (8.18) 

<f(vJ <!D) -
If = ---- .. ~ . -

. . . #~ 

<ro 
g 7\ (t7(-1) 

Ro 
fv1 'L { "(') .f_tv2. 
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This formula differs by a numerical factor from the exp~ 

ression used in the previous paper (Ghosal et al. 1976) 

due to the fact that previously an average value of 

mutual inductance and current path was taken whereas 

M( r ) has been assumed here to be a fu..nction of r in 

th e form M ( r ) = t<:r L • In obtaining the above 

equations, it has however been assumed that the skin 

+-- depth is much greater than the arc radius because it 
/ 

0 

has been cal.culated in the paper ( Ghosal et al 

1976) :that for a frequency of 5.1.MHz _as used in the 

present experiment the skin depth is 2 em. 
\ 

If I denotes the arc current and E the axial 

voltage drop per unit 1 ength 

..--· 

Then from eqn. (8.14) and (8.15) 
R. j )"Q c("') at'~' (&><-1) 
-------------------- Ko 

(8.19) 

~1 'yo ( <( ) (y) d yo j :2 1< t { I 
(8.20) 

D 

where is the frequency of the radio frequency 

current. Since all the terms on the right handside of equa~ion 

(8®20) can be obtained experimentally eqn. (8.20) contains 
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the information~~·"-; regarding the radial distribution of 

conductivity, but it is evident that from the experimen

tal measurement of the expeession on the righthand side 

of equation (8.20) it is not possible to determine UnL 

..;..~_qualy the nature of the radial variation of <I( r-r) 
However, the utility of the equation lies in the 

fact that the factor on the right hand side can be deter

mined experimentally and any proposed form of <r( "f) 
,will become invalid unless the expression on the left 

hand side calculated on the basis of the proposed form, 

is equal t·o the right hand side obtained from experimen-

tal measurement. 

Regarding the form of 

the following assumptions -

let us make 

a) ~(r) is cylindrically symmetric 

b) It is a ~monotonically decreasing function 

c) <l{r) = 0 at r = R. 

o{TJ Thus the general form of can be written as 

a polynomial expansion around r = R. It is however 

ad van tag eo us to assume <I(~) of the · approximate 

form 

(; t 
(8.21) 
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'Where clo and 'Yl are to be determined. If we denote 

by "a" the experimentally determined expression on the 

right hand side of eqn. ( 8. 2 Q) we get from eqn. ( 8. :( o ) 
I 

and ( 8 .. Q. I ) 

(8.22) 
\ I 

Hence inserting the value of a in eqn. ('8.22) n can be 

determined and we can obtain~ an expression for the 

radial distribution function for ~(~) from eqn.(8 .21). 

Results and Discussion: 

The values of "a" determined . from the expression 

£ 
L· 

are entered ·in table (8 .. 3 ) for different value of I/E. 

Table t 8. 3l 

IjE 
CL C.rn 1-

I 

ct.~· c_ "fY1/Volf , 

3.36 0.131 

6.56 0.096 

9. 41 0.094 

10.59 0.091 
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It can be shown that if is j ·• assumed uniform .. 

()_ 

I< 1. ' 
if parabolic distribution is assumed then. a.= 3 =-0·/~7c'(YIL 

Next ·,we turn our attention toi· eqn.(8.2 2 ) and 

·obtain the values of 'Y) for different values of 'a' 

corresponding to the different values of the parameter 

(I/E) as entered in table (8. 4 ) and the values of '71 

thus obtained are entered in table(8~zt)for corresponding 

values of (I/E). 

Table 8.4 

---- --- ---r ~·C'YY"l ' - "Y1 
E Vo J.l-

----- ---
3.36 2.293 

6.563 3.859 

9 .. 408 3.984 

10.59 4.181 

To obtain the nature of the distribution function~(~) 
from eqn. (8. 2.1 ·) 'the value of <:('6 has been cal.-

.. X · culated for different (I/E) values from equation (8. I <J ) 
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R 
I [I (~)J 

'Y) 

<fa' 'fl. d..--r -
21\E-

D 

and after integration we get 

I/E 2(n-+J) 

~ 27\ RL 

The distribution function represented by eqn. (8.21) 

has been shown for different I/E values, Ghosal, Nandi 

and Sen (1978). 

Fro~ the nature of the curves it is evident that 

not only the conductivity at the axis shows a rapid 

increase with the increase of the arc current but at 

~ the sa~e time the nature of the distribution of the 

azimuthal conductivity undergoes a remarkable change 

which is evident from the nature of the curves indicat

ing that the discharge becomes more and mbre constric

ted with the increase of the arc current. The varia

tion of half width with I/E shows a rapid fall as 

the arc current is changed from 2.3 amp. to 3.1 amp. 

arid then the change is slower and the curve shows a 

tendency to saturation towards higher currents. 
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It has been noted that in a mercury vapour tube the 

arc completely 'fi!ls-_c the tube for low currents but as the 

current is increased -the arc column contracts and the 

light becomes more intense at the axis of the tu~e which 

is also corroborated by the present investigation. 

The distribution curves obtained here closely re

semble the curves obtained by Hoyank (1968) for a low 

_ __..___ pressure arc where the magnetic self constriction is 

predominent but the constriction observed in the pre

sent investigation cannot be due to magnetic self const

riction as the order of the current is much smaller .. 

The increase of the constriction of the plasma 

column at higher currents is probably due to the fact 

that the increase energy input causes an increase in 

the gas tempeEature at the axis thereby lowering the gas 

;,/.~ density.- Consequently the in creased mean free path faci

lities the ionization probability causing a higher charge 

density at the axis. If however, the gas density becomes 

too low an opposing effect may occur. Due to reduc

tion of gas density the total ionization collision of 

neutral particles with ele.ctrons will be lowered thereby 

decreasing the ionixation probability. The saturation 

observed in the present case may be partly due to thiB 

~, effect. 
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In the first portion of this article we have 

utilized Beckman's theoretical deduction regarding 

the increase of the axial electric field and also 

the decrea.se(_of radial electron density distribu

tion in presence of magnetic field to expla.in ·the 

observed results regarding the increase of the axial 

electric field, decrease of arc current and the 

Gccurance of maxima in the power relation. The theo

retical deduction of Beckman is strictly valid for 

a glow discharge where the radial distribution is 

given by a Bessel function. In the later p~ 

_<~.:.:--of the paper ilb has been established that the 

radial distribution in case of an arc plasma is not 

governed by Bessel function but a new distribution 

formula has been presented. To this extent the 

results of the first part are 1 e ss accurate. However, 

the radial distribution fpnction derived here reduces 

approximately to Bessel distribution ftmction under 

very limited approximations. 
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(E) Measurement of plasma parameters in an arc 

plasma by a single probe method. 

The object of investigation that will be 

reported in thisEsection is the measurement of plasma 

parameters in an arc plasma. It is proposed to find 

whether the standard dia.gonistic tool, the Lane;muir 
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probe method can be used for the measurement of plasma 

parameters in an arc plasma. It is further known that 

the loss of charged particles in a, plasma is due to 

ambipolar diffusion process. By measuring the diffu

sion voltage it has been shown by sen, Ghosh and Ghosh 

( 1983) that in a glow diEcharge, electron temperature 

and its variation with a transverse magnetic field 

can be studied .. The pro cess of diffusion 'is basically 

interrelated vl'i th the radial diEtri bution function of 

charged pa.rticl es and since a radial distribution func

tion has been provided in the earlier section (Ghosal, 

Nandi and Sen, 1978) the experimental results can be 

analysed in the light of the above theories. Experi

mental details and results obtained have been described 

int· detail in the paper by Sen, Gantait and Acharyya 

(1988). Analysing the experimental probe data. electron 

tempenature Te and electron density n~ have been 

obtained for values of arc current varying ~om 2 to 

4.5 amps. for three background air pressures of --

.075, .1 and .13 torr. 
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Langmuir has deduced that in case of an arc, the arc 

current I is given by 

s-. 7-6 
L 

(8.23) 

where 'J'. is the mean free path of the electron in the 

gas and· E is the voltage drop per unit 1 ength. Hence 
I.JT; 

for a particular pressure should be a 
. 'neE 

con'sta.nt for different arc currents. The numerical 

value of this quantity has been computed from the expe

rimental data Sen, Acharyya and Gantai t ( 1988) and 

entered in table (8.5 ). It is evident that the value 

agrees with a fair degree of consistency justifying the 

validity of equation (8.,2'0 ) proposed by Langmuir. 

From equation (8. 23 ) it is possible to calculate'(\ 
r Te '/1-

taking the mean value of for different 
1'1e £ 

background air pressures. The values thus calculated 

have been entered in table (8. b ) column 3 and results 

show that P 1\ is almost a constant and Ii = P )\ where 

L :~:·the mean free path of the electron 'in the gas at. a 

pressure of 1 torrE can ·be obtained. This compares favou

rably with the classical· expression ofL, though the 

mean free path of the electron is a function of the 

energy of the electron (Townsend Ramsauer effect). 
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The variation of diffusion voltage with an a-rc. 

current shows that the di'ffusion voltage becomes a mini -
. ' 

mum for a certain value of arc current at a particular 

pressure and this decreases with the increase of pre

ssure. It has been shown by Ghosal, Nandi and Sen (1978) 

that 

~J~ 
<l(-rJ - ~ '[I ( i:) -

[ :1 -~ J (8. 23('9) 

and Y\ --

where a is an experimentally determined quantity which 

varies with arc current. Further it has been shown by 

Sen, Ghosh and Ghosh (198)) that VR the diffusion 

voltage is given by 

f 
as .~ is proportional to n we can write 

11 0 [I C+J~] 
/') 

me. 

"h K Te ;-~~11<2) o{yo· 
VR ::::: 

e (1- -y;2-/t<2] / 
2 n I< Te Lv R 

- if e.. .J R. l- - )"' 'L. 
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The values of Te can be obtained from the fi~st part 
\ I 

of the paper. The value of n has beenexperimentally 

determined for different arc currents and the cal aula

ted values of _VR have been entered in table (8.8). 

Though the quantitative agreement is not very satisfac

tory yet it is observed that the minimum voltage occurs 

at the same value of current in both the cases. The 

value of the current at which the diffusion voltage 

becomes a minimum also decreases with the increase of 

pressure as is observed experimentally. We can thus ~ 

conclude that the distribution formula for azimuthal 

conductivity proposed by Ghosal, Nandi and Sen (1978) 

gives results in quantitative agreement with experimen

tal results and further that Langmuir probe can 'also 

be used for measurement of electron density and elect

ron temperature in an arc plasma as in case of glow 

discharge. 
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Table 8.5 

Variation of electron temperature and electron density at diffe-
-~ 

rent arc _ currents for different pressures. 

--,---r---~----~-------~-----------
Beck-, Arc , Mercury Elect- ,Electron' Arc I 7 '/L ' Average 
ground cur-·, vapour: ron ,density ' drop : e 10 ' I/L 
air , rent , press- , temp.. x ' in , 

11 
t: XID ' I Te. tv 

pres- in r ure in, in , 12 'volts, ' 'f.- tD 
sure ' Amp. r torr OK 10- r '11 £ 
in ' ~ cm-,.~ 
torr' 

0.075 
-~ 

2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
4.5 

.2343 

.2752 

.)032 

.)342 
0.3658 

11487.3 
10131.,0 
9572.8 
9041.6 
8521.9 

0.6967 
0.7803 
0.9812 
1. 2964 
1.5608 

42 
41 
39 
38 
36 

0.5159 
.. 55'34 
.5406 
.5448 . 

.5'352 

0.1 

~.13 

2.0 
2 .. 5 
3.o 
4.0 
4.5 

2.0 
2.5 
3.o 
4.0 

.2348 

.2752 

.. 3032 

.3342 

.3658 

.2343 

.2752 
t~'3032 

:. 3342 

8195.6 
7593.5 
6066.9 
5839.4 
5532.1 

7785.8 
7079 .. 2 
5696@9 
4800 

0.7856 
0.8580 
1. 0092 
1.3208 
1.5766 

0.8473 
0.9335 
1. 0948 
1.3704 

44 
43 
42 

- 41 

39 

47 
46 
44 
42 

.521'3 

.3694 

.4159 

.'389 

.'398 

.365'3 

.'3124 

.'345'3 

.3313 
.. 3395 

.3875 

.3321 
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Calculation of electronic mean .free path at different 

pressure. 

-- - - - -
Beckground 
Pressure 
in torr 
- - -
0.075 

0.1 

0. 1:; 

- -- -- --

-- - -- -,-
' LTe 1/2- I 
f 

,. TIE 
-- -
0.5352 

0.4875 

0.3'321 

- - - -

J() 
'1-. I o 

- -

' 

-

9.294x1o- 2 

6.728 X 10- 2 

5.765 X 10-2 

Table 8. 7 

P';\=L 

6 .9T1 x1 o-3 

6.728x1o-'3 

7.494 X, 10-3 

Experimental values of arc current. at which diffusion 

voltage is minimum for different pressures. 

Pressure in 
torr 

0~075 

0.1 

0.13 

Arc current in 
, amp. at which 

the diffusion 
,voltageis 
, minimum .. 

3.5 

3.25 

3.0 
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Table 8.8 

Experimental and caJ. culated values of diffusion voltage 

at different ~rc currents for thEee different pressures. 

Pressure 

0.075 torr 

0.10 torr 

0.13 torr 

- -·-- ---

-------; 
Arc current ' Diffusion voltage in volts 

in amps. ''-------.,.-----------

2.0 

2.5 

).0 

).5 

4.0 

4.5 

5.0 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

).25 

3o5 

4.0 

4.5 

5.,0 

2.0 
2.5 
).0 

3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 

---

' Exp erim en tal ' Th eo reti cal 
' ------ ----- -·--

0.498 0.575 

0.470 0.527 

0.4)8 0.506 

0.412 0.495* 

0.518 0.539 

0.670 0.544 

0.78 0.589* 

0.458 0.410 

0.438 0.374 

0.435 0 .. 348 

0 .. 334 

0.447 0.))6 

0.556 0.)48 

0.700 0.)53 

0.796 0.369* 

0.446 0.390 
0.425 0.348 
0.410 0.307 
0.450 0.297* 
0.570 0.)04 
0.719 0.313* 
0.823 0 .. 334* 

----- ---- ---- -----
* from extrapolated value. 
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F. Evaluation of electron temperature is transverse 

and axial magnetic field in an arc plasma. 

In order to understand the physical proceszes occuring 

in an arc plasma due to interaction of an external m~g

netic field it is proposed to measure the variation of 

electron temperature in both the transverse and axial 

magnetic field in an arc pl.a.sma. The results are repor

ted in the paper by Sen, Gantait, Acharyya and 

Bhattacharjee ( 1989). The experiment~-~-', consi~~ts in 

measuring the diffusion vol ta.ge in the arc plasma for 

three arc currents (2.5 A, 3.0A and 3.5 A) in both 

transverse and axial magnetic field for magnetic field 

variation (zero to 1 KG). From the nature of the varia

tion of diffusion voltage with transverse magnetic 

field ~t can be shown that the results are best reported 

b~r the expression 

and the value of "mill", has been calcuJ.a.ted statisti-

cally to be m' = 3.6526 for 2.5 A, m' = 3.4302 for 3A 

anc1 m'.-=='-:-3.4106 for 3.5 A arc current. We have already 

deduced the following results 

<{'(-r) ~ Go['- (;)j~ 
~ ~ [ :," -2 J Ghosal, Nandi 

and Sen (1976) 
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\f rz - /~ Te 
e. §en, Ghosh & Ghosh(198)) 

Sen & Gupta ( 1 971 ) 

From these equations it can be deduced that 

(I + --m' 1-1 2-) 
Q_/-1 

( J+---
2-, lc R. 

( ../f<2._y>l-

) 

From the calculated values of m' n 1 a the values 
.? J 

of can be calculated and ij Te_H / Te 
is plot.ted against H for three arc currents then 

each curve shows a minimum around (200- )00) gauss 

of magnetic field. 

In case of axial magnetic field it can simi-

1 arly be shown that 

(2r-, to{ r< +~H) 

where 

.../ R t_ -y'3 1-

~ is expressed by the equation ~ -=- <f"e1-p (-o<H) 
(Sen and Gantai t, 1988). Taking the values of c;t( 

and n from the paper (Sen & 

ri~ en tal results for \1 fZ_ t} 

Gantait,1988) and 

and V R_ Te.11 
) Te . 

expe-



can be calculated .. A plot of 
Te)-) 

against H 
Te. 

shows a maximum at approximately the same region as 

in the case of transverse magnetic field. 

In a two fluid model of ·the plasma we may 

assume that two distinct temperatures T (for electe 
ron) and .Tg (for gas) exist. From the energy balance 

equation it can be shown that (Hirsh and Oskam,1978) 

(8.24) 

In presence of magnetic field:.J ( 8. 2 ~ ) b e.c:..e"l'/"1~ 

(8.25) 

Further 
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[sen and Ghosh ( 1963 >] 
so that from eqns. 

D-(4o YO )1: i ")'Y\ c:J-, ~ 

. 

:::l+f 

( 8. 25) ( 8. 26) g An'h--. ~ 

/ e 1-1 + Te_ r::::::: 2 Te 

-1- 2 m 1-t - C1 H '- ( PJ 

(8.27) 
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where 

Te 2- [ 2 ~ '-:-! ]24 Wle K'-

Differentiating TeH / Te_ with H and equaliZ·ing to 

zero we get 

In order to find whether the value , ~· of H corresponds 

~ to maximum or minimum we note that 

~ 

4 
'Y'n F '2-

c.t 
C.l-

1 
+ --J 

Putting m = .295 x 1o-3 and c1 = .125 x 1o-6 (Sadhya 

and sen,1980) cf_l Te r-r I d 1-1 1- is a negative quantity 

and putting - -3 m-- 5.55 x 10 & C = 2 8 1 o-6 
1 • x , sen 

and Das ( 1973) d 1- TeJJ- /ell-! 2- is ~tve quantity. 

Thus we find from the above analysis that in case of 

an axial magnetic field a maximum in the value of TeH
and in case of transverse magnetic field a minimum 

in the value of Te )f is expected. The experi~ental 

results thus support the theoretical deductions. Fur-

ther the values of Hmax or Hmin have been calculated 

from the measured values of m, c1 and p2 and the 

resul te .. are entered in, table (8. 9 ) and ( 8. I o ) . 



Arc current 

in Amps. 

:3 

4 

5 

Arc current 

in Amps. 

2.5 

Table ( 8. 9) 

Axial Magnetic Field. 

Hmax K.G. 

' theory. 
___ ..! 

.)1 

... 2 

.142 

T a bl e ( 8 • 1 0 ) 

_,_ 

H K.G. max 

.)285 

.2818 

.201 

Expt. 

Transverse magnetic field • 

. , - - -
H KG max 

Theory 

.288 

.201 

.188 

""'i---

H K.G .. max 
Expt. 

.27)5 

.181 

.1 )2 

28.S 

The slight small disagreement between the theoretical 

and experimental values for the magnetic field as shown 

in the above tables may be attributed to the uncertainty 

in the value of c1 however agreement is observed at 

least in the right order of magnitude. Thus we can 



conclude that (a) the two :fluid model of the plasma 
c o-r-recJ-

is -IN.. A approach in evaluating the properties of arc 

plasma in the right direction, (b) measurement of 

diffusion voltage can be an alternative tool for 

measurement of electron temperature in an arc plasma 

as in the case of glow discharge and (c) the radial 

charge distribution formula as proposed by Ghosal, 

Nandi and Sen is- valid in case of arc plasma. 
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(G) Measurern en t of electron atom calli sian frequency 

in an arc plasma by Radio frequency coil pro be in 

conjunction ·with a longitudinal magnetic field. 

291-

Sen et al (1989) has explored the tensorial beha-

via ur of ple.sma cond ucti vi ty in an arc plasma in pre-

sence of magnetic field and hence from the measured 

impedance parameters both in presence and in absence 

of magnetic field, the- electron- atom collision fre--

quency has been determined. The relevant theory has 

been developed taking theeffect of radial distribution 

of conductivity into accoilltt. 

Theoretical Consideration: 

If a plasma is embadded in a static magnetic field 

and it is assume.;tthat the electric field is purely 

azimuthal then the azimuthal component of current 

denFi ty Jc:p = if'cp £¢ which is different from 

axial cond ucti vi ty <J2 in presence of magnetic 

field 

J-c <r-r £~~ 
and 

cr~ 

~ I+ wei"/ .J: 2-
Ce. 

where We8 is the electron cyclotron frequency 

and v;~ the collision frequency. 
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Working formulae: 

The two expressions as given by Ghosal, Nandi 

and s~n (1978) are reproduced here: 

rl-1 
D 

(8.27) 

and 

(8.28) 

where /... denotes the ratio of the radio frequency 

. current without and with the plasma, R
0 

radiofrequency 

resistance of the coil and K is the constant depen

ding upon the number of the turn of the primary coil. 

They introduced a term 'a' defined to be 

the constriction parameter and is given by 

R 
0 j Y'?, ,s:("(" )d.....,. 

j Y' a{"~") d...,. 
0 ~ 

0 J'{".;j(.,.)o-l'Y" 

D 

J Y' j ('Y) o(_ Y'. 
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where I denotes the arc current, E the axial voltage 

drop per unit 1 ength, 1 the 1 ength of the coil and f 

measures the frequency of the r.f. field. 

But in presence of magnetic field in the 

Z-direction the identity (Eqn. 8.2{ ) is not valid. 

This is evident because, ~ 

J .,.:o<!"<jl(..,.)d_~ .<" j Y sJ ('li) d Y' 
<...\ 0~ )~ 

J -r .f.";? (v)d.Y' 
Q 

(8.3D) 

where ~GtP and <fo"2 are the on-m:is azimuthal and 

axial cond ucti viti es respectively, j 
8 

{'Y' )~ represents 

the relevant distribution function in presence of 

magnetic field 

'It we write J 'Y' h, ( .. ) d_y 
c) 

(8.3/) 

aB may still be said to be the constriction parameters 

in presence of magnetic field since aB is only depen

dent on the form of the conductivity distribution 

,function ji!J('Y') • Thus in analogy with equation(?·2f?) 
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we get 

(8.32.) 

where the suffix B indicates the corresponding quanti

ties in ~resence of magnetic field. 

Writing 
(8. :33 EG c~~ _,) a__/6 

I ) -
It~ 

and 

£ c rA ~I) C' o...' 
-
I Cs.S4) 

we get from eqn. ( 8 • 3 2. ) and ( 8 • 3 3 ) 

clo¢ o._' 
f<o 

Qfb fb j 2 /('L.f_. 

co~ 
(8. 35) 

and from eqn. (8.24) and (8. ~) 

o_l 
l<-o 

GL - J2- /<: 'L .f_ - (8. 3-6) 

So from eqns. (8 .35 ) and ca. 3~ ) 

<tO¢ a,3 a_,; 
a.' 

<lo:c 
a_ 

( 8. 3 7 ) 
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lf it is now assumed that for small magnetic fields 

which will be used here the confining effect is neg

ligible that is the radi~ distribution function remains 

the same in presence and in absence of magnetic field 

i.e. aB= a 

we get 

/"')/ 
The quantities ~~ and 

Ct' (8.3& ) 

a' may be experimentally 

determined and their ratio M if found different from 

unity will indicate the tensorial behaviour of con

ductivit~r in the magnetic field.,~-

./'76 X./07/J 

[1[--1]1'-- [:'h,' - ')'!L_ (s.3'7 ) 

where B is expressed in gauss. 

The experimental arrangement has been given 

in detail in :--- _---1-f.. e_ -.paper (Ghosal, et al,1976). 

A mercury arc has been utilised, the arc tube of 

which is cylindrical (length 10.8 em and dia. 1 .83 em) 

and is energised by a stabilised d. c. source with a 
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rheostat. to control the current which is measured by an 

ammeter. The mercury arc is placed between the pole pieces 

of an electromagnet energized by a stabilised d.c. source. 

The lines of force are parallel to the direction of the 

flow of arc current (frequency = 3.69 Mc/Se~.) The tuned 

r. f. current was rn easured with a radiofrequ en cy. mill ia

mmeter and a magnetic field was then superimposed. The 

probe to probe voltage with and without magnetic field 

was measured by a high impedance voltmeter at different 

magnetic fields (100G, 150G, 230 G, 280G, 345 G). Each 

set of observation was taken at three different pressu

res namely .052 torr, .075 torr, and 0.17 torr. The 

values of ( o( - 1 ) where rJ.. = io / L thus obtai-

ned have been plotted against arc current for three 

different_ pressures. -.-_,.: 
.-

/ -. The probe to probe 

voltage for three different arc currents for three diffe-

rent pressures have been measured and the values of E and 

a~ i- {~-J) for zero magnetic field have been 

entered in ta bl e ( 8 • I 0 ). The corresponding quantities, 

£0J and r/13 in presence of different magnetic 

fields ( 1 OOG, 150G, 230'G, 280G and 345 G in case of arc 

current 2A and 100G, 150G, 230G, 280G, 345 G and 430G 

in case of arc currents 2.5A and 3A) have been measured 

and detailed entreis. have been made in table (S.LO ) in 

coluiJlns 2, 3, 7, 8, 12 and 13, for three di-fferent 
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pressures.. 'I'h e corresponding values of {)._13
1 

have been entered in table (8. lo) colums 4, 9 and 14. 

The values of J.~ -1 have been entered in the 
~r!, 

table (column 5, 10, and 15). The values of C ((!(.ro - 1) J 
have been plotted against the correeponding values of 

magnetic field for the three arc currents. The values 

of )0:1 
-1 have been entered in columns 5, 10 and 

~~ j -15. The values of o...' , 1 have been plotted 't: 
t<...fh' - ' 

against the corresponding values of magnetic field for 

three arc currentB for pressure .052 torr, .075 torr 

: .As 

may be observed they are found to be straight lines 

passing through the origin. The proportionality bet

ween Jo..' -1 and B confirms the theoretical 
a' ~ 

assumption m~ earlier. Thus assuming the validity of 

the equation 

/•7£ >\10 
7 (j 

J-o.-, - I 
C2.8' 

the values of momentum transfer electron atom collision 

frequency for three different discharge currents and 

three different pressures have been obtained and the 

results are entered in table (8.10 ) columns, 5,6, 

and 16 •· 
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The results for momentum transfer electron atom 

collision frequencies are consistent with those obtained 

by microwave transmission- method in this laboratory 

and also with literature values. From the results obtained 

it is evident that collision frequency increases with:-_: 

the increase of pressure for each value of current which 

is quite natural. The increase of collision frequency 

with the increase of arc current as may be observed from 

the table is evident since as the current increases the 

mercury gets more and more heated and the vapour pre-

ssure increases and consequently increase the collision 

frequency. It is to be noted however,_ that the current 

is not the only factor which determines the vapour pre-

ssure of mercury. Actual mercury temperature is depen-

dent on many factors vi~. the voltage across the arc, 

voltage across the positive column ambient temperature 

and over and above the calling arrangements. For this 

reason we have not tried to correlate momentum transfer 

coll i Eion frequency ~e. with arc current. 

It is to be noted further that though the axial 

magnetic field has been increased upto )45 gauss the 

value of momentum transfer collision frequency is the 

same for values of different magnetic fields investigated 

for a particular arc current. This is as it should be:·-
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.ar.) c• indicated in the theory put forward because 

here the magnetic field has been used as a probe. If. 

higher magnetic fields are used the simple theory 

postulated will breakdown. Further the analysis of 

the results shows that the assumption that the radial 

conductivity distribution is not much changed spe

cially for small values of magnetic field used here 

from· the distribution without field is justified. 

It can be concluded that though the procedure of 

measurement is rather elaborate it enables us to 

measure not only the electron atom collision frequency 

for momentum transfer accurately but its variation 

with arc current and mercury vapour pressure can 

alr::o be investigated • 
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!'able ·8·1() 
- -:-t- -------~-------~--r --- ... ------ ... - ....,_- ------ -----------·----
Bar' J» • o:os2 !'Orr , P • o:.o75 ~orr · • . P ~ o:t7 'l'orr 
ar •- - ., - - - .. - - - -.- - - r - ... ~ - r - • n- - -.----- - - - - - -- - - -'- -- r .... -...- -- - ~- - 1- - ~ •t • e . t I I .I . 7' 
• 

0 "'"'s • 1 ' 1 • ' ' Es • • · i ~- ' • • · • 
field' U4' (ft. -•) : O- , ~ • ~ , i/ '(~ 1..; 1)' o.' ' ~ ' _..,. ~ •to("-•)•·· 0 _1 , f;t, -~ 
~:U~~~ vo_/,_' e 1 11 1 j~_-1! ce. · t VoLAjc.• 'S . , :s !JQ!

11
-t ! -vee · : !Jo'1a...J~::-e J -e aJ~-t, ~ce.. 

• e, • • 'B J • t • 1 t • ' .• • ~ ' . 

-----------------~----------~------~---~-~--------~-------
0 
100 
150 
2:JO 
280 

''5 
0 
100 
150 
2,0 
280 

0~58'7 
o.;6; 
0.556 
0.511 
0.(89 
0.4'{7 

0~5176 
0.500 
o.-i89 
0.6;7 
9.635 

345 OQ~15 
.((>() '0.391 

0 0~3~ 
100 o.3'J7 
150 o .. :s:so 
230 0.304. 
280 ·0 .. 293 

0~5385 
o.soo 
0.4.70 
o•~5 
0.)85 
o.,,5 

0~655 
o.623 
0..,;968 
0 .. 5-&29 
0 .. 5286 
0.5015 
o.,692 

0~792~ 
o.7B5 
o.7650 
o."7564. 
o.1250 
o.6969 3~5 0.28:5 

400 o_.21-e · o.6750 

o:1sso 
o.14.13 
0.,1)03 
o.1oa6 
o.094~ 
o.o78S 

0~1:556 
0.12~ 
0,1168 
o.0991 
0.0919 
o.oso"7 
o.o7)4 

0,.0919 
0,.0882 
o.OB-i:S 
o.o765 
o.o709 
o.o655 
o.o612 

o~:uo 
o.us 
o.67~ 
o ... a20 
tl:.OtO 

o.2•50 
o.:s6so 
o.s60o 
o.6850 
o.a.(()O 
0.9700 

\. Arc eurre11t 2 amp, 
o:6097 o:38S7 o:tt76 

_ 0,..587 1l.3466 o.to76 
5.969 z o.576 o.340 o.o979 

109 o.533 o.32; o.o865 
o~511 o.)Do o.o766 
0 .689 0.280 0.0685 

- . o~62o 
0,.265 ~ .. 0.,.609 
0~395 • 6."71' z o.;98 
o.6o0 109 o.s6s 
o.7l0 o.,.,,, 
_0.905 0.522 
- -

Ar2 current g,5 ame. 
0.522 o~5()76 o:to60 

0~220 
0~5·l3 

'7~22 X 
0.517 o • .a.s 0,.1003 0..,533 
0~500 0 • .(706 0 .09.(1 0,.:530 8.042 X 0 .. 522 

109 o.461 -o.u7a o.osl? 0.505 109 0.696 
o.•57 · o .. 4.242 o.ons o.6to 0 .. 678 
o.435 o.:s9« o.o6S6 0,.7~5 0.6S7 
o.u3 0.3'714 0.0614 o.s 0 o.,35 

. Arc ~urrent J I!!!~ • 

o:,50 o:toeo _ 
o.3,5 o.1020 0,..235 
o.~o o.9S'7 o~,;o 7~612 
o.,oo o.os49 o.530 zto9 
o .285 o .o77S o .64.0 
o.260 o.o67g·o.790 

0~400 04087 
o.:s90 o.oa:s o~t95 _ 
o.:sso o.o793 o .. 2s5 9.:5~ 
o.3'7o o..,o733 o.6l0 zto9 
o.360 o.o689 0.520 
o.345 o .. o6:so o.64.0 
n.333 o.6270 o.?.o 

0~64,6 0~590 0~081-7 0~500 · o~too o:os:s:s _ 
0~165 0 .. 1950 o • .t39 0.5806 o.sso _ o.,96 o.690 o.osto o.t;o _ 

0 .. 285(1 9-.308 X o • .t,O 0.5137 o.os2:s 0.240 10.98 x o.-i89 o.680 o.o7&3 o.225 11.7$ 
0_.435 109 0,.413 0,.5555 o.o765 0~350 109 0 .. 41B o.,68 0~0747 O,.l4S zto9 
0.525 0_.4.02 o .. 5:}85 o .. o122 o • .t;o o • .t67 o.460 o .. o7t7 o,.,to 
o .. 6'5 o.)Bo 0.52:50 o.o682 o.s~ o.•S7 0.440 o.o67o 0.510 
0~745 o.:sso o.5o77 c.o64+ o.w.o . 0 ·"" 0 ·':58 0 .06)5 0.590 

-------------------------------~---------------~-~-------

·~ 

t- .:-·.· 0,:)( -~./ 
~·Jill\. :. 

~ 
0: 
0 
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H. ·Hall effect in an arc plasma. 

The Hall effect is a spandard diagonistic method for 

determining the charged particle density and mobility 

in semi conductors and it has also been utilised for 

·measurement of plasma para!Ileters in a glow discnarge. 

The ·voltage current characteristic~·have been inves-

tigated in a mercury arc carrying current from 1.3 to 

2.0 A in presence of a transverse magnetic field upto 

3000 gauss by Sen. and Das (1973). The Hall effect in 

a toroidal discharge plasma has been investigated by 

Zhilinsky et al (1979) and Goldferb (1973) has pre-

sented some dia.gonistic techniques for the arc plasma. 

In contrast to semiconductors or metals it is to be 

noted that when an arc of glow plasma is placed in an 

external magnetic field the radial electron density 

distribution and discharge current are significantly 

altered and .this effect has to be taken into conside-

ration in calculating the Hall ,J:.:· coefficient in a 

plasma. In the present investigation Sen and Ghosh 

( 198~) results are reported on the measurement of Hall 

effect and calculation of axial density and drift velo~ 
I 

city of electrons in a mercury arc pl asrna. 
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Theoretical treatment 

1he Hall voltage Ey per unit length when the conductor 

carrying a current i is placed in a transverse mag-

netic field H is given by 

Ey 
iH 

- 'f1e (8.39) 

where i is the current per unit area and n is the 

electron density. It has· however been shown that in 

case of an arc, current gradually decreases in a tran

sverse magnetic field, Sen and Das ( 1973) that 

' 1.-H f:_ Y- P (-. o._ H). -i . L, + Y" lo ~ I ( , + : il )_ / p '-)''~ r '-- ( 8 • 40 ) 

where 
1/1.- . 

a=- eE c, -r/2J<.TeP where E is the axial 

el.e ctri c field J 
\ 1 

'f. is the d~e~ance at which the 

electron density is o/'1/f 
) 

temperature, Pis the pressure.) 

is the electron 

(~ _b_) 1-
7'(\ t9-y. 

where L is the mean free path of the electron at a 

prese.ure of 1 torr 
I 

V~ is the random velocity of 
2Te 

the electron :·.: .. and Y' ::.- where V. is 
Te+-2ev'cK ~ 

the ionization potential of the gas and it has been 

shown by sen and Gupta ( 1971 ) 

(8.41) 
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Hence we get from equation ( 8.3 ~ ) & ( 8. 4 j ) 

- i H 

no e [ I + "() bJ o; { 
1 

]} 
1

ll.. ( 8 • 4 ~) 
Q L 1 + cl H 1-1 P 2-)'/1-

Hence by measuring the Hall voltage for a range of 

values of the magnetic field the electron density in 

an:K arc plasma can be obtained and from the relation 

1 (8.43) 

the drift velocity can be obtained. 

Hall voltage measurements have been carried out in a 

mercury arc plasma and the arc current has been varied 

from 2 to 3 amps. the background air pressure has been 

maintained at 2 torr. The magnetic field supplied by 

an electromagnet has been varie¢(;from 64 to 526 gauss. 

The Hall voltage developed has been measured by a 

V.T.V.M .. Results are reported here for an arc 

current of 3 amps. 

Values of n the electron density have been calculated. 

from eqn. (s.43) which assumes that the current and 

radial electron density are the same as in the absence 

of magnetic field. The rest4ts show that electron den_, 

si ty decreases with the increase of the magnetic field 

which however, should be a constant for all values of 



T a bl e ( 8 • 11 ) 

----, 
Mag. field Hall VOl- I Value of '11 1 Value of Yl 

in Gauss tage volts/' from E = from eqn. 
' y ' em ' (8.Lj_,) ' 'LIt ' x 
' 10-12 ' 
t ne._x I 1 o-12 

64 .34 3.599 3.631 

112 • 71 3 .. 533 3.620 

166 1 .15 3e501 3.656 

216 1.76 3.48:3 3.662 

256 2.17 3.423 :3.652 

306 2.62 3.356 3.678 

356 3.07 3.25:3 3.617 

406 3.57 3.180 3.624 

456 3 ~_92 :3 .. 165 3.606 

476 4.40 3@ 108 3.569 

526 4.62 3.068 3.563 

-------------- -------- ----
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magnetic field as the magnetic field used for observ-

ing the Hall effect is used here as a probe only. 

Hence we have calculated the values of n from the 

modified equation')_ ·:. · ··which takes into account 

the charge of radi_al electron density and aJ. so the 

arc current with magnetic field. The values of the 

constants have been taken from the'~--. earlier results 

mentioned in this chapter previo.usly. ';['he results 

are entered in the last column in table (8. II ) 

The results show that the electron density in 

absence of magnetic field is found to be almost a 

constant for values of magnetic field varying from 

64 gauss to 525 gauss. The average value is found 
12 to be 3.638 x 10 • From this value of electron 

density and utilizing the relation i == 11e e. t9 c1 

't9-d_ = .94 x 108 em/sec which is in agreement 

with this result reported by Brown (1959). 

It 'is thus cancl uded that Hall effect 

can: ·.be utilized as a useful diagonistic tool 

· provided the ·V,~--rio..fionof radial electron density 

and that of arc current are taken into conside-

ration in a tranverse magnetic field. 



(I) Voltage current characteristics of low current 

arcs in air with metal electrodes .. 

This section deals with voltage current charac-

teristics of metal arcs in atmospheric pressure and 

the object is to calculate some parameters of the 

plasma after a systematic analysis of the experimen-

tal results. 
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The results are reported here for silver-silver, 

copper- copper.,. iron-iron~ and silver- copper electrodes 

for arc currents 2, 3, 3.5, 4.5 and 5 .A. It has been 

observed that for. small electrode separation the curve 

rises rapidly and then there is linear increase of 

arc voltage with electrode separation. The total 

voltage VA can be represented as 

v a = cathode fall 

Vp =fall of voltage at the positive column 

V = annode fall. c 

The linear portion of the curve has been extrapolated 

to x = 0 and the interc~pl:: along the Y axis gives the 

sum of cathode and anode fall. The non-linear part of 

the curve extrapolated to x = 0 gives the value of 

cathode fall. The results are entered in table (8.12) .. 



Electrode 

- - - -
: ·~..,_ 

A;g-Ag 
{.-,.. 

c·u-Cu 

Fe-Fe 

Ag-Cu 

T a bl e ( 8 • 1 2 ) 

-;-----, 
' V volts c 

.9 - 9 .. 5 

10.0 - 18.5 

9 - 11 

12 - 12.5 

V a volts 

9.5 - 10 

17.5 - 18 

10.0 - 10.5 

1 -1 - 11 • 5 

The re~:ul ts are consistent with those reported by 

von Engel (1965)~ 
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Calculation of contact potential difference at the elect-

rode. 

AS the arc voltage and arc currents for different 

electrode separations have been measured;:~-, it is possible 

to calculate the power developed across the arc •. The 

variation of power developed arcross the arc with sepa

ration of electrodes has been plotted for Ag-Ag. 

The extrapolation of the curve to x = 0 will_ give 

the. value of the power loss at the electrodes when 

they are in contact. From these results it is possible 

to calculate Rr the external series resistance as well 

as V the contact potential difference at the electrodes. 
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Table 8.13 

-- - - - ·-- --- - --- - --- ---
Arc curren"! 

A 

5 
4 

3 
2 

5 
4.5 
4 

3 
2 

5 
4.5 
4 

3 
2 

5 
4 

3 
2 

' 
p ' 

1 

w 

50 
42 

34 
21 

63 
58 
48 
38 
24 

52 
47 
42 
30 
20 

45 
34 

28 

18 

p 
0 

I 

' PR = ( p 0 -P 1 ) I Rya 

w 

500 
400 
'300 

200 

500 
450' 
400 

300 

200 

A g-Ag 

Cu-Cu 

Fe-Fe 

500 
450 
400 
300 
320 

Ag-Cu 

500 
400 
300 
200 

w J2_ 

450 
358 
266 
279 

437 
392 
352 
262 
176 

448 
403 
358 
270 
180 

455 

364 

272 

182 

18 
22.37 
29.55 
44.75 

17.48 
19.36 
22.00 
29.8 
44 

17.93 
19.90 
22.38 

30.09 
45 

18.2 

22.68 
30.22 

45.5 

v ' con-stant 
v 

10 
10.2 

11 • '3 
10 .,5 

12.6 
12.8 

12.2 
12.66 
12.00 

10.4 
10.44 

10.5 

10.0 

10.5 

9 

9.5 
9.3 
9.0 

P1 is the power 1oss when the electrodes are in contact 

P0 Power drawn from the source • 
PK Power loss at the external resistance 

-~'t' Calculated value of external resistance 
Vcon Contact potential difference 
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It is thus apparent that for different values of arc 

current the contact potential difference is· almost a 

constant though it varies with the nature of the elect-

rodes which is to be expected. 

From the nature of variation of PA (power 

generated at the arc) with electrode separation (refer 

Sen, Gantait and Jana), it is evident the curves show a 

tendency of saturation at a certain electrode separa-

tion depending upon the nature of electrode and the 

arc current. 

We have PA == VA 

VA, Vs, -- IA R~ 

where is the source voltage a.r:td Ro... is the 

arc resistance. 

y$,2 

( 
f(y:.):L_ 

I-+ R;_ Ra. 

Vs. 1.. p X 
s 

where P is the specific resistance, x_ is the elect-

rode separation and S ·is the area of cross section 

-· 

where<( is the conductivity of the arc plasma and X',r~:>( 

is the electrode gap at which the power consumed at the 

_:,~:>arc shows a tendency of saturation. The value of 
\ I 

s is 

obtained by measuring with a trav-elling micro scope as 

well as -:~~ 1 by taking photographs the value ~-oj- 'R.o../x) 
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of has been calculated from the linear 

portion of the curve and has been calculated. The 

calculated values of Xrna.:rt are entered in table (8./ft. ) 

Aq.- A0 4. - c\A. 
Current A 'fmax Current ')(max 

2 .1592 2 .1201 

3 .2359 3 .1694 

4 .3437 4 .2162 

5 .. 4879 5 .2708 

By studying and analysing the results of variation of arc 

voltage with arc current for different electrode s~rstems an 

empirical rela-tion has been established which can be rep

resented by 

v4 ca eo.~ 
where CQ is a fu..11ction of the electrode gap, for Ag-Ag, 

val u e of m = 0 • 3 4 3 for C u- C u, m = - 0 • 3 7 8 0 for, Fe-Fe , 

m =-.3536. The value of m is nearly a constant and in-

dependent of gap separation. The equation is of the same 

form as proposed by Nothingham (1936). Thus from the 

analysis of the results it is possible to calculate the 
CA.n d... -1-t..e Co-nfe:tu- p ck-n+i cJ 

cathode and anode fall~ the contact potential ::- __ -- arises 
" A.... 

probably due to passage of the current ~here is erosion 

~ of the electrodes and micro irregularities occur due to 

improper machining and unequal matching of the electrode 

surfaces. This causes·a finite gap and a voltage develo

pes even when the electrodes are in contact. 
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LT) Spectroscopic Investigation of Plasma:-

(I) Mercucy arc plasma in axial magnetic field -

Introduction 

In a previous investigation (Sen and Das, 197)), 

·v}a, be..e_:.,..established that in case of a mercury arc plasma 

(current 1 amp. to 2.5 amps.) electron temperature inc

reases in a transverse magnetic field and the results 

are in quantitative agreement with Beckman's theory 

( 1948, modified by Sen and Gupta, 1971). In the prec.ent 

investigation variation of current and voltage across a 

mercury arc plasma as well as the electron temperature 

is proposed to be studied in a longitudinal magnetic 

field. Most of the results reported in case of mercury 

arc plasma are with argon as background gas; in the 

present investigation air is the background gas which will 

enable us to study how the excitation, ionization and de-

ionization proce~ses are influenced by the presence of 

air. In case of mblecular gases the ionization is mainly 

due to electron impact of the ground state atom w·hereas 

in case of mercury arc )ionization will be mainly through 
('"3 

inelastic electron impact with excited states like Cl f2-.... 

and v1ith ground states, and the phenomena of associative 

ionization may also be presente Hence the physical pro-

cesses occuring in a mercury arc plasma and how these 
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procef'ses are influenced by the magnetic field have to 

be taken into consideration in deducing the electron 

temperature and its variation in magnetic field. 

(2) Experimental Measurements and Results. 

Experiments were performed on a d.c. Hg. arc 
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at low pressure burning in air. The experimental results 

as obtained by Sadhya and Sen (1980) are reproduced in 

table (8./5 ). From a detailed mathematical analysis it 

has been shown by Sadhya and sen (1980) that 

( ~~)
1

/L 
I 

L 

]) 
De_ 

as 
er~ l+ ct 1~1...~ p L 

cl 
~1_ i ( T;c )'/1-+ 

l ~ Tel~ p1-

A plot of. t ( Te }k against f?J~~pL 
'L I'~ Te.r:, 

will be a straight line and the gradient determines the 

valueofC1 • 
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Table 8. 15 

i. = 2 · 5 amp·' PHg =().3'131 torr Pair = • 08 torr 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- -
Magnetic ~(.r.'S7'7o)s:::-A : (£s77o)~ : (J ~ '!; . 
f i el d in ' 1 · - 6 ' -(_ "'n • e. t n 

t 57"'/D t rS770 - t 1?::, 0 ~/. gauss '-- v 

------ -------- ---- ---- --- ---
0 1 1 0 0.412 

255 1. 02586 . 1.01852 7.1806 X 1o-3 0 .. 313 

550 1.08621 1 .07 407 1.2239 X 1 o- 2 0 .. 282 

833 1.14655 1 .. 12963 1. 48867 X 1 o- 2 0.256 

1050 1 .17241 1.15278 1.6887,x 1 o_; 2 0.243 

---- ------ --- ------------ --- ----

\ 

1 

Magnetic 
field in 
gauss 
-----
0 

255 

550 

835 

1050 

Table 8. L 6 

--------

1 1 

1.02913 1.02 

1.07282 1. 06 

1.13592 1 .12 

1.19417 1.175 

P . = .08 torr 
a~r 

--------- ---
0 

8.9072 X 1o-3 

1 .. 2017 X 10-2 

1.4116 X 1 o- 2 

1.6187 X 10~ 2 

---

.412 

0.301 

0.276 

0.261 

0 .. 247 



CONCLUSION 

Considering the physical processes involved in 

a mercur~; arc discharge where the buffer gas is air and 

the pressure is low Sadhya and Sen ( 1980) evolved a 
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model in which air plays the role of quenching gas and 

have found that in this type of discharge both atomic and 

molecular ions of mercury are present. Assuming the exis-

tence of both types of ions they have obtained the dist

ribution function and deduced an expression for Te/T
9

B 

·and have found that within the range of 

(B/P) values used here the experimental results are in 

quantitative agreement with the theoretical deduction. 

That the electron temperature decreases in presence of 

axial magnetic field in case of mercury discharge has 

a]_ so been shown by Franklin ( 1976), c1 = (.;., .;~) 'l
is evidently the square of the mobility of the electron 

in mercury air mixture at 1 torr. The value of mobility 

calcUlated from c1 agrees in order of magnitude with 

that obtained experimentally by Nakamuru and Lucas 

( 1978). Further the results show that frequency of- ioni

zation changes with the magnetic field as has been pre

viously noted b~r Bickerton and von Engel (1956). It is 

also noted that "neo~ ::= [ /e._ ] '/L- and as expe-
'11 e__ 0 Te ~ 

rimentally we have found that T is ) T B': 'Yie 0 e e J ~ 

will be ) 'Y) e_ 0 which was previouf'J.Y found to be true 

in case of molecular gases, as determined by the probe_ 

method Sadhya, Jana and Sen (1979) and also by Cummings 

and Tonks (1941), in case of mercury arc plasma. 
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T a bl e ( 8 • 1 6 ) 

--------------------------------------------------
~ /3 )_ ' . t ?• r Pi: ' C Magn e- , _ 1 -.-. L · L' 1 t i c , __ x J o \) ' , e . · v • Te_ , . . 
field • P'- . ~ (ey:f*) • ' c ex N) . - --:------ . from F1g~ 
in Gauss ' V ~ ' t t:J ' 7;_!'> te '[gc± . . 
____ 

1 
___ ,. ____ ~ ____ ,- ____ ; _____ , ____ 

2 
______ ._ _ :-s~~,.s~(19_j 

X ' y I X 9 y I )< I y : )<. : y ' >< I /. 
r t t t t · 1 t 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;...... - - - - - - - - - - - - ,_ - - - ,_ - - - - - - - - - -
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

250 .44 .3 1.169 1.138 1.002 1.0014 1.17 1.14 

550 2.0 1.47 1.2218 1.2087 1.006 1.005 1.23 1.21 .. 3x1o-7 .39x1o· 

835 4.7 3.4 1.2564 1.2686 1.0117 1.011 1.27 1.28 

1050 7.5 5.3 1.2915 1.302 1.0156 1.017 1.32 1.33 

X Corresponds to i = 2.25 amp. p . = 08 t a~r • orr .. PHg = • )032 torr 

Y Corresponds to i = 2.5 amp. P . = .08 torr. P~g = .3731 torr. a1r H 

C...:l ,._ 
c:n 
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(II) Dependence of the intensity of mercury triplet 

lines on discharge current and magnetic field 

in an arc plasma. 

It has been shown by Sen and Sadhya ( 1986) t·hat 

in case of triplet series of mercury ').-::: 5461 .R, '/1-:::4358 i 

and ?\::::-4047 R when subjected to an axial magnetic field 

from zero to 2000 gauss there is va~iation of in~ensity 

and the occurance of maxima in these lines. These varia-

tions were explained by considering the reabsorption of 

the spectral lines and a mathematical theory was formu

iated which could. satisfactorily explain the observed 

results. The experimental investigation was continued 

by Sen and Gantait (1988) in case of the same triplet 

series of mercury in an arc where the spectral intensity 

variation was studied for variation of arc current from 

2 A to 5 .A and a transverse magnetic field varying from 

zero to 1 .6 KG. The results for thE: .. -·:_-_:variation of 

spectral intensity with arc current for three spectral 

lines ~-:::5461 1L ?::4358 .R and ~:;4047 .R ha:ve been plotted. 

[l_~-,-~;;--:.e.~CZ_~-~uqtir?j. It is ~bserved that the rate of inc-

rease of intensity ~, is different ::~. for the 
• L oLT 

three wave lengths. For(\=4047 .R, ;r;: = 0.2 for 

p = 4 3 58 .R , 0a{ = 0 • 2 4 5 and for ~ = 5 46 1 R 
d.. I 
eM-" 

= 0. 31. 



The variation of the intensity of the spectral 

lines under a transverse magnetic field for three arc 

currents has been plotted Sen and Gantait (1988). There 

is always an increase in intensity as previousl~r noted 

by Sen et al (1972), but in the investigation now uncle;~. .. 

consideration, Gen and Gantait (1988) it is noted that 

below a certain value of the ·magnetic field a minimum i 
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~ in the intensity is observed and the magnetic field 

~ 

at which this minimum occurs differs though by a small 

amount in case of all the three spectral lines inves-

tiga.ted. 

In order to take into account the~ effect of 

self absorption, we note as suggested by Sen and 

Sadhya (1986) 

Iue (t 
where As is the self absorption ·of the spectral line 

·and c 
It!Ai is the intensity without self absorp-

tion 

e~r [ ( E~ -E:<)J Lo du 4 "\. t h ~e_ Yl 
U-e Zo 

}( T-e_ . 

and A<;, - fl!A ~ue P 11, (o) 

where i~ is the absorption oscillator strength 

I [. M ] '/:L 
and 

P== 7\ '"Y'"o c R. 
3 2 7\ J< T'{ 

PV/ (_ 
then I '-'I.{ :L /\ I 7\Yb I- lt-te3 c 

(21\ KTgf'-J C -
Il·s 



as (1'- A8 ) 2 • 5 can be regarded as a constant and repre

sented by 1 /C 

th. en _/ ( 1',. , ) = -I ( . 
1
/..,) cc _L~., :;. c-c~r;-~ 

cL t" r2. 5 

Hence 
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Whereas from our experimental data the ratio is 0.2:-.245: 

Q. 31. 

In case of magnetic field we have 

(!ut)J-1 = 1-1~ /1 ttl p 
~ t<_£_ . 

[ n ' ( o) 1-! ~ -n, C o j 

d 
Cl;r 

'Y) lA c 0 J 1--J 

'll(A C oJ 

when a transverse magnetic field is present it has been 
---1-kV 

deduced by Sen and Das ( 1973) A if 'Y)H- and 11-o are the 

electron densities in presence and in absence of magne

tic field 

where a. = 

Ylo exl;l (-a._H) 
e z;; c /11- ,a 

2 K Te_ p~ 

·where the symbols have their usual significance, 

then ')) I c C) J H = 'h I ( D ) e rt-- fa c ~ 01._ I-f) 

-'11tACo)H 

then 

T1A.L 

1-

.~riA.{)/-} 
~ 

IfA..,(_ 

o--. 

/-
-f ), "'.( P 'h, { o] f €yp {-«Hj 
j~_!A ( -~ 

o( -ery..t 

2_ o( CA 

t-1~-~ 

-e '/.. p c ~CZ.1-} J 
(- 2 QJ+) -1- o( e_ ~/D c- o-__!f) 

~~ (- 2 a_t+J - o(_ ~f c -4_/1) 

Lo~IL 2 
/,A 
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The numerically cal cula.ted value of· H"f'Y\.£·V\ comes out to 

be 201.4 gauss which is in close agreement "'Nith experimen~ 

tal values. This shows that self absorption plays a domi-

nent role with regard to variation of arc current and 

superposition of a magnetic 

ssion for (h<-)J.f/Le it 

. is a function of '11, co) 

field also. From the expre

is evident that /r. l /I· l- 1/t .( )H- J._ 'VI { 

the electron density and 

will increase with smaller values of 1) 1 ( 0 ), that is 

for low current which is also corroborated by experimen-

tal results. 
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(III) persistence of afterglow, maintained by a 

radiofrequency field in a mercury arc. 

A new phenomena has been observed in a mercury 

arc plasma when it was noted that by applying a radio

frequency field to a mercury arc the persistence time 

of afterglow increased manifold after the main arc 

current is swi tchedoff. In two research publications 
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-·-t· Sen et al ( 1986, 1987) the resu11ts have been discu

ssed in detail. The afterglow being considered here is 

different from that considered hitherto in the sense 

that whereas in a normal afterglow the decaying time 

is of the order of few microseconds or less in our expe

riments the glow was allowed to continue for a few tens 

of seconds by applying a radio frequency field which 

provided additional ionization and allowed the plasma 

to decay at a :··.much slower rate. The experimental 

results have been described in detail in the above men-

tioned papers, Sen et aJ.. (1986, 1987). 

The variation of persi~tence time with arc current 

(2 A to 4.5 A) and the variation of persistence time with 

arc duration time for arc currents 3, : _. 3.5 and 4 A are 

shown in the papers Sen et al (1986, 1987). The variation 

of persistence time with the variation of input radio

frequency voltage (150 volts to 350 volts) and the 

variation of persistence time v.ri th magnetic field 

( 0 to 1. 5 KG) have also been plotted .. 
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The main conclusions which can be drawn from these 

results are as follows: 

a) The persistence time increases with the arc 

current. 

b) The persistence time increases with the exci ta-

c) 

tion time of the arc, and also increases for all 

values of excitation time for increasing arc 

current. 

The persistence time increases linearly with the 

increase of the radiofrequency voltage in'put:...__· . ~ 

d) The persistence time increases with the increase 

of the external magnetic field showing saturation 

for high Values of magnetic field. 

e) It has further been noted that when there is no 

arc discharge the rectified output voltage of 

the oscillator is 260 volts, a~ the arc is swit

ched ·. on it drops to 1.), volts and when the arc 

is switched off _it immediately rises to 1001 _volts 

and gradually rises with time until the original 

voltage is restored when the glow vanishes., 

I-"·-

The reason for the persistence of glow after 

extinction of the main current may be due to the fact 

that the flow of arc current has buil~~p a sufficiently 

high electron density. Since in the absence of the g 
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applied r. f. field +he. glow _ instan'ibeneously vanishes 

when the arc current is cutoff we find the pr~sence of 

r.f. field enhances the persistence time of the after 

glow and this is ascribed to fresh ionization produced 

by the r.f. field and the loss of electrons may be due 

to diffusion recombination and attachmento The rate of 
'~ ' ~: ionization will be given by ~- .. where ~ is the fre-

.quency of ionization by the radio frequency field and 

is the electron density at the instant of extinction of 
C oT\-f,·Yt U) 

denotes the loss processes combined 
" t. 

the arc. If 

then we get 

As the rate of ionization process will increase with 

i.e. with arc current the time of persistence will natu

rally increase with arc current. Further the effect of 

\- increase of arc current will gradually heat the glow 

plasma and since according to· kih:~·· ( 1952) 

'/Y) \.9. c l..J 
2 l<( T.e._ N 

where <( , G_ are molecular constants introduced 

by ":·kt·~-~, N is the number of molecules at 1 torr 

~ and Te is the electron temperature and as shown by 

Persson (1961) 

Te_ T~ + 
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which indicates that Te increases with Tg and Kihara's 

expression shows that ~ increases which increases the 

persistence time. To explain the increase of persistence 

time with the applied voltage of the r.f. field we note 

that 
2. ( 'i-b. 

1Y1 C, N 3!1P) 

2e_E 

which indicates that ~ will increase with the increase 

of E and consequently the persistence time. 

It is further observed that persistence time 

increases with the increase of the magnetic field. Fur

ther it is observed that the intensity of afterglow;,?~,,~ . .,.--

increases with the increase of the magnetic field which 

~ is inconformity with our previous observation (Sen, Das 

& Gupta, 1972) and shows that the afterglow is mainly due 

to radiofrequency discharge. The results in presence of 

magnetic field also help us to identify the loss mecha

nism to a certain extent. The magnetic field affects the 

loss due to diffusion according to the expression 

--



~-

where t!.V8 ~ (::) the cyclotro-n frequency and 

is the time for collision between charged particles 

and neutral atoms. As diffusion decreases but the 

ionization frequency remains almost u..11affected in 

presence of magnetic field it appears that 0 U'l/ () ~ 
increases which will increase the persistence time 

of afterglow. 

It is difficult to isolate the various loss 

processes in a decaying plasma but the above .analy

sis shows that diffusion is one of main mechanisms 

of the loss process, but a more detailed analysis ci 

of the decaying plasma by standard techniques will 

be required before the role of the different possible 

decay processes can be ascertained. 

325 
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(IV) Intensity measurement of spectral lines with 

increasing arc current in an arc plasma. 

The enhancement of intensity of the spectral lines 

~==- 5465.5 il, ~=5209.1 R in case of silver arc,~= 5218.2ll 

and)\=- 5153.2 ~ in case of copper arc and"= 5369.9 R 

{-==- 5018.4 R, ~=-4383.5 .R in case of iron arc with 

increasing arc current from 2.5 R to 7 i has been inves

tigated. As no ted earlier by Sen and sadhya ( 1986), Sen 

and Gantait (1988) it has been observed that not only 

there is variation in the intensity profiles of spect

ral lines of different elements but there is variation 

in the rate of increase of intensity among the spect-

ral lines of the same element with the increase of the 

discharge- current. 

The variation of intensity of spectral lines 

with arc current in case of Ag-Ag, Cu-Cu and Fe-Fe 

electrodes has been plotted in a least square fitted 

line sen, hcharya, Gantait (19S9) and the estimated 

slope of enhancement of the intensity ratio has been 

calculated statistically and the results are entered in 

ta bl e ( 8 • I & ) • 

In case of optically. thick plasma 

Sadhya (1986) have shown that 

Iue_ == ( 1- As) I"'~ 

Sen and 
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'----..__ 

where 

le~ ~ue p IJe_-o . '/L 
As -

M ] 
-

·---- !<.__ p _L 7\ qo() c. [ 27\ K Tq . 
2:, 

where the symbols have their usual significance as in 

the earlier section L_. () ::: Y\ ~u. AV\.e J...~<.. exp [ £"J,t-E_(_7 
Vl~ ~Q . c kk~ 

If I 0 denotes the intensity of the spectral line 

at the initial current 

Lo 

oL~ 0 2ne~ ott ?).( - . . - ~ 

. ' 

~~ The quantity within the bra~ket will be a constant for 

. Ovv--{) tv /L ~ 

~ L ~:e~· spec;r~ i-e[s ~h~ =: r~~lll, 
cb.. o . ~I . C) (1 2- o (t") ,fJ 

& /'l-fl 1iv.. 
fiL 



The calculations based on the above equation have been 

entered in Table (8./~ ) 

Arc elect-

rode 

Silver 

Silver 

Cupper 

Cupper 

Iron 

Iron 

Table 8. I B 

---,-
: Wavel en: d {I]u. 
,P.~ngth , - -=.--
'o ,Ji 1f!>e' 
I A Y.P, 

5645.5 

5209 .1 

5218 .. 2 

5153.2 

5364.4 

5014.9 

4383.5 

0.4903 

0.5398 

0.7422 

0. 79 41 

2.041 

o .. 8342 

1 • 0187 

·o .. 5771 

0.6102 

0.4593 

0.4771 

0.2536 

0.0835 

0.1620 

I d.. /Iu{ l ' r,! ) :rc-:r;;N: tf-tlA ~l.\{ ~~ 
:~. ~l : (h f\utJ~1-
' (-Io ){11.! 1A 

--------~ --
0.91 

0.93 

2: 0:82 

: 1 

0.99 

0.97 

1: 9 2: 6 

: 1 

It is evident from the results that the a~eement between 

theoretical and experimental results is very close in case 

of all the three arcs investigated,.·: We can thus conclude 

that selfabsorption plays a dominent role in determining the 

intensities of spectral lines in case of optically thick 

plasmas and particularly its effect on inte:nsi ty variatio!l 

when the arc current is changed. 
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(K) Heat Flow processes in the positive column 

of a low pressure mercury arc. 

The heat transport properties of confined elect

ric arc plasma (i.e. the electric arc burning in a tube 

with cold walls) have been investigated by a number of 

investigators during the past few decades. The a~sumed 

Elanbaas Heller heat balance equation expressing sirr.ply 

the balance of three terms: 

1Q Heat generation by Joule effect, 

~.. Heat transfer by thermal conduction 

3. Heat transfer by radiation~ 

However, they were able to show that the radiation loss 

was a few percent of the total loss, In general, the 

electrical conductivity assumes a radial distribution 

within the arc tube but for simplification they assumed 

the "Channel Model" (Hoyaux, 1968) for the electrical 

conductivity distribution within the arc. Goldstein and 

Sekiguchi (1958) have done elegent experiments employing 

microwave technique to determine thermal conductivity of 

a decaying glow diBcharge plasma where the plasma consti

tuents were also in thermal equil i bri urn. 

It is worthwhile to mention :_Q..f· .. this stage that 

no reference in the literature is available where the 

process of heat flow in a confined low pressure arc 

(where the electrons are fa1 .. from being.· in thermal 
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equilibrium with the heavier constituents)· has been 

a.dquately studied. The present section is devoted to 

study semi-empericall.)' the heat flow processes occur-

ing within a low pressure mercury arc plasma. 

'Ghosal 
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ha'tf~ ·--shown that when an arc is formed within a tube, 

the current density is not uniform throughout the cross-

section but is maximum at the axis and minimum at the 

periphery. r.rhis phenomena gives rise to selective self-

heating at the axis of the arc plasma. The arc conti-

nuously absorbs power from the source and gives it away 

to the surroundings. One might therefore be temp~ed to 

consider that the mechanism of selective self-heating 

might be employed to determine the thermal conductivity 

of the plasma. Th:ere are justifications in neglecting 

the effect of radiation and conveotion in the case of 

low temperature arcs but nevertheless it is worthwhile 

to mention that in this case the process of heat flow 

requires close observations. In a weakly ionised plasma 

both the electronic and molecular contributions to ther-

mal cond uctivi t,y are to be considered. One might predo-

minate substantially over the other depending on the 

electron temperature, temperature gr2.dients (electron 

temperature and gas temperature et~. There might be , 

present another mechanism of heat flow other than thermal 

conduction, radiation and convection, which arises due to 
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the fact that electron density di stri but ion within the 

arc may cause diffusion and energy might be carried away 

by the electrons. In contrast to the case of high pre~ 

ssure arc this mechanism of heat flow might play a signi

ficant role in case of low pressure arcs. 

Theoretical consideration 

·:rhe heat flo;.v processes in the positive column of a low 

pressure mercury arc has been considered in a detailed 

mathematical analysis by Ghosal, .Nandi and Sen (1979). 

donEidering the one dimensional case and assuming that 

the charged particles are undergoing a!Il bipolar diffusion 

in the z direction · 
~~ 

the steady state perturbed dist-

ribution function le, may be given by the rela-

tion 

("l) L9 )( )Jy LQ '2-) oleo e£~ a/~:=-sm~ f. 
\9 +-2- ot- ?rl .e_ 0 2: . e., 

where and are the equilibrium distri-

bution function and electron atom collision frequency 

respectively and £~ is the field produced in the Z 

direction due to diffusion of charged partirles. The 

equilibrium diEtri bution function is assumed to be 

Maxwellian ·= ·-:· · _,_ 



~ 

--\ 

where cfJ (ij is related to electron density by 

1'1 ( 2c ) _: 'Yl o c/J ( 2c) = Ylo {1 - (;) J 'h. 

the radial particle distribution formula introduced by 

Gho sal, Nandi and Sen ( 1976). 

The authors assumed that 'the total heat flow 

is due to heat conduction by electrons, heat flow due 

to ambipolar diffusion and heat flow due to neutral 
bei 

particles the contribution by the ions codtidered small 
A 

in comparison to that of electrons so that H = He +. 

HD + Hn,. Ghosal et aJ.. ( 1979) calculated that 

ciTe 
5 1to K2.. ¢ (y) T.e_ /-1 e_ 2- rme rS'"YY'\e_ o{y 

rtD 5 K Te 
. ~(_' 

_])-e._ 
d ¢{~) 

- '~~o d Y'' 2- _,AA..e 

N..,. k'Y'I 
of_!;, - --- dry>-

assuming cylinderi cal symmetry Z can be replaced by 

radial variable r, and other symbols have their usual 

segnificancea, 

If &(o is the total rate of heating inside 

the plasma column of unit 1 ength it has been cal ciil a-
() 0 0 0 

ted that 

(Qb~ Q-Q+ ()D + QY\ 
where it has· been shown that 

c&~ :0 

5 J<l <Jo /€_ c~o- -,;,0) -- A 
2 .e_2-- 1\. 
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1 -o Ac l< 2_ <lo TeL_ ~-- QD 5 1\ 

t 

~.e_ e_1-- j\ 

v I<Yl (Tno -- ~CAJJ C{_, 27\ 
A. 

where~ is the axial electrical conductivity) ;U denotes 

the mobility --,::;, 0 ·and ~w is the temperature at 

the axis and at the wall respectively and 

o J 'Y' <J (..-) o(,. /-.,. d .,. 
1\ 

J "(? <J(y) d_-yo 

0 

The experimental procedure has been des.cribed in the 

paper by Ghosal, Nandi and Sen (1979). The experimental 

values of <!(; and 1\ for three arc currents are 

~ == 6.26 mhos/em for 2.3. amp. arc current) <:("0 = 18.05 

mho s I em for 3 • 1 amp • and ~ == 2 6 • 55 mho s/ em for 4 • 0 amp 

and 1\ = 0.8800, 1.0561 and 1 ~0676~ for the three dis-

charge currents. From these data and actual measurement 

of temperature at the axi~ and at the wall of the dis

charge tube the following table has been prepared 

T a bl e ( 8 • l '1 ) • 

This table shows that electronic thermal conduc-

o( tivity is below 305'~ of the total flow rate for 2.3 arc 

current and at lower electron temperature this still 

further decreases and in the present situation heat is 

mainly carried away to the wall due to ambipolar diffu.sion. 

' -- .-__ / 
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It has further been shown that 

0 ;;;- I< 2. ((6 Te sh. '1/e. 
~1) 57\ - . e2- 1\ 

~ '/ 1- lie 

where is the ratio of electron atom to 
I 

ion atom cross section. From this taking the Brode's 

value of electron atom collision cross section ~i 

t b -15 t is fou.YJ.d o e 16.78 x 10 sq.cm. This is qui e in 

agreement with mercur,y atom atom collision cross sec

tion which is 8.059 x 1o- 15 sq.cm. ·l'his method enables 

one to calculate electron atom collision cross section 

for energies of electrons below those reported by 

Brode (1953) and Massey (1969). 

Table 8.19 

-- - - - --- - - - - -
Discharge <:; 

I\ current mho/em n 
--- -·--

2.3 6 .. 26 2.293 0.8800 

3 & 1 18.05 3 .. 859 1 .. 0561 

4.0 26.55 3.984 1.0676 

-- -·- -- -- --- - -- - ---
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CONCLUSION 

A general review of the experimental results regarding 

the electrical and optical properties of arc plasma that 

have been meaEured in this laboratory and also those of 

other workers has been presented. From these data we can 

conclude the following: 

a) Both the glow diecharge and arc pla.mma react 

almost in a similar way under the effect of an exter

·nal magnetic field whether £ongitudinal or transverse. 

Specially when the arc current is of the order of a few 

amperes. The mathematical analysis of the behaviour of a 

glo·w discharge under an external field is also valid in 

case of an arc plasma. 

b) The main difference between a glow discharge and 

arc plasma lies in the radial distribution of charged 

particles. In case of glow discharge the distribution 

-is Bessalia.n whereas in case of arc plasma the distri

bution is given by '11-v<> ::: 11 o [; .- l'; ) 2] 
11 

where the symbols have been explained in the text. 

c) It has been shown that L angmuir'·s single probe 

method can be utilized for calculating electron density 

and electron temperature in arc plasma a.s well. 

d) By utilizing the new distributionfQ~ction elect-

ron temperature in an arc plasma in both transverse and 
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longitudinal magnetic field has been measured and their 

variation with arc current has been explained. The new 

distribution function has also been utilized in conjunc

tion with:· a longitudinal magnetic field to calculate 

the collision cross section. 

e) The investigation of Hall effect in an arc plasma 

enables us to calculate electron.density and mobility 

of electrons provided that the change of main arc current 

is taken ihto consideration due to imposition of the 

magnetic field. 

f) Considering the physical processes involved in 

a mercury arc discharge where the buffer gas is air and 

pressure low a model has been developed in which air 

plays the role of a quend.ing gas and it has been found 

that in this type of discharge both atomic and mole-

cular ions of mercury are present~ 

g) The role of self absorption of spectral lines 

in arc discharge has been anal~tically established and 

experimental results support the theoretical analycis. 

h) The after g)_ ow investigation in an arc plasma 

in presence of ~~ radiofrequency field enables one to 

identify the different loss m~chanism. 

i) The measurement of heat conductivity in an arc 

plasma. shows that in the process of heat conduction 

the process of ambipolar diffusion has a major role 

to play. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCL USIO!if 

In this present work, Investigation on the physical 

properties of Glow discharge and Arc plasma have been 

investigated and mathematical analysis of the observed 

result has been given. The summary of the total work is 

mentioned below: 

A) H-e~: flow process in the positive column of 
~.,_~-

a glow discharge 

The electronic thermal cond ucti vi ty of ionised 

gases such as air, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen has 

been measured for di'scharge currents-:-:-. "W-arying from 

2mA to 8 rnA. The problem of heat flow processes in the 

positive column of the glow discharge has been investi

gated utilizing the first order perturbation technique 

to Boltzmann Transport equation incorporating the radial 

distribution of charged particles which is assumed to 

be (@ -essal ian. 
• t ~ 

The loss is due to heat conductivity of electrons, 

ions and neutral particles and also due to ambipolar 

diffusion of electrons. The experimental results enable 

us to calculate separately the centribution of different 

processes and it is observed that the major part of the 

heat loss is due to diffusion. Further from the experi

mental results it has been possible to calculate <fia.. 

the ion atom collision cross section. 



B. Evaluation of Electron Temperature in Glow 

Discharge from Measurement of Diffusion_Voltage. 

It is shown that the electron temperature in a cylind

rical glow discharge column can be evaluated by measu

ring the radial diffusion voltage due to charge sepa

ration. The effect of a transverse magnetic field on 

electron temperature has also been investigated. 

c. Determination of plasma parameters by propaga

tion of Sonic waves through an ionised gas. 

The measurement of the attenuation constant of a 

propagating sonic wave through ionised air at diffe

rent discharge currents varying from 1 mA to 8 rnA and 

taking the values of electron temperature for diffe

rent ( E/P) values from literature, the ion atom .. 

~- collision frequency, drift veloci tj-, mobility and ion 

atom collision cross section have been obtained utili

zing the dispersion relation of ion acoustic waves at 

frequencies much below the ion plasma freq_uenc~r. The 

values are consistent with literature values. The 

experiments were done in different gases. 
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D. Effect of capacitor bank discharge on low tem

perature plasma. 

The effect of discharge of capacitor bank (which was 

charged to a high potential) through a glow discharge 

in air and hydrogen has been investigated. The object 

of this experiment is to study the che:'llges in elect-

rical conductivity and hence of electron density and 

the corresponding electron temperature in the glo.w 

discharge Plasma when a bank of high voltage high capa-- ·' 

city .condensers is discharged through a gloVIr discharge. 

It has been found that electron density increases almost 
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in a linear way with the increase of input energy whereas 

electron temperatu..re shows a sudden increase and then 

remair..s practically constant with further energ.)r input. 

Considering various types of ionization processes in a 

);._ dic:charge where additional energy has been feel in, a 

quahi tative explanation of the observed results has been 

presented. The analysis of the data will enable us to 

understand the in teration between an ionized gas and a 

high current pulsed discharge. 

( 



F.. Hall Effect in an Arc plasma. 

The Hall val ta.ge in a mercury arc plasma carrying a 

current of 3 amps., with a background air preEsure 

of 0.2 torr has been IJleasured for a range of magnetic 

field varying from 64 gauss to 526 gauss. Taking into 

consideration the variation of arc current and radial 

electron density in a traneverse magnetic field as 

deduced by Sen and Das et al from the th eo reti cal for~ 

mulation of :Seckman, the e!itpression for Hall voltage 

in an arc plasma has been deduced. The value of 

electron density and drift velocity have thus been 

calculated which are in agreement with literature 

values. 

F. Out line of a generalised theory of arc 

plasma from experimental results. 

The summary and conclusion has been mentioned at 

the end of chapter VIII. 
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